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Don't 90 home without us.
The Bass Shoe Factory Outlet 
Stores offer real savings on America’s 
favorite footwear for men, women and 
children. When you want real value on 
quality shoes, don’t go home without 
Bass®.
At Bass Shoe Factory Outlet Stores 
you’ll find savings of up to 50% on 
Bass® Weejuns®, Sunjuns® sandals,
and hundreds of other styles from 
comfy casuals to traditional classics.* 
Plus you’ll find Bass Handbags and 
accessories, Nike athletic footwear and 
savings up to 20% on Frye boots.
Quality Bass® footwear at savings 
of up to 50%...Bass® — Don’t Go Home 
Without Us.
U.S. Route 1 in Kittery, Wells, Saco (seasonal), Famouth, Belfast and Ellsworth; 
Junction of Routes 2 & 4 in Wilton; Hogan Road in Bangor
* A lI Bass shoes so ld  at the  Bass S hoe Facto ry  O u tle t are re jects o r c loseouts . A t Bass, w e p ride  ourse lves on 
o u r q u a lity  standards. The s ligh te s t flaw  o r im p e rfe c tio n  m akes us re ject a shoe, and pass the  savings on to  
you . Y our sa tis fa c tio n  is guaran teed.
IFive Inns offering fine restaurants, 
lounges and entertainment, AAA- 
Mobil rating, color TV , 
excellent locations, 
with friendly and 
efficient staff.
Please join us.
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1982 Calender of Events
MARCH
Wild M ountain Time W eekend— Rangeley 
W om en's National Downhill Skiing 
Cham pionships —  Sugarloaf 
10th Annual Camper/Sportsmen 
Show — Augusta 
Annual Rangeley Lakes Sled Dog 
Race —  Rangeley 
World H eavyweight Ski 
Cham pionship —  Sugarloaf 
Annual Northern Maine Agricultural 








Bangor Sportsm en's Show —  Bangor 
Fisherm an's Festival —  Boothbay Harbor 
Annual Sugarloaf Pentathlon —  Sugarloaf 
Annual Better Homes/Gardens 




1 6 ,17 ,18
MAY
Oxford County W hitew ater Canoe 
Cham pionsnips —  Rumford 
Upper Dead River W hitew ater Canoe 
Race —  Eustis
Maine Children's Festival —
Portland
Memorial Day W eekend Fly-In — 
Owls Head
Annual Sheep & W oolcraft 
Festival —  Cumberland 







Aroostook River Raft Race —  Caribou 18
Acadian Scottish Festival —  Trenton Mid July*
Franco-American Festival —  Lewiston 18 - 25
Tuna Tournam ent— Bailey Island 26 - 31
Central Maine Egg Festival —  Pittsfield 23 - 25
Great Schooner Race —  Rockport 27
Friendship Sloop Days —Friendship 2 9 ,3 0 ,3 1
Bangor State Fair —  Bangor 29 - Aug. 7
Potato Feast— Houlton 28 ,29
Bean Hole Bean Festival —  Oxford 31
AUGUST
International Festival —  Calais 1
Tuna Tournanm ent— Boothbay Harbor 1 -8
Sidewalk Art Festival —  Rangeley 5
Maine Seafoods Festival —  Rockland 5 ,7 ,8
Maine Festival (of the arts) —  Brunswick 6 ,7 ,8
Seacoast Festival —  Kennebunkport 5 ,6 ,7
Lobster Festival— Winter Harbor 14
Northern Maine Fair —  Presque Isle 1 2 -24
Annual Antique Transportation 
Rally— Owls Head 14,15
United Maine Craftsman Fair —
Cumberland Early August*
Monhegan Island Yacht Race —
Falmouth 14,15
Blueberry Festival— Machias 20, 21 ,22
Annual Retired Skippers Race —  Castine 21
WCSH Sidewalk Art Festival —  Portland 21
Union Fair & Blueberry Festival —  Union 22 - 28
Annual Downeast Jazz Festival —  Camden 27 ,28
Annual Log Day Festival —  Skowhegan 28
SEPTEMBER
JUNE
Power Boat Races, Lake Chickawaukie —
Rockland Early June*
Annual Miss Maine Pageant —  Bangor 18,19
Midsummer Festival —  New Sweden 19 ,20
Acadian Festival —  Madawaska 26 - July 4
Schooner Day —  Camden/Rockport 27
Old Port Festival —  Portland Late June*
North Atlantic Festival of
Storytelling —  Rockport 2 5 ,2 6 ,2 7
JULY
Bath Heritage Days —  Bath 1-5
Great Kennebec River W hatever 
Race —  Augusta/Gardiner 4
W orld's Fastest Lobsterboat Race 
Jonesport/Beals 4
Annual Chicken Bar-B-Que —  Bowdoinham 4
Northern Maine Lum berjack Roundup 
Roundup— Ashland Early July*
O yster Festival —  Damariscotta 9 ,1 0 ,1 1
Rotary Crafts Festival —  Portland 10
Rain date 11
Paul Bunyan Marathon —  Bangor Mid July*
Belfast Bay Festival —  Belfast 12-1/
W indjam m er Days —  Boothbay Harbor 1 3 ,14 ,15
Potato Blossom  Festival —  Fort Fairfield 14-15
Annual O pen H ouse & Garden 
Day —  Camden 15
Clam Festival —  Yarmouth 1 6 ,1 7 ,1 8
Water and Logging Festival —  Rangeley 17,18
Annual Hancock County Agricultural 
Fair— Blue Hill
Annual Blue Grass Festival —  Brunswick 
Fly-In Weekend —  Greenville 
Logging Days —  Bangor 
Air Show —  Brunswick 
Topsham Fair —  Topsham 
Oxford County Agricultural 
Fair— Oxford
Franklin County Agricultural 
Fair— Farmington
Common Ground Country Fair— Windsor 
Franco American Festival —  Old Town 
Fall Fly-In —  Bingham 
Cumberland Fair —  Cumberland 
Fall Foliage Days —  Rangeley
3 -6  







2 4 ,2 5 ,2 6  
Late Sept.* 
25 ,26  
2 6 -O ct. 2 
2 5 -O ct. 3
OCTOBER
Fryeburg Fair— Fryeburg 3 -1 0
Fall Foliage & Country Fair
Weekend —  Boothbay Harbor 9 -1 1
Fall Fly-In —  Owls Head 10
Casco Bay Marathon —  Portland 17
Octoberfest— Greenville Late October*
NOVEMBER
United Maine Craftsmen Fair —  Brewer 2 7 ,28 ,29
*To Be Announced
For further information about these and other events contact the 
MAINE PUBLICITY BUREAU.
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LUXURY BY THE SEASHORE There isn't a 
more delightful resort on the Coast. Send for 
our color brochure or call for a reservation.
Special off-season rates 
apply in May, June, Sept., 
and Oct.
106 Stage Neck Road 
York Harbor, Maine 03911q n n
? HathawaySuperior shirtmakers since 1837.
Save up to 50% over regular retail 
on World Famous Quality Shirts
First Quality Hathaway Dress 
and Sport Shirts, Neckwear and 
Ladies Shirts. Jack Nicklaus Golf 
Shirts. Dior Dress Shirts, 
Neckwear and Accessories. 
Chaps by Ralph Lauren, Dress 
and Sport Shirts, Neckwear. 
Factory Irregulars.
Maine Stores on Route 1 in Wells 
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’M a i q c
invites you
It's almost impossible to convey with words and 
pictures alone, the myriad ways nature has 
endowed our great State of Maine with her most 
magnificent blessings — silent, mystical forests; 
proud, mystic hills and mountains; fir-clad islands 
anchoring a restless sea of blue. From the shimmer 
and sparkle of her most remote lakes and streams, 
across the broad sweep of her mighty rivers, to 
the winding stretch of her hundred-harbored, 
rockbound coast - this, and so much more, 
is Maine!
We have specifically designed this 
FORTY-EIGHTH edition of MAINE 
INVITES YOU to help you capture some of 
the magic that is Maine, as well as to assist
your planning for that unforgettable vacation 
that only the Pine Tree State can offer.
Throughout the pages of this book, we have 
arranged a wide variety of information — for the 
express purpose of introducing you to Maine's 
countless Vacationland possibilities. It's with great 
pleasure we send you this copy of MAINE INVITES 
YOU — as an aid in making your visit with us a 
memorable one.
Une bienvenue speciale a nos voisins et chers 
amis Canadiens qui connaissent et aiment les 
beautes attirantes de notre etat. Venez nous visiter 
au plus tot et souvent.
We'd appreciate your mentioning MAINE 
INVITES YOU when corresponding or conversing 
with those who have participated in making this 
book possible. Our office is at your service at all 




PETER M .D A N BO RG  J  
PRESIDENT ^
SEE MAINE PUBLICITY BUREAU AD ON PAGE 66 FOR TRAVEL INFORMATION DETAILS.
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Ogunquit is famous for just about everything!
A spacious, unspoiled white sand beach . . . 
Intriguing Perkin's Cove with its picturesque 
lobster shacks, shops and yacht basin . . . the 
Marginal Way, a scenic footpath along the rocky 
coast. . .  an art center with galleries and studios 
around every corner . . . the star studded 
Ogunquit Playhouse . . . and much more.
Accommodations and restaurants are excellent 
and plentiful. And Ogunquit is so easy to reach. 
Just 70 miles north of Boston over the best 
highways.
For further information write:
OGUNQUIT CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, BOX 2289, O G U N Q U IT ,M A IN E  03907
When writing to advertisers, please mention "Maine Invites You.' 5
WELLSOn The Atlantic Ocean
Everything a family vacation is supposed to be —  sun, surf, and sand. With the best 
in lodging and camping, antique shops, tennis, golf, and great restaurants!
All this and a warm, friendly welcome from people who are glad to see you.
Shopping opportunities abound! Write for free brochure. 
WELLS CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
Box 356M, Wells, ME 04090 
(207)646-2451
Don’t let the summer go by without a cruise on Casco Bay!
24 Daily Sailings!
•  Bailey Island Cruise •  Mailboat Cruise
•  Inner Bay and Harbor Cruises •  Moonlight Cruise
•  Greater Portland 
sightseeing Tours
•  Lobster Bakes 
and Buffets
•  Special Group and 
Charter Rates
Send for free color brochure! Custom House W harf /  Portland, Maine 04101 /  (207)774-7871
YORK M AIN E
the ocean
MILES OF CLEAN SAND BEACHES
Plus everything for recreation, 
dining, night life, relaxation.
FOR INFORMATION WRITE:
York Chamber of Commerce, Box 417, York, Maine 03909
N A M E _________________________________________
ADDRESS ______________________________________
C I T Y ________________ S T A T E ______ZIP _________
When writing to advertisers, please mention "Maine Invites You."
South Coast
THIS region of Maine consists of that portion of York and Cumberland counties south of U.S. Route 202 to 
the seacoast and the western coast of Sagadahoc County.
Maine in a nutshell —  that's how a Maine visitor once 
described York County. For here in this "southern gate­
way to Maine" the state's traveling guest finds every form 
of natural advantage for vacationing, from world-famous 
beaches of sparkling white sand to lakes and hills and 
shore where for more than 300 years people have found 
r\ relaxation.
To many of Maine's vacationers, the wonders of the 
state begin to unfold in York County. At Kittery (only 
fifty miles north of Boston), at Eliot, the Berwicks, and 
Lebanon, the main traffic arteries enter the state from the 
south.
At Kittery the major highway entrances into Maine are: 
the Piscataquis River Bridge (1-95) entered from the New 
Hampshire Turnpike; the former high-level bridge, 
called the Route 1 bypass; and through Kittery proper 
over the older Memorial Bridge on Route 1. Once in 
Maine, the Route 1 bypass flows into 1-95, north of which 
is located the large Maine Information Center, operated 
by the Maine Publicity Bureau. This center and rest area 
are accessible from the Interstate and Route 1. You are 
cordially invited to stop and inspect this hospitality build­
ing before continuing your trip into Maine.
The Maine Turnpike is a 100-mile toll superhighway 
leading to Augusta, with exits and entrances at Wells, 
Kennebunk, Biddeford, Saco, Scarborough Downs race 
track (summer only), Scarborough, South Portland, Port­
land-Westbrook, Falmouth (Route 1), Portland-North, 
Gray, Auburn, Lewiston, Gardiner, and Augusta. The 
Maine Turnpike is characterized as "the fast route," while 
Route 1 is known as "the scenic route," running through 
historic coastal cities and towns, with glimpses of shore 
scenery and numerous access roads directly to shore and 
beach areas.
Kittery has been associated with shipbuilding since its 
earliest days. Today many of its residents work at the Kit- 
tery-Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, the town's major in­
dustry. Kittery also is the site of Fort McClary (1690) with 
its original blockhouse. Of architectural interest is the 
Lady Pepperell House, an eighteenth-century mansion 
built by the widow of Sir William Pepperell, the only na­
tive American to be knighted by the English crown.
Along Route 1A, north from Kittery, are the Yorks — 
York Village, York Harbor, and York Beach — and the 
area's famous Nubble Light (1879) at Cape Neddick, long 
a subject for artists and photographers. The first char­
tered city in America, York was a popular summer play­
ground for the Indians before it became a Royal Colony 
in 1641.
Ogunquit, locale of one of America's great summer 
theaters and a world-famous art colony, is an Indian 
name meaning Beautiful Place by the Sea. Its beach, to­
gether with the beautiful strip of sand at Wells Beach, an­
nually draw thousands of vacationers and summer col­
onists to the spacious, uncrowded sands. Bald Head 
Cliff, a geological wonder, towers over 100 feet at the 
ocean edge here at Ogunquit. Wells is also the location 
of the Rachel Carson Wildlife Refuge, a wetlands area 
and sanctuary for migrating birds.
A few miles farther north along the coast are Ken­
nebunk Beach and Kennebunkport, formerly part of
7
Southern Coast
JUST W HAT YOU'VE BEEN LOOKING FOR:
FOR MAINE AND ALL NEW ENGLAND  
Send Today For The Great Annual
The New England Guide
77// ONLY COMF1.F IT  GY 11)1 
I V  M U ’ INCH.AND
Where to Go-What to See-Where to Stay & Dine
Invaluable for trip  planning-anti an indispensable hatnilxxik 
wlien traveling.
You 'll f  in d  over 200 pages o f de ta iled New I  ng land  
trave l in fo rm a tio n - in c lu d in g  maps, calendars o f  
events, d in in g  guide, lodging, sports, plaees to  visit, 
trave l tips, great eo lo r p lto to -  
iphs, in teresting feature  
nic ies.'..and m uch m ore!
lo r  24 years. I lie rceogiii/oil 
authoritative handbook' to all 
New I ni’land-eoinplelely  
up dated ear'll year.
O RDIR TODA Yf We ll m
elmle a free New I neland 
road map. Shipped postpaid. 
Send S2.5II lor eaeh ropy to:





Sparkling sweeps of sandy beach edging 
crystalline waters. Dramatic coastal scen­
ery setting off our grand hotel, with 
luxurious studios and spacious suites. A 
remarkable restaurant serving the finest 
traditional Maine food. Swimming in the 
ocean or pool. Two tennis courts and 
plenty of experienced partners. Small 
town serenity and a dynamic night life. 
Friendly faces 
welcoming 
you all year 
long. You've 
worked for it, 
and you've 
waited long 
enough. You 28 Israe|>s Head Road
deserve a Ogunquit, Maine 03907
vacation at Telephone 207-646-8311
Arundel. Here many famoous authors and artists have 
their summer homes. Both places are on the shore side 
of the town of Kennebunk, whose up-to-date business 
district and charming residential section retain much 
Early American atmosphere and tradition. Cape Por­
poise, a picturesque fishing village a few miles north of 
Kennebunkport, was the scene of one of Maine's out­
standing Revolutionary War engagements. Goose Rocks 
Beach is one of the town's popular resort colonies.
Fortunes Rocks and Biddeford Pool are on the ocean 
side of Biddeford, the largest city and metropolis of York 
County, situated at the mouth of the Saco River.
Biddeford is the site of the famous Pepperell Mills. A 
banking, distribution, and shopping center, Biddeford 
forms, together with the city of Saco on the northern bank 
of the river, a locale for many smaller manufacturing and 
service industries. Both cities have excellent residential 
and shopping districts and small farm areas in their sub­
urbs.
Biddeford and Saco are hubs for highway traffic into 
the western and northern interiors of York County, with 
its hills and lakes. Shoreward from Route 1, branch roads 
lead to Bay View, Camp Ellis, Ocean Park, and Old Or­
chard Beach.
These latter communities, famous for years as sum­
mer-colony and oceanside resort areas, are increasing 
their year-round populations annually.
Old Orchard Beach, focal point of a seven-mile-long 
white sand-beach area stretching from the mouth of the 
Saco River to the Scarborough River at Pine Point, fea­
tures a five-mile strip of smooth sand from 400 to 700 feet 
wide, warming the surf considerably on sunny days. 
With many hotels, motels, rooming houses, and restau­
rants, it is a popular amusement and convention center. 
More Canadians visit this part of Maine each summer 
than any other resort area, even in their own country.
If the visitor enters York County from Dover or Som- 
ersworth, N.H., he comes into the state through the Ber- 
wicks which include Berwick, South Berwick, and North 
Berwick. These are on the western side of the county 
comprising a rich farming area, famous in New England's 
history and tradition. The first sawmill in New England 
was located in this area. Maine sent more men from this
section to the Revolutionary War than any other area, 
and one family here provided governors for both New 
Hampshire and Massachusetts.
I>inr on the Atlantic .
The Grey Gull Inn
321 Webhannet Drive 
Wells. Maine 04090. 207/6467501
Relax in our charming country- 
style inn. 10 rooms directly on 
the ocean with outstanding 
views. Quiet Atlantic setting at 
affordable prices. Fine food and 
spirits, too.
Tytverstde «omN
Deluxe motel rooms with lovely view of ocean and harbor. 
Free continental breakfast. Spacious grounds. Beach; 
deep sea fishing, golf, shops, restaurants, footpaths near­
by. Open April 30 to Oct. 18. Lower rates in spring and fall. 
Color folder: Box M, Riverside Motel.
_____________ _________________ Ogunquit, Maine 03907
8 When writing to advertisers, please mention "Maine Invites You.'
Southern Coast
Maine’s Newest Southern Gateway Hotel
Best Western Stagecoach Inn
Minutes to Historical Portsmouth, N.H., Kittery & York, Maine 
YEAR ROUND RECREATION — ENTERTAINMENT
Luxury Accommodations— Color TV, Direct Phones— Individual Temperature Control 
Indoor Pool— Sauna— Coffee Shop— Lounge
Meeting and Banquet Space for up to 400 people
. LET US BE THE FIRST TO WELCOME YOU TO MAINE . .






For 82 years the sea has been our neighbor......
and you will Find Sparhawk continues to comple­
ment your oceanfront lodging with spacious 
grounds, pool, tennis, beautiful gardens and the 
Barbara Dean’s Restaurant....all equaling "Ogun- 
quit's Leading Resort." Also color TV, air cond., DD 
Tel., andcont. Breakfast. Five min. walk to beach.
Open April 8 to October 30. Spring and Fall, $29.- 
$48. Summer Season, $59.-$72. for two people. 
Write for brochure.
Sparhawk, Box 936D, Ogunquit, Maine 03907 
Telephone: 207-046-5562
BILL FOSTER S
D ow neos t Lobs te r &  C lam bake
t S erved at the pa v ilio n , ra in o r sh ine W ed. thru  Sat. at 7 P.M. a n d  Sun. at 5 P.M R eservations Requested Private g ro u p s  catered at y o u r p lace or ou rs  D ay o r ove rn igh t pa ckage  tours ava ilab leFull Service Restaurant & Gift Shop
o n  Prem ises
— O pen Dailv -
ROUTE lA. YORK HARBOR. MAINE 03911 
C A LL US A T (207) 363-3255
V
Jlorza  i S  za
d V lo to x  (3mz
Colonial Village Resort
Rte.1
Ogunquit by the Sea 
Maine 03907 
Telephone 207-646-2794
Colonial Village Resort is now a 50 unit motel. Located 1/s 
mile north of Ogunquit Village on Route 1. Property extends 
from Rte. 1 to the Ogunquit Tidal River overlooking the 
ocean. There are some 2 bedroom cottages. 20 of the 
largest Motel units in Ogunquit have just been completed 
with kitchenettes. Olympic Size pool is the largest outdoor 
pool in Maine, Tennis court and Whirlpool Spa.
Off Season rates May-June 24 
After Labor Day to Mid-October
WILSON S GRAND-VIEW 
MOTOR INN AND COTTAGES
On Ocean Beach Front, L.S. Route 1-A; York Harbor, Maine03911. 
Open May 1 - October 31. Four modern motels with outstanding 
individual appointments. Spacious units with cross ventilation. 
Picture windows, overlooking the bathing beach and ocean. 
Ceramic tile baths with combination tub-shower. Indiv idual unit- 
controlled radiant heat. Wall-to-wall carpets, TV each unit with 
sitting-room combination. Park your car at motel door for con­
venience. Our accommodations are the most modem and spacious 
in this area. We are the largest vacation-accommodation resort in 
this area. Also fifty (50) cottages on beach to accommodate from 
two to ten persons each.
WRITE: Joseph S. Wilson, Proprietor, York Harbor, Box 129, Maine03911. 
Phone (207) 363-9815 or 363-3838
"AT THE OCEAN 'S EDGE'
YORK BEACH, MAINE
Area's Newest and Finest Oceanfront Resort Motel 
Completely Sprinklered for your Protection.
Open Year Round
Vacation in quiet luxury at our 3 acre landscaped beachfront 
vacation paradise. Large efficiency units. Full baths w/tubs and showers. Color T.V. WAV carpet. Heated swimming pool. Badminton. 
Shuffleboard. Volleyball. Picnic area. And the beach at our door. Golf and tennis nearby. Moments from Summer Theater — Famous 
Restaurants — Art Galleries — Antique shops — Churches, etc. Approved in Mobil Guide.
For Color Brochure & Rates — Write or Call:
Thelma Grossman, Owner/Manager • Box615M, York Beach, Maine 03910 
Tel. 1-207-363-5481
When writing to advertisers, please mention "Maine Invites You." 9
Southern Coast
O G U N Q U IT M O TEL
Ogunquit, Maine
U.S. Route #1, 1 m ile north Ogunquit Square
Guest controlled air conditioning and heat. Heated 
pool, color T.V., direct-dial phones. Restaurant.
Lower rates Labor Day to July 2. Major credit cards 
honored.
AARP Discount except from July 3 to Labor Day.
Box 656, Ogunquit, Maine 03907 
__________________ Phone 207-646-8336__________________
Lemon Tree Inn, Motel
Shore Road
A charm ing Inn w ith  spacious guest rooms all private bath, heat and 
air. Encirc ling the pool area there are e ffic iency un its  w ith  modern 
kitchens, co lor TV, heat/air and ocean view.
A ll wa lk ing d istance to  beach, Perkins Cove, M arginal Way — Open 
April to  October.
Box 564 O gunquit, M aine 03907 Telephone: 207-646-7070
C E A N - 5 ^
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MOTEL and COTTAGES 
GUEST RESORT
Oci'.nifi'oiit C ottages mid Motel 
for 2 to <1 persons in superb 
locution, d irectly  on .'{ mile 
sandy beach. The lieaeli begins 
K itch en ettes , beat and TV . Near all 
I'anions Oumnpiit Playhouse. restauran ts 
m i . Moody lleacli. Maine fMO.H.
BETTY FELLMAN, OWNER, Mgr.
Somerset Motor Court
U. S. Route 1 WELLS, MAINE
BEAUTIFUL OCEAN V IE W
3 0  MODERN HOUSEKEEPING COTTAGES 
ELECTRIC HEAT & FREE TV 
10 LARGE MOBILE HOMES 
2-5  PERSONS 
2 0  ACRES OF Q U IET SP A C IO U S G R O U N D S
MOBIL
GUIDE
( 2 0 7 )  6 4 6 - 2 7 8 2 LEN and OLIVE PETERSON
OGUNQUIT’S CHARMING RESORT
Hotel— Motel— Guesthouse 
Heated Pool w/adjoining whirlpool bath 
Spacious lawns— Shuffleboard
• Located in the heart of Ogunquit on Shore Road —  minutes 
from Beach, Marginal Way, Perkins Cove, Theaters, etc.
• Local Sports— Tennis, Golf, Fishing, Sailing, etc.
• 54 comfortably furnished rooms with private bath and 6 units 
with kitchenettes.
• Open Mid-May to Mid-October
• Color brochure write: P.O. Box 895M, Ogunquit 03907
Telephone 207-646-2438
Near South Berwick is the home of Gladys Hasty Car- 
roll, contemporary novelist, who uses Maine and New 
England as the locale of many of her historical stories and 
writings. The Sarah Orne Jewett House, open to the pub­
lic, contains some of the most beautiful features of any 
house in New England.
Beyond the Berwicks, the Bauneg Beg Hills, gateway 
to Sanford, have been developed as a summer play­
ground, with fishing, swimming, hunting, hiking, golf­
ing, and all the other outdoor sports that the region af­
fords.
Another gateway to Sanford is Route 202, entering the 
state from Rochester, N.H., and crossing the Salmon 
Falls River at the town of Lebanon, rich in history and 
scenery, with gently rolling, pine-dotted hills, many 
brooks, ponds, and a fine lake, North East Pond.
Sanford and Springvale are geographically in the cen­
ter of York County and in the center of a superb lake and 
hill area. Here is the home of Nasson College.
Northeast from Sanford is the charming shire town of 
Alfred, whose courthouse vaults contain the oldest con­
tinuous court records in the United States, dating back to 
1635. Beautiful old houses of prominent early families are 
located on quiet streets under towering trees. The Mas- 
sabesic Experimental Forest is located close by.
Directly east from Alfred is the road to Lyman and Bid- 
deford. Lyman is the heart of the county's white pine belt 
and has three large ponds, Kennebunk, Bunganut, and
Text to be continued on page 15
70 UNITS
DELUXE MOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS 
EFFICIENCIES — SUITES 
MODERN HOUSEKEEPING COTTAGES 
Air Conditioned — Heated — Color Television 
HEATED POOL WITH POOLSIDE PATIO 
SPACIOUS GROUNDS — LAWN GAMES 
RESTAURANT — GIFT SHOP 
Off Season Rates — May, June and Sept., Oct. > 
2 Minutes From Beach VISA/MC Accepted 
On US Route 1, 1 Mile North of Ogunquit Village
j H a j e f i t i c  J f f l o t e l  ’
For Brochure, Rates and Reservations:
Rte. 1, Box 17, O gunquit, Me. 03907/Tel. 207-646-2102 ^
I10 When writing to advertisers, please mention "Maine Invites You.'
The Downeast Mariner’s Trail
ON BALD HEAD CUFF
V acation m agic a t The Cliff House
A rare com bination of new and old traditions 
sharing a location of striking beauty.
Join us as w e begin our 109th season of N ew  England innkeeping. Offering still — 
the privacy of 9 0  spacious acres, zestful salt air and a panoramic 17  mile ocean view. 
N ow  only a day's drive from  N ew  York and M ontreal and just 2 hours from  Boston.
All modern motels and efficiencies w ith  porches and picture w indow s featuring  
a view of the sea. Traditional hospitality; dining room and cocktail lounge offered in 
the original fam ily inn.
Heated pool, recreation room, tennis, transportation bus, golf at entrance. 
Nearby playhouse, shops, art colony and sandy beach. Open M ay into October. 
Transients welcom e.
Special Package Weekends. Reduced O ff Season Rates. Reservations Requested.
AX, V IS A , M C  ACC EPTED G RO UP PACKAGES AVAILABLE
For Color Brochure, Rates and Reservations
When writing to advertisers, please mention "Maine Invites You.' 11
Southern Coast
Directly on Maine’s finest beach 75 miles north of Boston. 1 mile off U.S. 1 
at Wells Beach, Maine 04090. Over the years, many of our summer guests 
have said, "It would be wonderful to spend a few days at the Beach in the 
Winter and early Spring to hear and watch the ocean rolling in, and see the 
sun rising out of the Atlantic.”
The Forbes family has made this possible, by building two modern well 
heated Motels at the ocean edge where one can rest, relax and enjoy this 
panoramic view of ocean and beach from large picture windows.
DRIFTWINDS MOTEL 
WELLS BEACH MOTOR INN 
OPEN YEAR ROUND
Directly on the Ocean 
WELLS BEACH, MAINE 04090 
Telephone: (207) 646-2831/(207) 646-7056
12 When writing to advertisers, please mention "Maine Invites You."
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A tla n tic
^Atlantic /Motofr
on tlta ocean y edge
Freshwater pool and breezy pool-side
patio__ the soft sandy beach and gentle
surf a step away . . . .  Wide selection of 
tastefully decorated rooms. With all con­
veniences . . . .  in room coffee.
Atlantic Motor Inn 
Wells Beach, Maine 04090
FOR RESERVATIONS WRITE OR CALL 207 646-7061 
YOUR HOSTS — Pat & Larry Kenny




Traditional charm  or contemporary convenience. 
The choice is yours.
When you've been welcoming guests to Maine for 
sixty years, you do learn a thing or two about what 
people want on a vacation.
W e’ve learned that some people still love the old 
charm of a traditional grand hotel. T h a t’s the 
Nonantum — fireplace, broad front porch, con­
genial lobby, cheery dining room, 50 comfortable 
rooms with modern, private baths.
Others prefer the contemporary motel wing, 
15 tastefully decorated units with choice of twin or 
double beds, wall-to-wall broadloom, and color TV . 
W ell, that’s the Nonantum too.
Either way, there’s the sweeping lawns, the sheltered 
heated pool, shuffleboard, and private marina. You 
enjoy three hearty New England meals a day.
P.S. If you’re just “passing 
through,’’ join us for breakfast, 
or lunch, or dinner!
For those who prefer the more unhurried days of 
September, or Fall foliage time, we’re still open, 
serving breakfast and dinner, and our famous Irish 
coffee in the lounge. (A great idea after a walk to 
the village.)
According to season, we offer American, Modified 
American, and European Plans, and we welcome 
tour groups.
For full-color brochure, information and reserva­
tions, please write or call:
T H E
NONANTUM
Hotel and Motor Inn
Bill and Margaret Leathers, Box C, Kennebunkport, Maine 04046. Tel. 207-967-3338.
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Swan, within its town limits. A village, Goodwins Mills, 
is the business center of Lyman.
Cumberland County, Maine's most populous area, is, 
like York, a scenic wonderland stretching from the moun­
tains to the sea. Along the coast and beaches are stern 
headlands and cliffs, as well as scores of harbors, islands, 
and inlets, where boating, swimming, and deep- and 
shallow-water fishing offer an unlimited scope of ac­
tivities.
Besides being the focal points for business and trans­
portation in the county, Portland and South Portland are 
cities of many types of industries. They are busy, but not 
congested.
Portland is the state's largest city and its cultural and 
commercial center. It is a major oil terminal and shipping 
port; regular ferry service operates daily to Casco Bay is­
lands; and the Lion Ferry Co., of Sweden, manages the 
luxurious cruise ferry that runs from Portland to Nova 
Scotia. Portland is the home of the University of Southern 
Maine, professional theater groups, and the Portland 
Symphony Orchestra. The Cumberland County Civic 
Center is the largest of its kind north of Boston.
Portland's Old Port Exchange, an area of attractive 
shops offering a range of goods — imports to native crafts 
— taverns, and fine restaurants, is located near the water­
front in restored buildings, many of them former 
warehouses.
Magnificent views of Casco Bay on the east and the 
mountains on the west are to be had from Portland's East­
ern and Western promenades, beautifully landscaped 
esplanades on high ground at either end of the city, some 
of Portland's noteworthy points include its unsurpassed 
water system (from Sebago Lake); the Kotzschmar 
Memorial Organ in Portland City Hall (with public sum­
mer recitals by outstanding organists); Portland Interna­
tional Jetport; the Wadsworth-Longfellow House; Port­
land Observatory on Munjoy Hill; Tate House; Victoria 
Mansion; museums and art galleries.
Two Lights State Park and Crescent Beach State Park, 
on the Cape Elizabeth shore, are but a short drive from 
1 downtown Portland.
Northwest from Portland, on the threshold of the 
Sebago Lakes Region, are the towns of North Yarmouth,
Gray, Windham, Standish, and Gorham (first called 
Narragansett).
Beyond Portland, at Falmouth, is the headquarters of 
the Maine Audubon Society, Gilsland Farm, an energy- 
conserving structure using solar and wood heat. Here, 
the society offers a variety of natural history, solar, and 
alternative energy programs.
Bradbury Mountain State Park on Route 9 in Pownal 
contains a granite bluff rising 484 feet, with a beautiful 
southward panorama of Casco Bay and the islands and 
| estuaries off Freeport.
[ Freeport, home of L. L. Bean, internationally known sportsmen's outfitters, also has been called the "birth­
place of Maine." It was here that commissioners from the
1 District of Maine and its parent Commonwealth of Mas­sachusetts met in 1820 and signed the papers which made Maine a separate state of the Union. Flere also is Wolf 
Neck State Park, with its hiking trails, picnicking, and na- 
| ture-interpretation program. Text to be continued on page 18
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Stay right where we 
are for as long 
as you like.
Clean, comfortable rooms and kitchenettes, 
together with off-season daily, weekly and 
monthly rates: that’s what you’ll find at the 
Charter House Motor Hotel in Kittery.
You can unwind in our game room, enjoy a 
cocktail and a steak or Maine lobster right next 
door at Valle’s, then relax in your room in front 
of a color TV.
So check in for a night, week, mqnth or as long 
as you like. That’s the Charter House Motor 
Hotel in Kittery. When looking for a room 




Kittery, Maine • (2.07) 439-2000
Box775B Telephone
Wells Beach, Maine 207-646-2227
04090
15 Deluxe M otel Units 
12 Fully Equipped Housekeeping 
Cottages and Apartments  
12 Cozy Guest Rooms
200 Feet to oceanfront and sandy 
beach. Within walking distance of 
shops, restaurant, and market.
Open May-September
The Sevigneys 
your hosts for 
three generations
1 & 2 Bedroom Units with Kitchen 
Ocean View •  Spacious Grounds •  Near Beach
W o n d erview  
Motor Village
for brochure, rates, and reservations:




Dion's Yacht Yard, Inc. — Kittery 
Barton's Machine Shop, Inc. — Kitten/
York Harbor Marine Service — York 
Chick's Marina, Inc. — Kennebunkport 
Brendze & Wester— Kennebunkport 
Rumery's Boatyard — Biddeford 
Handy Boat Service, Inc. — Falmouth Foreside 
Harraseeket Marine Service — Freeport 
Rings Marine Service, Inc. — Freeport 
Yarmouth Boat Yard — Yarmouth 
Dolphin Marine Service, Inc. — S. Harpswell 
Dockside Marine — Bailey Island 
Longreach Co. — Bath 
BFC Marine — Bath 
Burgess Marina — Bath 
Hancox Marine Inc. — Bath 
Robinhood Marina Inc. — Robinhood 
Wallace Marina & Boatyard— Brunswick 
Coveside Inn & Marina — Bristol 
Smugglers Cove Motel — E. Boothbay 
Pierce Marine Service Inc. — Boothbay Harbor 
Brewer's Boatyard Inc. & Marine Coast Yacht 
Sales— W. Southport 
Muscongus Marina & Bldg. — Medomak 
Snow Harbor Marina — Thomaston 
Anchorage Marine — Thomaston 
Wayfarer Marine Corp. — Camden 
Knight Marine Service — Rockland 
Dark Harbor Boat Yard, Inc. — Islesboro 
Chance Along Inn — Belfast 
Billings Diesel & Marine Service — Stonington 
Southwest Boat Corp. — Southwest Harbor 
The Boathouse & The Chandlery— Manset 
Henry R. Hinckley & Co. — Southwest Harbor 
Bass Harbor Marine — Bass Harbor 
Bass Harbor Boat Corp. — Bernard 
Winter Harbor Ma rina — Winter Harbor
Dine on the Atlantic . . . Sleep by the Sea . . .
Relax in our charming country- 
style inn. 10 rooms directly on 
/  \ \  X  the ocean with outstanding
I ) \  views Quiet Atlantic setting at
/ [ \ affordable prices. Fine food and
/ \ I spirits, too.
\  /  Write For Brochure
) J /  The Grey; Gull Inn
^  '1^ /' 321 Webhannet Drive
r  Wells, Maine 04090, 207/646-7501
T a t t w o c d  
^M oro r Court
•  QUIET COMFORTABLE ACCOMMODATIONS
Our rooms are tastefully decorated with a touch of 
Maine.
•  LARGE SW IM M ING POOL
25 x 50 with diving board — enjoy the friendly atmosphere 
at pool side.
•  COFFEE SHOP
Wide pine board floor — large stone fireplace — Complete 
breakfast or just Coffee and a homemade muffin.
•  CLOSE TO BEACHES
Beautiful DRAKE’S ISLAND is only a mile away with plenty 
of parking.
•  RESTAURANTS & SHOPS CLOSE BY
3 restaurants, 3 antique shops, a Christmas shop, Ice 
Cream shop are almost across the street.
•  IDEALLY LOCATED BETWEEN
OGUNQUIT AND KENNEBUNKPORT
FOR RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION WRITE: 
TALLWOOD MOTOR COURT 
P.O. BOX 850B 
WELLS, MAINE 04090 —
(207) 646-5689
and American Express accepted 
REDUCED RATES SPRING AND FALL
THE SEAGULL MOTOR INN 
Overlooking the Ocean
A ir C o n d it io n e d  M ote l Room s. H o u se ­
kee p ing  C o tta ges  fo r  2-6 Persons. 9 H ole 
P itch  and P u tt G o lf C ourse . H eated Pool 
- T e lev is ion  - S creened  P orches.
A Fa m ily  R esort on 23 A cres.
¥
*
A A A  - M o b il T rave l G u ide  A p p ro ve d
Off Season Rates 
Brochure on Request 
Henry & Barbara Beaudoin
P.O. Box 338M, Wells. Maine 04090 
(207) 646-7082
MIDWAY MOTEL and COTTAGES
Rout* 1 Walls, Main* 04090 Phon* (207) 646-5045
Deluxe motel and suites with kitchenettes, color T V , electric heat. Also 
modern cottages. All units air-conditioned, heated. Swimming pool. Set on 
spacious grounds with picnic tables, rock gardens, recreational facilities 
Brochure on Request Open May-October
GERALD & SUSAN GARON Owner/Hosts
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OLD FORT INN
P .O . Box 759 (207) 967-535
Kennebunkport, M aine 04046
The Old Fort Inn and Antiques is a self contained resort in the midst o f  
Kennebunkport. The Old Fort Inn offers the discriminating adult congen­
ial atmosphere, a perfect setting and soothing luxury. The rooms are beaut­
ifully decorated ana appointed with private bath, colored TV, complete 
kitchen unit, and daily maid service. The rate includes a homemade conti­
nental breakfast. The Inn features a large pool, private tennis court, 
shuffleboara and a lovely Lodge. All around there is the magnificant 
Maine coast and scenery within strolling distance. The Old Fort Inn has 
a delightful Antique Shop. Because o f  limited rooms, early reservations are 
suggested. The Inn is featured in “Country Inns and Back Roads” and 
AAA approved.
Open May thru Oct. Your Hosts, Sheila and David Aldrich
Beautifully situated overlooking beach, ocean, 
river. Swimming pool, heated salt water, one of New 
England’s finest, Poolside buffet lunch daily. Cocktail 
bar. Dancing. Entertainment. Safe surf bathing. Golf, 
tennis, shops, movies, summer theatres, nearby. Out­
standing resort value. Ownership Management.
Box 511M, Kennebunkport, Maine 04046 
Phone—Area Code 207 - 967-3331
TIDES INN BY-THE-SEA
Ocean front on sandy (loose Rocks Beach 
Off Route t  - 6 miles ff.E. of Kennebunkport
A COZY & CASUAL COUNTRY INN BY-THE-SEA 
G olf and tenn is  nearby. Quaint New England lodging.
Restaurant - Cockta il Lounge 
“ Relaxed atm osphere bordering on In e ffic iency"
Reasonable Rates May thru September
Telephone (207) M7-37S7
THE S U N D IA L  INN
A t the O cean's Edge 
Kennebunk Beach, M aine
C h e e rfu l, c o m fo rta b le  lo dg in g  fo r  7 5  g u e s ts  B re a k fa s t and  lu n ch  
se rved  N ear g o lf cou rse , ra cq u e t fa c il it ie s , and fa m o u s  su m m e r 
th e a tre
Toni Nourse 2 0 7 /9 6 7 -3 8 5 0  
Kennebunk Beach, ME 04043 May thru mid-Sept.
The Captain Lord Mansion
Intimate Maine Coast Inn
P.O. Box 527MM (207) 967-3141
Kennebunkport, Maine 04046
Come sample the quiet elegance of this 1812 Mansion built by 
Nathaniel Lord, shipbuilder and seafarer. The luxurious 
spacious rooms provide a peace apart from the day’s activities. 
Browse through the quaint shops in Dock Square, swim at 
nearby beaches, bicycle along Ocean Ave. to view the spec­
tacular ocean vistas, go deep sea fishing, sailing, or just take a 
relaxing walk through nearby Rachel Carson wildlife refuge. 
Reservations made well in advance are strongly recommended, 
as The Mansion has only 16 guest rooms, each with private 
bath. Breakfast is included in the nightly fare. Working fire­
places are available in many of the guest rooms.
Open year around.
Dining amongst hundreds of Plants in our terrace room. 
Lodging. Entertainment.
Guest Rooms w/Fireplaces avail.
O . L  * L P c n t  < ^ H o u a £ , U n n
Ocean Ave., Kennebunkport. Tel. 207-967-3358
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Brunswick, easternmost town of the county, is the site 
of Bowdoin College whose distinguished sons over the 
years have provided state and national leadership. Here 
as well is the sprawling Brunswick Naval Air Station. 
Brunswick also is the site of the annual Maine Festival, 
a Celebration of the work of Maine artists and craftsmen 
held each summer.
Harpswell, Great Island, Orrs Island, and Bailey Is­
land, reached by highway from Brunswick or by passen­
ger ferry from Portland, are picturesque vacation spots. 
The sight of a Maine lobsterman fixing his traps, or a 
small-boat fisherman mending his nets, is commonplace. 
Here tuna fishing has become both a great sport and an 
important summer industry in recent years. Deep-sea 
fishing trips can be arranged on short notice. On Orrs Is­
land is "Pearl House," setting of Harriet Beecher Stowe's 
The Pearl ofOrr's Island.
Sagadahoc County, next eastward along the coast from 
Cumberland County, is the smallest in the state, yet it is 
typical of Maine coastal counties from here eastward. 
Numerous rugged peninsulas jut out into the sea, form­
ing countless inlets and small bays and harbors where 
yachts and sailing craft find snug havens.
The central portion of Sagadahoc County contains 
Merrymeeting Bay, so named because it is the junction of 
the Kennebec, Androscoggin, Cathance, Abagadasset, 
and Eastern rivers. It is widely known for its duck hunt­
ing and waterfowling.
Text to be continued on page 23
(2----------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- — ----------------^
ELMWOOD COTTAGES
U. S. Route 1 Wells, Maine 04090 Tel. (207) 646-3911
Located between O gunqu it and Kennebunk, overlo ok ing  ocean, 
near beaches, p layhouses, restaurants and shopp ing centers. 
O ur co ttages are qu ie t —  heated —  com fo rtab le . W ith hot 
w a ter —  showers —  T.V. —  k itchen e ttes . A ll u t il it ie s  and linen 
furn ished . S pecia l rates June and Septem ber.
Owners: Paul and Maureen Lessard 
RR 3, Box 550, Wells, Maine 04090
GOOSE ROCKS CABINS
VA C A TIO N  at b e a u tifu l G oose Rocks Beach in  M a in e . S tay  
a t m ode rn , hou se ke e p in g  cab ins , a cco m m o d a tin g  3 -5 . Rates 
and in fo rm a tio n  upon w r it in g :  Chester L. Davis, RFD No. 1 
Oak Ridge Road, Biddeford, Maine 04005
f  t ... .V
Pillage Cove inn
• Port Pub Restaurant and Ledge Room Lounge
• Indoor and outdoor pools
• 32 contemporary rooms
• Meeting and banquet facilities to 160
O P EN Y E A R R O U N D




a t m o d erate  ra te s
This time visit the Shawmut, a complete 
resort fac ility  including an excellent restau­
rant, salt water pool and beach. Choose 
from  large, modern rooms in the Main Inn, 
or Cottages and Motor Lodges with 
e ffic iency units. Each room has color T V. 
and there is dancing on weekends. Nearby, 
enjoy tennis, golf, summer theatre, g ift and 
antique shops, and uncrowded beaches.
Ask about weekly and group rates. 
Open May through October.
Meeting and seminar facilities 
for large and small groups.
Banquet and wedding parties a specialty
Richard T. Hennessey, M anager 
Box 431-0 Kennebunkport, Maine 04046 [207] 967-3931
_  yuuvm ut 
CJOMcforQftntD
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Old Orchard Beach
Everything under the sun.
Iff wn <MW W. S '  -.-i\ mkmt—
JL 3 ‘
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Where else can you find a 7-mile crescent beach of shimmering sand 
touched by a warm summer sun and refreshing ocean waters??? 
Where else can you find a variety of excellent accomodations, 
restaurants and amusements at very affordable prices??? Where 
else can you find leisure time activities like swimming, golf, tennis, 
boating and deep sea fishing??? Where else can you find a vacation 
spot that tickles tot’s tastes and pleases particular parents??? 
Where else??? Only at Old Orchard Beach, Maine’s largest one-stop 
vacation resort.
For further information and free color booklet, please write or call:
Chamber of Commerce
Box 600, Old Orchard Beach, Me. 04064 (207) 934-2091
When writing to advertisers, please mention "Maine Invites You."
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Enjoy year-round hospita lity
§ > e c b A e 'w
IV1 D T E  L  O gunquit, M aine
Conveniently located on Route 1,
V* mile north of Ogunquit Village, 
with easy access on and off Route I-95. Modern, spacious rooms have two double 
beds, plus individually controlled air conditioning/heat, in-room refrigerators, 
color TV and 24-hour direct phone services. Save on off-season rates.
Also businessmen's discounts, except July, August and holiday weekends.
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS HONORED.






A family owned country inn located in a quiet area on the shores 
of Casco Bay. Informal living in 12 private cottages and 22 
guestrooms — many w ith fireplaces. Pool, ocean bathing, tennis, 
boating. Monday night lobster clambake. Golf nearby. Traditional 
New England dining and spirits. E.P. and housekeeping. Near 
Portland. Early June to mid-October.The Webstersand Gillettes, 
Innkeepers.
Box 196 M/Yarmouth, Maine 04096 Tel. (207) 846-3351
L.L.Bean
ROUTE 1, FREEPORT, MAINE
Open 24 hours a day - 365 days a year 
M aste rcard  •  V IS A  •  A m eric a n  Express
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ECHO MOTEL
On the ocean side
8 Traenor Street Old Orchard Beach, Maine 04064
Also Ocean Front Cottages and Studio Apartment.
20 Units. Accommodates 2 to 5 persons. With or without kitchenette. Central 
Heat, T.V., Maid Service, Free Parking. 25 Yards to beach. 5 minutes walk to 
Amusement Center. Clean and Comfortable. Reasonable Rates. Open May 
31st - Oct. Also Cabins accommodating 2 to 4 persons. Write for brochure. 
L. Dubuc, Owner Phone (207) 934-9822 or 284-5413
ALLEN'S MOTEL 
INN AND CHATEAU
In Town Sanford 
279 Main Street
Eitfoy It Ail Year Round!
HIGGINS BEACH INN SCARBOROUGH 
MAINE 04074
A family operated Country Inn at the seashore. Located in 
scenic Scarborough and only 7 miles south of Portland. Enjoy 
a relaxing vacation on an unspoiled sandy beach, while staying 
at an old-fashioned Inn, w ith  home-cooked meals, and an informal 
atmosphere. Low family rates.
Open May 15 - Oct. 15 Brochure
John and Carlene Harrison Tel. (207) 883-6684
Pride Motel & Cottages
Rt. 1, Scarborough, ME 04074 
207-883-4816
^ S o m e  k itchen e ttes , AC, TV, Heated Pool, 




35 modern units. Heat controlled by individual 
thermostats. Wall-to-wall carpeting. Centrally 
located. Swimming pool. Color CATV.
JO SEPH ’S by the SEA
Dining-room and lounge on the 
ocean, serving breakfast and meals.
Major credit cards accepted. For information and 
reservations write Simonne and Gerard Janelle, 57 West 
Grand Ave., Old Orchard Beach, Maine 04064. Telephone 
207-934-2221.
Open April l to November 1 
Reduced rates before July 1 and after Mid-August 
At The Water’s Edge,
3
3









(207) 934-2012 OFF. 
(207) 934-2948 RES.
107 Saco Avenue 
Old Orchard Beach 
Maine 04064
HOLIDAY INN WEST EXIT 8 M AINE TURNPIKE
81 R IVER SID E S TR EET, P O R TLA N D , M AIN E 04104  
C A LL  (207) 774-5601
206 beautifu lly appointed, tastefully 
decorated guest rooms. Good food, drink, fun 
and entertainment nightly in Zackery’s 
Roadhouse & Tavern.
The m o st a c c o m m o d a tin g  p e op le  in the  w o rld .
HOLIDAY INN DOW NTOW N & CONVENTION CENTER
88 SPR IN G  STR EET, P O R TLA N D . M AIN E 04111 
C A L L  (207) 775-2311
Maine’s largest and most beautiful 
convention hail can accomm odate a banquet of 
more than 1,260 persons, 246 guest rooms and 
suites fo r any occasion, unsurpassed dining, 
lounge w ith entertainm ent and dancing nightly, 
indoor pool, sauna and indoor garage.
When writing to advertisers, please mention "Maine Invites You.; 21
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MARSHALLS: Quality goods at reduced prices are the 
trademark of more than 80 Marshalls stores in 14 states. The 
chain sells brand name family fashions and household goods 
at lower prices by purchasing merchandise at less than the 
wholesale cost and passing the savings on to customers. 
Credit cards are accepted.
‘ Reprinted from the April 28  issue of Family Circle Magazine. 
©1981 The Family Circle, Inc. All rights reserved.
Smart shoppers like you want quality and value too. At Marshalls you can get both. For over 20 
years, we’ve been the smart shopper’s alternative to high prices and have proven, you don’t have 
to sacrifice quality to save money. Hard to believe? Listen to what our customers have to say...
“Marshalls has good
designer fashions and nice place to shop especially to
"Marshalls to me is the only "Marshalls is the greatest "That's another thing I “Marshalls is a very
reasonable prices." 
Dean da Hustede 
Houston, TX.




store, and I really do enjoy 
it  and I know that I’ll shop 




really like about shopping interesting store that has a
here...the constant new 
merchandise...it's not 




wide range of merchandise 
from household items to 
current fashions. Not just 






between Maine Mall and 
the Jet Port, Turnpike exit 7
mmmhmWW
=  'B ra n d  N a m es fa r  L e s s ! !
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Along the shores of Merrymeeting Bay are scores of 
cottages, farms, and summer homes where vacationers 
and duck hunters annually visit for sport and relaxation. 
West and north of the bay are the farming towns and 
shopping centers of Topsham, Bowdoin, Bowdoinham, 
and Richmond, as well as the industrial community of 
Pejepscot, with a large paper mill. Bowdoinham, in the 
center of the Merrymeeting Bay area, is a trading center 
and a popular rendezvous for sportsmen. Richmond, a 
community whose architecture bears the Russian influ­
ence of early settlers, was established as a government 
trading post in 1629. A ferry from Richmond goes to near­
by Swan Island, a 1,300-acre wildlife preserve.
The city of Bath, farther down the Kennebec River, is 
notable as the site of Bath Iron Works, a shipyard that has 
built many ships for the U.S. Navy. Famous yachts, fish­
ing boats, and other craft built here have made Bath Iron 
Works well known throughout the shipbuilding world. 
Bath is a business hub for many resorts and vacation cen­
ters on both sides of the mouth of the Kennebec. Bath also 
is the site of the Maine Maritime Museum and its several 
boatbuilding operations — the Aprenticeshop, a training 
program in traditional boat construction; the Restoration- 
shop; and the historic Percy and Small Shipyard.
Route 209 below Bath passes through Phippsburg, a 
village center for a picturesque area of rugged coast, sand 
dunes, and wooded knolls. From it lead roads to the 
Sebasco Estates, West Point, Small Point, Parker Head, 
and Popham Beach State Park.
This whole area is a favorite picnicking and vacationing 
territory, rich in early American history and once a favor­
ite summering place of the Indians. Boating, bathing, and 
deep-sea fishing combine with golfing, riding, and other 
land sports to make this section an attractive resort area. 
The remnants of old forts and the earliest of American 
settlements at the mouth of the Kennebec add to the his­
toric interest of the region.
The Driftwood Inn b a il e y  is l a n d
& Housekeeping Cabins Ma in e  04003
An inn of distinction, ideally situated on ocean front. Excellent food, 
boating, bathing, and deep-sea fishing. Always a cool and refresh­
ing breeze on our porches. Unexcelled view. Congenial guests. 
Swimming pool. Rates moderate. Open June to October. Rte. 24 
from Brunswick. Folder. Tel. (207)833-5461.
CHARLES L. CONRAD
DOCKSIDE Motor Inn & Restaurant
MARINA
Motel Open All Year - Mackerel Cove, Bailey Island 
Live and Cooked Lobster
Snack Bar - Cocktails Served In Leeward Dining Room 
Sun Deck - Marine Supplies - Fishing Tackle - Beer To 





Jet. Rt. 1 & I-95
Services: Heated pool, cable color TV, phone, refreshment room, laundro­
mat, honor all major credit cards, convenient to Bowdoin College.
T e l: 207-729-9991 800-238-2564
f HU KE LAUChinese - American Restaurant & Cocktail LoungeS p icin l Luncheon Orders To Take Out 
Mon. - T liurs. 11 :3 0  a . in. to 11 :<><> p.m. 
l 'r i .  - S a t. 11 ::!<> a . in. to 1 :<»• a .m .
Sun. anil H olidays 12:0(1 a.in. to 1 1 :0 0  p.m. 
.Maine M all. South Portland, M aine 0 4 1 0 0  T el. 207 - 77 .i-0 .lss
SIESTA MOTEL
U.S. Route 1 South Brunsw ick. Maine
At Interchange of 1-95 130 P leasan t St,
37 Luxury Units — Air Conditioned — Quiet 
Coior Cable T.V. — HiFi Radio — Thermostatically Controlled 





l and,  9 - 4  
Mon. thru 
Sat .  M i d -  
June thru 
mid-Sept.
CHARTERS: S U N D A Y S . EVENING S  
A N D  A N Y TIM E  OFF SEASON
Call Capt. Rich at 207-774-0122 or write 128 Brentwood Street, 




U.S. ROUTE 1, YARMOUTH, MAINE 04096
Centrally located in 
Scenic Casco Bay Region 
in Historic Yarmouth
MOTEL. Excellent accom m odations on spacious 
grounds overlooking Royal River. A ir Conditioned. 
Swimming Pool, Playground, Phones, Color TV, 
Golf and Casco Bay Marinas nearby. 
RESTAURANT. C ockta ils— Maine Seafood Spe­
c ia lit ie s — Excellent Varied Menu. Open Year 
Round.
U.S. 1 — 10 miles north of Portland, 5 miles N. 
Turnpike Exit 9 .1  mile from either Yarmouth Exit 16 
or 17 Interstate 95
For Color Brochure write P.O. Box 178 (2) 
Yarmouth, Maine 04096-0178 
Tel. 846-5161 (A.C.207)
Toll Free Reservations 800-238-2564
When writing to advertisers, please mention "Maine Invites You.1 23
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Buy your Maine fishing and hunting licenses 
at our Kittery, Portland, Fryeburg or Bangor 
information centers.
Spectacular Maine Ocean Views, 
Walk to Ogunquit Beach & Village
A quiet location just off Marginal Way yet only a short walk to 
restaurants, shops, galleries, Perkins Cove and the beach. 
Charming rooms, efficiencies and apartment style units, 
ideal for families. Swimming pool and tennis, 
golf, fishing, summer theatre nearby.
Spring/Fall Holidays Summer Holidays
2 Nights $30°°* A3nC hr * 6 5 - $80*
•Rates for 1982 are per person, double occupancy and Include continental breakfast daily. 
Weekends of May 22 4 29,3 nights only— $45 per person.
For brochure, reservations call 207-646-5501 or write L. Gleason:
The Lookout-East m o t o r  in n




M A IL TO
Maine Innkeepers Association 
142 Free Street 
Portland. Maine 04101
Enclosed is $1.00 in stamps or check to cover the cost of mailing 




T H E  G R E E N  H E R O N
Ten attractive rooms, all with private bath . . .  On Fairfield's Creek of 
Kennebunk River, 300 yards to ocean beach. Reading, card and TV 
rooms. One small cottage. Breakfast served. Boating, Fishing, Golf 
Courses. Art Studios and Schools, Shops, Restaurants nearby.
Rates from $17-$23 single. $26.50-$31 double, including breakfast Weekly 
rates. May 31 -Oct 19th.
WALLACE and VIRGINIA REID, Owner*
Drawer 151, KENNEBUNKPORT, ME. 04046 Tel. 207-967-3315
WAVES MOTOR INN
AND OCEANFRONT COTTAGES
Idea lly  loca ted  on the ocean, a ir cond itioned . M ote l un its  
equ ipped fo r lig h t housekeeping. A lso com ple te apartm ents and 
m u ltibedroom  ocean fron t co ttages w ith  m odern a l l-e le c tr ic  k itc h ­
ens. C onven ient to fish ing , am usem ents and shopp ing center. 
87 WEST GRAND AVENUE OLD ORCHARD BEACH 04064
Call (207) 934-4949 for Information and Reservations
EAGLE MOTEL
FREEPORT, MAINE 04032
On U.S. Route 1 and I-95— Midway from Portland to Brunswick 
A IR  C O N D IT IO N E D
20 Very Large Units, Free TV, Wall-to-Wall Carpeting 
Tiled Baths with Tub and Shower
Restaurant, Theaters, Beaches, Golf 
Public Parks, Fishing Nearby
Approved for handicapped persons 
Continental Breakfast 
OPEN YEAR-ROUND
Tel. Area Code (207) 865-3371 Credit Cards Honored
r n n o ^s p i r i t s
Comfortable Dining 
Steak • Sea Food • Cocktails
COUSINS RIVER, YARMOUTH 
SHEEPSCOT RIVER, NO. EDGECOMB
VIRGINIA PARK
Tent & Trailer Family Living at Old Orchard Beach, Maine
Quiet — Level — Open & Shaded Sites — Clean Restrooms — Free Hot 
Showers — Within Walking Distance to Sandy Ocean Beaches
Swimming Pool
Write: Virginia Park — The LaPlante’s, Box 239, Temple Ave. 
Old Orchard Beach, ME 04064 Ph: (207) 934-4791 or 934-2970
C A ^O LITIA  OOOCEC
OnDIUBiaet Old Orchard Beach, Maine
• 34 Luxurious Units • Two Double Beds
• Fully Equipped Kitchenettes • Color Cable TV
• Quiet Location • Pool • Telephones in Room 
*Newfor '82,^PiiatEiiPaUo, Poolside Lounge & Snack Bar 
Roussin St., Old Orchard Beach, ME 04064 207-934-4476
QUALITY INN-FRIENDSHIP
SOUTH PORTLAND, M AINE
Deluxe U n its Ef Su ites W ith  Color TV, Phones &  A ir C ond ition ing  
Heated S w im m ing  Pool —Open Year Round —M ajor C redit Cards Honored
IN M A IN E TOLL FREE NUM BER: 8 0 0 -4 4 2 -6 3 6 6
( 207) 774-5X9 1 . A t l ix it  7 Muin T urnp ike  &  US I
73X Main Street. SOUTH P O R T LA N D . M A IN E
N A T IO N W ID E  TOLL FREE Reservations 8 0 0 -2 2 8 -5 1 5 1
When writing to advertisers, please mention "Maine Invites You.1 25
Southern Coast
TRAVEL THE MAINE TURNPIKE — AN EXPRESS TOLL 
HIGHWAY YORK TO AUGUSTA, 100 MILES
ooth curves, excellent visibility 
: TURNPIKE one of the safest
fton *  *  r *WUm # • /
restful and effortless ride, drive
t  t  i f  • tf* . . .  I I
not traffic-weary'u
TIMESAVER — When drivi 
constant speed ar 
cut at least an ho
MAINE Ti
SWIFT SCENIC
When writing to advertisers, please mention "Maine Invites You.'
Southern Coast
VACATIONS...... WHERE TO GO...... WHAT TO SEE.
Join the Folks W ho Keep Coming B ack
FOR a comfortable vacation in a charming 
two, three or four bedroom cottage. Children 
welcome. Limit is 50  guests.
FOR marvelous food; three meals daily 
included in the reasonable rates. Weekly 
Lobster Cook-out.
Season mid-June to late September. During 
July and August minimum reservation one 
week on Saturday to Saturday basis.
For Color Folder and Rates, write
jd o J  tU w d + u f , Owner
Rock Gardens Inn, Box 8 
Sebasco Estates, Maine 0 4 5 6 5  
Tel (207) 3 8 9 -1 3 3 9
When writing to advertisers, please mention "Maine Invites You." 27
FOR plenty to do (all within walking distance) but 
no set schedule. 9-hole golf course, tennis, lawn 
bowling, Olympic-size salt water pool. Boat trips, 
evening entertainment, square dancing. Everything 





in Main Lodge 
and cottages. 
Fine New Eng. 
food, weekly
Maine s complete ocean resort.
ebasco
The freshness and ever-changing beauty, 
of the Maine coast, relaxed and friendly 
surroundings, the commitment of an 
imaginative staff., .all are part of 
Sebasco’s vacation picture.





or call: Sebasco Lodge, Box M
Sebasco Estates, Maine 04565; (207)389-1161 
Season: June 27th to September 10th
lobster bake.
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Western Lakes
%  .
THE famed Lakes Region of western Maine included in a section of northern York and Cumberland coun­
ties and all of Franklin and Oxford counties is in this part 
of the State of Maine.
Above U.S. Route 202 in York County, roads north­
west from Sanford-Springvale lead to a great summer va­
cation region dotted with lakes, ponds, and streams. 
Mousam Lake, Square Lake, Pleasant Lake, Balch Pond, 
and Great East Pond nestle among the hills and rolling 
farmlands in Acton, Shapleigh, and Newfield. The many 
pleasant ridges along this route afford spectacular views 
of colorful apple orchards.
North from Alfred to Waterboro and East Waterboro is 
a delightful recreational region, dotted with lakes and 
mountains. Shaker Pond is just off routes 4 and 202, 
while at little Ossipee Pond, beautiful Ossipee Mountain 
rises from the shore of the salmon-stocked lake. From the 
summit is a breathtaking view that reaches for miles in 
every direction.
From the Waterboros, Route 5 leads to the northwest­
ern comer of York County, where Limerick, East Par- 
sonsfield, Cornish, and Limington are located. This again 
is beautiful hill and lake country, with Sokokis Lake, Lit­
tle Ossipee River, Pequawket Lake, as well as other lesser 
ponds and streams, and pleasant valleys that made it a 
favorite region of the Indians and early settlers.
- H
Inland York County is especially attractive in spring 
and fall. The snow white blossoms of the many apple or­
chards in spring and the richly laden trees in fall set 
against colorful foliage are spectacles long to be remem­
bered.
In the north-central part of the county is the famous 
Saco River Valley Region of Dayton, Hollis Center, Bar 





/ P H T T H P r C  NAPLES, 
and  L U l l / i o L O  MAINE
Attractively furnished cottages and chalet rooms on 
200 acres of pine-bordered lakeshore. Lakeside cot­
tages have private wharfs for sunning and swimming.
Sand beach, sun decks, diving float, boat ramp, sail­
boats and sauna bath. Tennis, nature trails, boating 
and fishing, canoe trips, lobsterbakes. Housekeeping 
and efficiency units.
MID-JUNE TO EARLY SEPT.
Please send for folder
Phil Chute Box Y. Naples. Me. 04055
Brookline Cottages
ON HIGHLAND LAKE 
R R 2 BOX 17
BRIDGTON, MAINE 04009-9502
Open "Ice O ut" to November 1
10 Modern Housekeeping Cottages all w ith automatic heat and 
fireplace, grouped spaciously in pine grove, on sandy shores of 
beautiful Highland Lake 'A mile from town. Aluminum boat 
provided free w ith each cottage Excellent fishing, private safe 
bathing beach and recreational facilities. Golf and Tennis nearby. 
Electric appliances, also fu ll baths w ith combination tub and 
shower/Outboard motors and TV's available 
Off Season Rates Available 
Please write for color folder and rates
SAM GALLINARI, Owner-Manager Tel. (207)647-3303
WEST SHORE MOTEL on LONG LAKE
Vacation among tall pines, birches. Quiet, off-the-road.
Private beach, wharves, floats, rowboating, canoeing, fishing. 
Lawn games. Restaurants, shopping nearby. Cottage-style rms. 
Heated, T  V. Mobil Guide App. Open mid-May thru mid-Oct.
Route 302, Naples, Maine 04055 Tel. (207 ) 693-9277 NO PETS
KINAPIC COTTAG ES Lovell. M a ine  0 4 0 5 1
HOUSEKEEPING COTTAGES ON THE LAKE
12 furnished modern cottages in secluded pine grove. Heated; fireplaces, 
screened porches, 1, 2, and 3 bedrooms By week or longer Sandy beach, 
clay tennis court, fishing, boating, outboards, sailboat. Excellent golf only 5 
m inutes away Evening clubhouse, overnight accommodations Privacy
From June 9 to Sept 19 Discount June and September
Weekly: $180 to $260 & up Write or call Maine 207-925-1333
among other things, Kate Douglas Wiggin's Old Peabody 
Pew. The scene of this famous story and play is the old 
Tory Hill Meeting House at Buxton Lower Corner.
Besides its historic and recreational advantages, York 
County is a highly developed agricultural area, with such 
crops as melons and peaches, not often seen growing this 
far north. Dairying, poultry raising, orcharding, and 
forestry are other important components of its rural econ­
omy.
Well-kept homes and farms, excellent highways, var­
ied industrial opportunities, proximity to every form of 
recreational advantage, and a keen civic consciousness 
among its residents justify them in regarding their sec­
tion of the state as the "show window of Maine."
Inland, the great Sebago Lake-Long Lake chain, with 
its scores of lesser lakes and ponds arid streams covering 
an area of hundreds of square miles, provides a recrea­
tional area for thousands of persons annually. In Stan- 
dish is a state game preserve, where deer and other na­
tive animals have sanctuary. At Dry Mills, near Gray, is 
the Fish & Wildlife Visitors Center, which includes 
exhibits of Maine birds and animals, plus a fish hatchery.
Sebago, second largest lake in Maine, is the native 
habitat of fighting landlocked salmon, squaretail trout, 
black bass, and numerous other freshwater species 
which are caught from spring to fall. Bordering towns of 
Windham, Raymond, Casco, Naples, Sebago, and Stan- 
dish offer vacation facilities ranging fromm overnight 
camps and motels to exclusive lakeshore resorts. This 
area, too, is the site of scores of boys' and girls' summer
Brochure & 
Map:
Our mountains, rivers, streams, lakes and ponds provide 
and alternative vacationing environment to that of the Maine 
coast— skiing, fishing, hunting, canoeing, hiking and sight­
seeing to name a few.
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Western Lakes
camps. The Sebago Lake State Park is located here in 
Naples and Casco.
The storied Songo River connects Sebago Lake to the 
north with Long Lake, along the shores of which are such 
busy inland resort centers as Naples, Bridgton, North 
Bridgton, Harrison, Otisfield, and Casco. Scores of other 
lakes and ponds, such as Little Sebago, Panther Pond, 
Crescent Lake, Thomas Pond, Pleasant Lake, Highland 
Lake, Woods Lake, and Moose Pond, dot this area.
On U.S. Route 302, six miles west of Bridgton, is one 
of Maine's major recreation centers, the Pleasant Moun­
tain Ski Area. Here a 4,300-foot chairlift to the top of the 
mountain carries skiers in winter and vacationers in sum­
mer and fall to enjoy the very beautiful, spectacular view.
Adjoining Oxford County to the west, the hill and lake 
sections of Baldwin, Douglas Hill, and Steep Falls 
abound in trout and bass waters, hiking trails, camp sites, 
and farming and lumber country.
Along the north-central rim of Cumberland County is 
the historic town of New Gloucester, where the famous 
Shaker Society was organized in 1794. The present 
Shaker Village and Church on the road to Poland Spring 
attract many visitors. Its farmlands and forest slope down 
to beautiful Sabbathday Lake.
Numerous highways lead to the Sebago Lake-Long 
Lake region, which stretches to the northern part of the 
county and beyond, a veritable wonderland of lakes, 
streams, forests, and hills. Sebago Lake, fourteen miles 
long and eleven miles wide, reaches a depth of 400 feet 
in some places. From the crystal-pure spring-fed waters
This v a c a t io n .  . .
don't miss 
Douglas Mountain
Just o few hundred feet above your parked cor, along 
trails m aintained by the Nature Conservancy, you will 
break out upon one of Maine's most breathtaking views. 
To the east lie Portland and the sea, to the west, New 
Hampshire's Presidential Range. And before you, 
stretched in its entirety, lies Lake Sebago.
Then match this experience with a visit to T h e  Jo n e s G a l­
lery o f Gloss a n d  C eram ics, a gem  of a museum, right on 
the Mountain. Four 
beautiful exhibit ga l­
leries, plus Th e  G a lle ry  
S h op , where you m ay 
browse and purchase 
from one of the most 
enticing selections of 
l gloss ond cermomic 
antiques in the East.
The Jones Gallery 
( and its Gallery Shop 
are open 9 :30  - 5, ex- 
W cept Sundays, June 
I  through October. Off 
[ Route 107 in Sebago, 
just fo llow  the signs to
The JON€S
G a l l c r x
2 of Glass 
OcCeramics
S e bogo , M oine 
Moiling address:
East Baldwin, M E 0 4 0 2 4  




Fo ur seasons fo r M e
ROUTE 2
W ILTO N, M A IN E  04294  














G R E E N  A C R E S  L O D G E  A N D  C O T T A G E S
Canton, Maine 04221
The informality of a camp, the comforts of a motel, the pleasures 
of a country club (free golf, tennis, etc.) and delicious, old- 
fashioned country cooking.
Cottages July & August. Meals August only.
S u m m er 
on th e  
Lake
IT ’S Y E A R  
V A C A T IO N
’ R O U N D  
T IM E  A T
W in te r  
on th e  
M o u n ta in "
PLEASANT MOUNTAIN INN
A year ’ round resort located at the base o f P leasant M ounta in 
ski s lopes, id ea lly  s itua ted on M oose Pond fo r a vacation  at 
any tim e of the year. M odern m ote l un its  and M ain Lodge 
assures com fo rt year ’ round. D in ing room w ith  d e lic io u s  M aine 
cook ing , p rivate beach, boats, fish ing , hun ting , sk iing , ice 
skating , water sk iing  and tennis.
Write for Color Brochure 
KEN and PEGGY MILLER
Moose Pond, Bridgton 04009 Tel. (207) 647-2431
H E W N O A K ^  0N LAKE KEZAR, o n e  o f  t h e  WORLD’S
•  k W W  l i v n i \ g  T O p TEN M 0ST BEAUTIFUL LAKES
In Foothills of Presidential Range with Magnificent 
Views of White Mountains— Adjacent to N.H. Border 
HOUSEKEEPING COTTAGES OF DISTINCTION
Six delightful holiday retreats. Small and large parties. Pets. Complete. Baths/ 
tubs/showers— open hearths— wood stoves— elec. kit. Privacy. Lawns. Sun­
shine and shade. Untouched woods. Beach. Boats/motors. Great recreational 
opportunities. Folder. Pictures.
CENTER LOVELL, MAINE 04016 207-925-6051
the Stanley (Steam er) Brothers Built'
d k w in t e r b jn r u
'“ fe Papillon V
7 L restau rcu itjru n fats
an d  C jracious A ccom m odations 
Route 2  7 - Sugar (oaf" K utgfield, A (e .04947
(207) 2 6 5 -6 4 2 1
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Western Lakes
BOSEBCICK MOUNTAIN CAMPS
ON AXISCOOS LAKE...WILSONS MILLS, ME 04293
A  u n i q u e  w i l d e r n e s s  f i s h in g  e x p e r i e n c e  
Located in the midst of 200,000 acres of prime wilderness our 15 rustic cabins add 
to the ultimate feeling of seclusion and privacy. The famous Magalloway Rivers and 
Parmacheenee Lake teem with native landlocked salmon and brook trout. We pride 




Bosebuck Mtn. Camps 








Tom and Susan Rideout 
Box 106






O P E N  YEAR  ROUND 
SPRING FISHING FALL HUNTING
Gas ranges •  Electric Refrigerators •  Screened 
porches •  Continuous hot & cold water •  Full 
Bath •  Fireplaces •  2-7 Persons




F*r Into A Rtscrvatlens 
ftthtrt S. Lwcomto 
Nm Im’ Cun Const 
femafey. ME. 04070 
(207) 884-3383
QUALITY INN CHATEAU
of this lake comes the water supply for Portland and the 
surrounding area, including several of the Casco Bay Is­
lands. On the shore of Sebago in North Windham one of 
the largest Indian burial grounds in the United States was 
discovered; thousands of Indian relics have been col­
lected there.
Sebago Lake State Park consists of 1,300 acres on the 
lake on both sides of the Songo River, which connects 
Sebago and Long lakes. On the Casco side is a day-outing 
area, while a camping area is on the Naples side.
Northwest of Cumberland County and the Sebago- 
Long Lakes region lies a fairyland of lakes and hills, busy 
towns, and quiet villages within the borders of Oxford 
County. Its western boundary is the state line with New 
Hampshire, extending from the Fryeburg area to the wil­
derness of the Rangeley Lakes-Magalloway River region. 
Its central area is composed of fertile farming country, 
summer and winter resorts, and attractive industrial vil­
lages and towns.
The beautiful Androscoggin River runs through the 
middle of the county, west to east, and provides water 
and power for numerous industries, the majority of them 
concerned with woodworking and paper products.
Crossing into southern Oxford County from the 
Sebago Lake region, roads from Hiram and East 
Brownfield and from Naples and Bridgton lead to 
Fryeburg to the west; North Bridgton, Harrison, and the 
Waterfords to the north; and through the rolling hills and 
mountains of Sweden and Lovell to the northwest.
Fryeburg, the oldest town in the county, is situated on 
a plain of the Saco River Valley. Once an Indian settle­
ment known as Pequawket, Fryeburg is now a highway 
center between southern Maine and the White Moun­
tains. It is also the home of Fryeburg Academy. At the en­
trance to Maine along Route 302 is the Maine Information 
Center, run by the Maine Publicity Bureau. Robert E. 
Peary, the Arctic explorer and a former resident, placed 
two Meridian Stones here to indicate the true north for
Visitors are welcome to
See Our Museum Display ot Maine Minerals and Gems —
Our gem cutting shop and visit our nearby mines 
Gemstones and Minerals from worldwide locations 
Your full service jeweler
Perham’s Maine Mineral Store
Jane Perham Graduate Gemologist
Route 26 at Trap Corner West Paris, Maine 04289
AIR-CONDITIONED - COLOR TV - 24 HOUR PHONE 
HEATED POOL - RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
O D L I N  R O A D  
a t  H E R M O N  E x i t  o f f  t . 9 5 942-6301
1 -8 0 0 -4 4 2 -6 3 6 6  
IN M A IN E B A N G O R ,
1
N A T IO N W ID E  TOLL FREE Reservations 8 0 0 -2 2 8 -5 1 5 1
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surveyors. Denmark, a few miles to the southeast, is a 
center of farming activities, lakes, and summer camps.
From Fryeburg north into Oxford County run two 
main highways that open up a country of lakes, hills, and 
forests. Through North Fryeburg and Stow passes Route 
113 to Gilead, named for its Balm of Gilead trees in the 
center of town, this road passes for miles through a sec­
tion of the White Mountain National Forest, which oc­
cupies an area of many square miles in this section of 
Maine. Six miles from Gilead is Evans Notch, from which 
may be seen spectacular views of surrounding moun­
tains.
The second road from Fryeburg north through Oxford 
County is Route 5, passing through the Lovells to Bethel. 
Part of Lovell Village, Center Lovell, and North Lovell lie 
on lovely Kezar Lake, jewel of this region, whose pine- 
clad shores shelter many summer homes and widely 
known resorts.
South from Lynchville on Route 35 are North Water­
ford and South Waterford, where Lake Keoka and the 
Five Kezars are favorite cottage and camp sites. Water­
ford is the birthplace and was the home of Artemus 
Ward, famous American humorist.
In the southeastern section of Oxford County is Ox­
ford. It lies on the northern shore of Thompson Lake, an 
outstanding recreational and fishing area which stretches 
into Cumberland County.
The town of Oxford is also the site of one of New Eng­
land's foremost auto-racing facilities, Oxford Plains 
Speedway, which hosts the nationally recognized "Ox­
ford 250" in mid-July.
Norway, at the southern end of lake Pennesseewassee, 
is a business and recreational center for the surrounding 
area. It is noted for its manufacture of shoes, wood prod­
ucts, snowshoes, and toboggans, while several nearby 
mines turn out feldspar, quartz, and semi-precious 
stones.
Just to the east of Norway is Paris, shire town of the 
county, made up of South Paris, West Paris, and Paris 
Hill. South Paris is also a busy industrial and business 
center, producing wood and leather products, canned 
fruits and vegetables, toys and novelties. Paris Hill was 
the earliest residential section of the township and the 
birthplace of Hannibal Hamlin, vice-president of the 
United States with Abraham Lincoln. From here a spec­
tacular panoramic view of the Oxford Hills is afforded. 
Nearby are Snow Falls, with a drop of forty feet to the 
gorge of the Little Androscoggin River, and Mount Mica. 
Also in the area is the Maine Mineral Store and its 
museum of Maine gems.
Bryant Pond and Locke Mills, both on the road from 
Paris to Bethel, are summer business centers for the sur­
rounding lake and hill area, and have several small indus­
tries, notably in wood products. Bryant Pond retains the 
last hand-crank telephone company in the nation. At 
Locke Mills is another of Maine's prettiest small lakes and 
another popular ski area on Mt. Abram, which boasts a 
summertime Zephyr monorail ride. Nearby are the 
Greenwood Ice Caves, formed by landslides of huge 
boulders. Ice is found inside the large caverns, even in 
summer.
Bethel, originally called Sudbury-Canada, is a pleas­
ant, attractive community nestled in the Oxford Hills and 
along the banks of the Androscoggin River. Its Gould 
Academy is one of the leading preparatory schools of the 
state. One of the state's major winter-recreation areas, 
the Sunday River Ski Area is located six miles from town 
in Newry. Songo Pond, Twitchell Pond, North Pond, and 
Lake Christopher are in the Bethel-Locke Mills-Bryant 
Lake area.
From Bethel, Route 26 follows the course of the An­
droscoggin to North Bethel and Newry, thence north­
west to North Newry, Grafton Notch, and Upton. Much 
of this area is encompassed in Grafton Notch State Park, 
a scenic area with a panoramic view plus Mother Walker 
Falls, Moose Cave, and the famed Screw Auger Falls, 
where the swirling water of Bear River has worn holes up 
to twenty-five feet deep in the solid rock of the river bed. 
Old Speck Mountain and Baldpate Mountain are sepa­
rated by Grafton Notch in the trip through this scenic 
wonderland.
Upton, last town in Oxford County on this route, over­
looks Umbagog Lake, source of the Androscoggin River, 
which drains the Rangeley Lakes region.
Hanover and Andover are located on Route 5, north 
from Newry. In Andover, off Route 120, is a fascinating 
satellite-communications Earth station; tours are avail­
able. From Andover, a local road leads north to South 
Arm, at the lower end of Richardson Lake. From here 
vacationers, sportsmen, and campers go by boat to Mid­
dle Dam and Upper Richardson Lake to Upper Dam, con­
necting with the western side of Mooselookmeguntic 
Lake, largest of the Rangeley chain. This entire area is a 
wilderness of lakes, woods, streams, and mountains. 
Aziscohos Mountain, Aziscohos Lake, Parmachenee 
Lake, for which the famous Parmachenee Belle trout fly 
was named, and West Kennebago Mountain, are annual 
favorites with thousands of fishermen, hunters, and vac­
ationers. The Magalloway and Rapid rivers and Cupsup- 
tic Stream are famous for their fighting squaretail trout 
and lakes of the area yield large landlocked salmon.
On the eastern and central side of Oxford County are 
such towns as Hebron, an agricultural and orcharding 
center, site of Historic Hebron Academy, Buckfield, 
Sumner, Hartford, Canton, Peru, and Dixfield, all of 
them centers of farming and recreational areas, with 
small industries, nearly all based on various wood prod­
ucts. Anasagunticook Lake in Canton has bass, salmon, 
trout, and perch, and is popular with many sportsmen.
Rumford is the largest community in the county and is 
the site of one of the largest book-paper mills in the 
world, the Oxford Paper Company. Here the Ellis, Swift, 
and Concord rivers flow into the Androscoggin, and Pen- 
nacook Falls is within direct view of the business section. 
This latter is on an island formed by a canal, with three 
bridges to connect to the mainland.
North from Mexico are Frye, Roxbury, Byron, and 
Houghton on the road to Oquossoc. Route 17 here fol­
lows the course of the Swift River through a region of 
farms and woodlands. Byron, on the Swift River, is said 
to have been the site of the first gold strike in this country. 
Beyond Houghton, Route 17 continues over the "Height
Text to be continued on page 40
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DON and PAM YOUNG, Props. — PLEASANT ISLAND LODGE
P. O. Box 5. OQUOSSOC. M AINE Zip 0 4 9 6 4 Te lephone Rangeley 8 6 4 -3 7 2 2
A FAMILY CAMP LOCATED IN THE HEART 
OF THE RANGELEY LAKES REGION To Hay Fever sufferers — no ragweed or pollen in the region. Altitude 1 5 0 0  feet.
fdoine’s | frUes R e g io n
u a n g e t e y
--------S m n v r i ^ F n g '
S k t T o u n n g - \ . , T I O N  2<
TOWN & LAKE MOTEL
and HOUSEKEEPING COTTAGES
One of Rangeley’s newest and most modern family 
lakeside vacation resorts. 2-bedroom family-sized cot­
tages with fireplaces and electric kitchens. Motel Units 
and Kitchenette Units. Sandy Beach — Boats — Motors 
Canoes — Lawn Games — Golf Course and Tennis 
nearby — Winter Skiing and Snowmobiling — Open All 
Year.
Write for color brochure and rates:
Ben Morton Box 56A Rangeley, Maine 04970
12 Housekeeping Cottages on South 
Shore of Rangeley Lake. Large Porches. 
Boats, Motors, Launching Area Croquet, 
Horseshoes, Badminton Courts, Open Ice 
Out Folder on Request
Tel. 207-864-3657
RAMGCL-EV 
M A IN E 1: 04970
n jfo t c r
J Ideal Spo 
/  W tages nes
f  areens or
OPEN A LL YEAR 
t for a Family Vacation. Lovely Cot­
tages nestled on 25 Acres of Birches and Ever­
greens on Rangeley Lake, 1 mile from Village. 
Offering Sports for everyone. Tennis Court. 
The Johnsons, Box 160, Tel. 864-3340.
s to p ! T!
"HERE'S no need to  look fu r th e r  fo r the  
p lace to spend you r vaca tion . Like to  fish?  
w a it u n til you hook on to  a f ig h tin g  R angeley tro u t o r 
sa lm on. A re  you a go lfer?  — yo u 'll en joy  the  nearby course . 
Play tenn is?  — s la te  cote  cou rt. A nd  th e re ’s sw im m in g , 
boa ting , m o u n ta in  c lim b in g  —  in  fa c t eve ry vaca tion  
p leasure . W e w a te r ski and aquap lane every day, and w ill 
g lad ly  teach you or you r ch ild re n  th is  w o n d e rfu l spo rt free . 
W e in s is t on life  jacke ts  fo r everyone. Boats, canoes and 
Jo h n so n  ou tboa rd  m o to rs  ava ilab le . You m ay do w h a t you 
p lease w h e n  you please at P leasant Island. A  haven fo r  d r if t ­
w ood h u n te rs . There are 13 com fo rtab le , m odern , in d iv id u a l 
log co ttages  w ith  fro m  1 to  3 bedroom s. Each has e ith e r 
b a th tu b  or sh o w e r and m a id  and cab in  boy service . Fam ous 
hom e-cooked m ea ls  are served in ou r ne w  ce n tra l d in in g  
room . Enjoy you r vaca tion  here w ith  you r ch ild re n  and pets. 
W e ca te r to  fa m ilie s . Good m o to r roads to cam p.
Rates on request. S pecia l fa m ily  rates.
Season —  Late M ay to  Early S eptem ber 
A m e rica n  Plan on ly . R eferences g iven  in any sta te .
Capacity, 50  guests.
A ir View of Pleasant Island and Mainland
A  F A M IL Y  C A M P  LO C A TED  IN T H E  H E A R T  
OF TH E R A N G E L E Y  L A K E S  R E G IO N
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Invites you to enjoy All the Creature Comforts...
Good food, fine spirits, cozy rooms with private baths, enjoyable en­
tertainment, ol' fashioned charm and rooms to relax and play games 
in.
Relax at the INN place atRangeley
Write for color folder and modest rates 
Box 398, Rangeley, ME 04970 (207)864-3341
BALD MOUNTAIN CAMPS
ON SHORES OF MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC LAKE
In d iv id u a l log  cam ps w ith  ba th  and open  fire p la c e s  G o o d  m eals. A m e rica n  p lan 
A c tiv it ie s : T enn is , a ll w a te rfro n t spo rts , b o a tin g , w ith  g o lf and r id in g  nearby 
Sand beach E xce lle n t tro u t and  sa lm o n  fis h in g  B oa ts  and  m o to rs  B o o k le t 
R easonab le  rates. P hone  R ange ley  864-3671 H ay feve r free. F am ilies  w e lcom e 
O pen  M ay 15 th ru  S eptem ber.
Ronald Turmanna P.O. Oquotsoc, Maine 04964
B l u e b e r r y  H i l l  F a r m
Antiques
The Gallery Crafts
Paintings Prints Ceramics Glass Fibers
Cou ntry Store Motif Specialty Items 
Saddleback Rd. Tel. 207-864-5353
Betty andAl Wititerhalder
c h a r m i n g  m o u n t a i n  r e s o r t
Saddleback Lake Lodge is on one of Maine’s beautiful, crystal-clear lakes, 
nestled at the base of Saddleback Mountain. Ample fun for all, with a full range 
of resort activities, plus hiking and fishing. Recreation hall. You’ll stay in one 
of the individual cottages, or a motel room, each in a woodland setting only 
steps from the lake. You’ll enjoy gracious hospitality, and be served delicious 
Maine food in the lodge dining room. Rates include all meals. Saturday night 
buffets and weekly cookouts are Saddleback traditions. For full color folder 
write Mike and Polly Bebauer, Box 620.
Saddleback Lake Lodge, Rangeley, Maine 04970 




P.O. Box 597 
Rangeley, Me. 04970 
1-207-864-3760
A four season’s resort in the Western Mountains o f Maine. Only 
2hrs. from exit 12 o ff Me. Turnpike. A photographer’s paradise. Cot­
tages in beautiful setting with breathtaking view, on the shore of 
Rangeley Lake. Nicely decorated and fully furnished. All have central 
heat and fireplaces. We offer boating, swimming, hiking, snowmobil- 
ing and skiing. For the sportsmen, boats are available for fishing. A 
great area for trophy deer hunters. Join us on your next vacation, we 
are open year round.
Your hosts
Ernie & Regina Allen
RUSSELL'S MOTOR CAMPS
16 Housekeeping and Overnight Cottages on Shore of Rangeley 
Lake. 3A Mile from Town on Route 4. May 10 to Oct. 10. Fully 
Equipped. Boats and Launching Area. Fishing for Brook Trout and 
Landlocked Salmon. Swimming with Children's Sandy Area. 
Badminton, Horseshoes, Volleyball, etc. Reasonable Rates. Box 
106Y, Rangeley, Maine 04970.
The Russell Family Telephone (207) 8 64 -2204
SeKfiooia
Rt. 17, Oquossoc, Maine 04964 
Phone (207) 864-3492
Two completely furnished housekeeping cabins, open year round, on 
Rangeley Lake Each cabin has a screened porch, combination living room 
and kitchen with gas range, oil heat, electric refrigerator and complete bath 
and shower. We have a boat, motor and canoe which may be rented. Please 
send for brochure.
U t r r l j t t f f l f l i i
HOUSEKEEPING COTTAGES ON RANGELEY LAKE
14 com fo rtab le  and m odern co ttages, 1-5 bedroom s, fu ll baths, au tom atic  hot water, 
gas fo r cook ing , e le c tr ic  re frig e ra to rs , con tin uous heat (o il or gas), 4 la rgest 
co ttages also have firep laces. Ba th ing and sunn ing  beach. Boat launch ing 
s ite , canoes, boats, m oto rs fo r rent. B adm inton, tab le  tenn is , horseshoes and 
sw ings. G o lf, tenn is  and horseback rid ing  nearby. Open ice -ou t to Oct. 1. For 
brochure  and rates w rite  to:




★  Overlooking Rangeley Lake
★  Conveniently Located
★  Restaurant/Lounge
★  Modern Accommodations
207-864-3434




Electric & Water Hook-Ups
Brochure:
Box 326 Oquossoc, Me. 04964 
Tel.: 207 864-5249
COUNTRY CLUB INN
Soph isticated  little resort overlooking 
beau tifu l m ountains and lakes. C aterin g 
to only 60 guests desiring casual luxury 
and uncrow d ed golf at their doorstep.
Bob and Sue Crory Box 680D, Rangeley, 
____Maine 04970 (207) 864-3831
CABIN-CONDO CARE 
Specializing in home and con­
dominium rentals and sales on 
Rangeley Lake and Saddleback 
Mountain. BROCHURE AND 
RATES ON REQUEST.
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RANGELEY'S FINEST
F ly-fish ing  only fo r na tive  trou t 
and salmon in v irg in  Kennebago 
waters.
M odern com fo rt in a rus tic  a t­
mosphere.
"O ld  fash io ned " home cooking 
served in cen tra l d in ing -room .
Reasonable rates 
W rite  fo r brochure and 
fu rth e r  in fo rm ation .
Reservations advised.
TARRY-A-W HILE
R E S O R T  a n d  C H A L E T S
"SWISS HOSPITALITY DOWN MAINE"
P.O. Oquossoc, M aine 04964 
Tel. Rangeley, Me. 
864-3608 or 864-3754
(Grant’s SCetutphaya (Camps
JO and WALTER (Skeet) DAVENPORT, Managers
FROM THE HIGHLANDS OF BRIDGTON TO THE SHORES 
OF BEAUTIFUL HIGHLAND LAKE, 30 ACRES TO ROAM.
Water Skiing Sailing Golf
FREE: Tennis, Canoes, Row­
boats, Pedal Boats, Bicycles, 
Putting Green, Ping Pong, 
Shuffle Board, Badminton, 
Horseshoes, Good Fishing, 
Rocking
Recreation Hall and Two Large 
Safe Sandy Beaches.
Reviewed in the Maine Times as
"THE GREAT ESCAPE!"
F a m o u s  SW ITZ ER  STU BLI D IN IN G  R O O M  
P U B L IC  IN V ITED
Swiss Chef preparing Wiener Schnitzel, 
Cordon Bleu, Raclette, Rosti, Fondues, 
Pfannkuchen, and Barbara's Cheesecake.
HANS and BARBARA JENNI 
Innkeepers 
Tel. 2 0 7 -6 4 7 -2 5 2 2
Full Liguor License Season: Mid-June to Labor Day
Write For Folder and Information:
T A R R Y -A -W H IL E  R E SO R T , R ID G E R O A D , B O X D , BR ID G TO N , M A IN E  0 4 0 0 9
_.O x fo rd  P la ins
S peedw ay
AM ERICA'S FAVORITE FAMILY SPECTATOR SPORT
STOCK CAR RACING
JUNE. JULY and AUGUST -S A T U R D A Y  NIGHTS AT 7 :30  
APRIL, M A Y  and SEPTEMBER -S U N D A Y  AFTERNOONS AT 2 :0 0  
Home of America's Richest Short Track Race
ROUTE 26, OXFORD, MAINE 04105
fo r fu rther in fo rm ation  call 539-4401
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B R I D G T O n YOUR IDEAL FOUR SEASON 
VACATION COMMUNITY
OFFERING OLD FASHIONED NEW 
ENGLAND HOSPITALITY AND ACTIVITIES 
GALORE
Lobster Clam Bake -  Community 
Suppers -  Country Fairs -  Art Show -  
Concerts - Craft Shows -  Gala Fourth 
of July Celebration - Antique Shops - 
Winter Carnival - Skiing - and much 
more
SPRING: Fishing, Hiking, Biking, Golfing
SUMMER: 10 Shimmering Lakes and Ponds, 
Swimming, Boating, Golfing, 
Tennis, Camping
FALL: Country Fairs, Foliage, Hunting, 
Antiquing
WINTER: Major Skiing Area - Pleasant 
Mountain, Skating, Ice Fishing, 
Snowmobiling, Camping, or just sit 
by a warm fire and enjoy nature’s 
wonders
Year round accommodations to fit every 
budget and wish.
For free brochure and directory of accommodations, write:
Bridgton Chamber of Commerce, Box 236M, Bridgton, Maine 04009
MAINE INVITES YOU.......................................................................................................................................................BRIDGTON THANKS YOU
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WE INVITE YOU TO SHARE OUR 
HOSPITALITY DURING YOUR 
SUMMER OR SKIING VACATION IN THE LONG 
LAKES REGION, WITH GOOD SPIRITS, COMFORTABLE 
LODGING AND ENTICING FARE.
COLONIAL RESTAURANT
Route 302, Bridgton, Maine 
207-647-2547 
Nancy & Donald Bushell 
OLDE ROWLEY INN 
DINING LODGING 
Route 351 Junction 118 
North Waterford, Maine 
207-583-4143 
Michael and Debra Lennon 
Peter & Pamela Leja
LAURELLEA
MOTOR LODGE RESTAURANT
Rte. 302, Bridgton, Maine 
207-647-2440 




Route 302, Bridgton, Maine 
207-647-8315 or 647-8003 
Ed & Anne Demers 
MOUNTAIN VIEW FARM 
Maple Ridge Road 
Harrison, Maine 
207-583-4820 
Robert & Jane Poss
MORGENSLEBEN LODGE
Pleasant Mountain & Moose Pond 
Bridgton, Maine 
207-647-5066 
Pat & Joyce Vaughan
PUNKIN’ VALLEY INN 
RESTAURANT MOTEL
Route 302 Bridgton, Maine 
207-647-2652 
John & Jackie Schrader
LAKESIDE PINES CAMPGROUND






Joan & George Vandemark
TOM’S HOMESTEAD-1821-RESTAURANT








VISIT US IN BRIDGTON, HARRISON AND NORTH WATERFORD
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of Land" to Oquossoc, in the Rangeley Lakes Region.
The southern section of the county is bisected by the 
fertile valley of the Sandy River, while the west-central 
section contains the eastern half of the world-famous 
Rangeley Lakes Region.
Farmington, in the south, is the shire town and hub of 
the county, with good roads leading from it to the many 
smaller towns and villages, through rolling country of in­
describable beauty, dotted with lakes, blue-carpeted 
hills, and picturesque forests — emerald green in sum­
mer and gorgeously multicolored in autumn.
Farmington is the main highway gate to the Rangeley 
and Dead River regions and the business and commercial 
center of an agricultural, orcharding, and recreational re­
gion. Farmington is also the birthplace of Madame Nor- 
dica, whose home is a shrine open to visitors. Here also 
is the home of Jacob Abbott, author of the famous Rollo 
books and many others. The famous Abbott family 
school for boys was opened here in 1841, achieving na­
tional fame as the Little Blue School. Here also is the 
Farmington campus of the University of Maine. Clearwa­
ter, Norcross, Varnum, and Wilson ponds are nearby. 
There is bass fishing in the Sandy River and trout abound 
in the nearby streams that flow from the countless 
springs which gush from the hillsides.
Southwest of Farmington is Wilton, with a beautiful 
panorama of Wilson Lake. With its sporty golf course and 
facilities for boating, swimming, fishing, and other lake 
sports, it is a favorite of vacationers and picnickers. The 
famous G. H. Bass and Co., makers of many types of foot­
wear, together with wood products and a tannery pro­
vide industrial income for hundreds of nearby residents.
Jay and Chisholm, on the road to Auburn, are centers 
of pulp and paper manufacturing with the huge Interna­
tional Paper complex located here. Farmington Falls and 
New Sharon, southeast of Farmington, are small towns 
on the Sandy River noted as agricultural and small man­
ufacturing centers. Chesterville is another pretty farming 
village.
Weld, northwest of Farmington, is in a beautiful valley 
surrounded by rugged mountains. Here is found 3,000- 
foot Mount Blue State Park, part of which lies in Avon. 
This park contains 1,273 acres, runs to the east shore of 
Lake Webb and embraces Center Hill, with a good high­
way leading to its 1,600-foot summit. Scenic drives, 
hikes, swimming, water sports, and a marvelous 
panorama from a parking overlook make Mount Blue 
State Park a favorite of campers, hikers, and tourists.
Northeast of Farmington is the little village of New 
Vineyard, a favorite hunting and fishing area. Strong, on 
the Sandy River, is a farming, livestock, and small-indus­
try center on the road to Kingfield. The latter is a modern 
little town in the valley of the Carrabassett River, which 
provides waterpower here for several mills. The town is 
named after Maine's first governor, William King, who 
founded it. It commands a marvelous view of mountains 
to the west, including Mount Abraham, Saddleback, 
Spaulding, Sugarloaf, and Crocker mountains.
Sugarloaf, Maine's second-highest mountain, is the lo­
cation of one of New England's major ski areas. Sugar- 
loaf/USA has the most dependable snow conditions in
the East. Enclosed four-passenger gondolas run from the 
base lodge to the summit lodge summer, fall, and winter.
Further along on Route 27 are Carrabassett and 
Bigelow, small settlements on the Carrabassett River sur­
rounded by deep forests. The Bigelow Game Preserve 
takes in parts of Bigelow and Dead River Plantation. It is 
a vast wooded area where big game, game birds, and 
small animals roam unmolested. Stratton and Eustis are 
villages famed as campsites on the Arnold Trail, named 
for the route taken by Benedict Arnold and his men on 
their ill-fated march through Maine to Quebec. Just out­
side Stratton, which is on the western side of Flagstaff 
lake, are Eustis Ridge picnic area and scenic overlook (off 
Route 27), and the famous Cathedral Pines, a tract of tall 
Norway pines, one of the few remaining stands of virgin 
timber. From Eustis the road follows the northern branch 
of Dead River over the Height of Land and through Chain 
of Ponds to the Lake Megantic region in Quebec. There 
Arnold's men followed the Chaudiere River to where it 
empties into the St. Lawrence near Quebec City.
The most traveled road out of Farmington is Route 4, 
leading to the Rangeley region. Strong, known as the 
toothpick center of the state, has many woodworking 
and wood-turning mills. Phillips is a thriving community 
in the upper Sandy River valley, overshadowed by 
majestic Mount Blue, Saddleback, and Mount Abraham. 
Fertile upland and alluvial soil produce bumper crops in 
the nearby area and dairying and livestock also find a 
ready market in the nearby Rangeley section. Various 
lumber and wood-products factories as well as resorts 
make for a busy area economy.
Rangeley is the center of the far-famed Rangeley Lakes 
Region, with numerous hotels, lodges, and camps, and 
a wide range of sports facilities. Its golf course is 2,000 feet 
above sea level and the entire area is famed as a health­
giving summer resort, free from hay fever conditions. 
Within a radius of ten miles are more than forty trout and 
salmon lakes and ponds of all sizes. In the Rangeley chain 
of lakes are Rangeley, Quimby Pond, Dodge Pond, Ken- 
nebago, Loon, Saddleback, Mooselookmeguntic, Cup- 
suptic, Upper and Lower Richardson, Aziscohos, and 
Umbagog, with connecting streams making an area of 
more than 450 square miles for fishing, hunting, canoe­
ing, swimming, or just plain loafing.
Rangeley Lake State Park, located on the east shore of 
Rangeley Lake, is a 691-acre recreation area with picnick­
ing, bathing, fishing, camping, and boat-launching facili­
ties. Also, one of Maine's major ski areas, Saddleback is 
located here, making the Rangeley Region a full four-sea­
son vacationland.
From Rangeley, Route 16 goes northeast to follow the 
South Branch of the Dead River, through Dallas Planta­
tion to Stratton.
West from the village of Rangeley is the road along the 
northern side of Rangeley Lake to Mountain View, 
Oquossoc, Haines Landing, Bald Mountain, Barker, and 
Mooselookmeguntic Lake. South on Route 17 from 
Oquossoc is the Height of Land, where a roadside out­
look provides one of the most extensive panoramic views 
in the entire state, overlooking Mooselookmeguntic an& 
two other lakes of the Rangeley Chain.
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T HIS region of Maine includes all of Androscoggin and Kennebec counties and the southern portion of 
Somerset County.
Small in area, but important for its industries, agricul­
ture, and convenience of recreational facilities, Andros­
coggin County is located in the inland heart of south-cen­
tral Maine.
Its twin cities, Lewiston and Auburn, on opposite 
banks of the Androscoggin River, form a commercial, 
population, and travel center for a wide area in that sec­
tion of the state, making them second only to Greater 
Portland in size and economic importance. The twin 
cities have been called the "industrial heart" of Maine.
Auburn, on the west bank of the river, is the shire town 
of the county and fourth largest city in the state. In addi­
tion to its diverse industrial capabilities, it has extensive 
residential sections with many fine old homes and stately 
mansions and is the trading center for a rich farming area. 
It is a busy city with outstanding schools, an excellent 
public library founded by Andrew Carnegie, and an 
exemplary civic consciousness manifested by such citi­
zens' groups as an active chamber of commerce, service 
clubs, agricultural organizations, and others.
The Androscoggin Historical Society, which houses its 
reminders of pioneers in the courthouse at Auburn, has 
been established for many years and is steadily increas­
ing its collection of valuable historical material. Auburn 
also is a supply center and a favorite stopping and shop­
ping place for many out-of-state sportsmen on their way 
to the well-known hunting and fishing sections.
Auburn is the home of the Central Maine Vocational 
Technical Institute; "Quoddy" Moccasins; industrial
parks housing textile, plastics, and electronics business­
es; and an extensive shopping mall. Nearby are the Lost 
Valley Ski Area and Lake Auburn, popular for fishing 
and boating.
Lewiston is the largest textile center in the state, its 
mills and shoe-manufacturing plants giving employment 
to thousands of people. Bates Manufacturing Co. makes 
its home in Lewiston as does Geiger Brothers, publishers 
of the Farmers Almanac. The second largest city in 
Maine, Lewiston is equipped with good motels, theaters, 
department stores, and other facilities usually found in a 
large commercial and industrial center.
Lewiston is also the home of Bates College. For nearly 
a century Bates has been known best for educators it has 
trained for service all over the world. Since the turn of the 
century, it has been a pioneer in intercollegiate and inter­
national debating.
Other outstanding buildings in Lewiston are the Sts. 
Peter and Paul Church, a massive Gothic cathedrallike 
structure built principally of Maine granite; Kora Shrine 
Temple with Harry Cochrane's famous Palestine murals; 
the Lewiston Armory, which is used for large conven­
tions, assemblies, and sports events; and the Central 
Maine Youth Center.
Lewiston Falls and Dam, viewed from North Bridge, 
connecting Lewiston and Auburn, provide a spectacular 
sight during spring months. The granite dam increases 
the forty-foot natural fall of the river here by more than 
ten feet and diverts water into a mile-long canal which 
once supplied the various mills along its course.
West of Lewiston are Tripp Lake and the southern end 
of Thompson Lake, which stretches into Cumberland
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4* i n n  8c 'K ed taw ron tn *
- a i Old-PoshioBsd New England Hwpitalitj f c -
L iv e  M a in e  L o b s te r  
H o m e m a d e  B r e a d s  &  D e sse rts  
E n te r ta in m e n t  &  L o u n g e
85 A/C Rooms 
Color Cable TV — Pool
We Welcome Tour Groups
B e ts y  &  V e ru  C o o k
I n n k e e p e r s
W e s te rn  A v e . a t 1 -9 5 , A u g u sta , M a in e 0 4 3 3 0  
T e l . (2 0 7  ) 6 2 2 -5 8 0 4  
T o ll-f r e e  R e s e r v a tio n s  1 -8 0 0 -5 2 8 -1 2 3 4
MILL STORES
Chestnut and Canal Streets, Lewiston 
Rt. 1 Wells Corner Shopping Center, Wells
F am o u s B ates b ed sp read s at trem end ou s savings. 
A lso  blan kets, sh eets, tow els, and m any  
o th er bed an d  bath accessories  









and Oxford counties. Both are popular resort and tourist 
centers, with excellent boating, fishing, hunting, and 
water-sports facilities.
Dairying, poultry raising, canning crops, and apples 
are the chief agricultural activities of Androscoggin 
County. Turner, Turner Center, Durham, and Greene 
also are centers of farming areas based on livestock, veg­
etables, and orcharding.
Livermore and Livermore Falls, at the northern tip of 
the county, are agricultural and industrial centers, the lat­
ter having one of the largest paper mills in Maine. 
Numerous small ponds and streams dot the area.
Lisbon and its business center, Lisbon Falls, are sites 
of manufacturing and retail stores. Mechanic Falls, on the 
western side of the county, is a commercial center for a 
pond and stream area and has a large paper-products 
plant.
The area of eastern Androscoggin County, reached 
through Wales, Webster, Sabattus, Greene, Leeds, and 
East Livermore, adjoins the famous Kennebec Lakes Re­
gion and all of its streams, ponds, and lakes including 
Androscoggin Lake, are well known to fishermen, cotta­
gers, and vacationers.
Three famous lake regions, beautifully situated in a 
country of wooded, rolling hills and fertile farmlands on 
both sides of the majestic Kennebec River, are distinctive 
features of one of Maine's most attractive counties, Ken­
nebec. Site of the state capital, Augusta, and covered 
with historic landmarks commemorating people and 
events that played a part in the struggles of a young na­
tion, Kennebec has been called the very heart of the na­
tion's Vacationland.
The city of Augusta occupies a large area on both sides 
of the river, whose sloping banks contain several pictur­
esque parks and many historic shrines and monuments. 
The dome of the Capitol (the main structure is built of 
Hallowell granite) rising above the tops of majestic oaks 
and elms is visible for many miles up and down the river.
The State House with its Hall of Flags; the Blaine 
House, the governor's residence; and the Maine State Li­
brary, Museum, and Archives Building are open to the 
public.
On Augusta's eastern bank of the Kennebec River is 
historic Fort Western, built in 1754 as a protection against 
the Indians, and now restored.
On the western bank of the Kennebec below Augusta 
are Hallowell and Gardiner, with the neighboring town 
of Farmingdale. These are active industrial and shopping 
centers, with beautiful old homes and estates harking 
back to the days when sailing vessels by the hundreds 
carried the name of the Kennebec region to all parts of the 
world.
Southwest of Augusta are the towns of Litchfield and 
West Gardiner, centers of a farming and small-lakes re-
/ K  MAINE COAST CRUISES
$395.00 95’ WINDJAMMER
/  I  | n \  u . s . c o a s t  g u a r d  in s p e c t e d
Schooner Harvey Gamage
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gion containing summer camps and fishing, boating, and 
vacation facilities.
Directly west of Augusta is the famous Winthrop Lakes 
Region, comprising some 200 square miles of rolling 
landscape with lakes and ponds, twenty of them joined 
by a network of streams.
Larger lakes in this region include Cobbosseecontee, 
Annabessacook, and Maranacook in the towns of Mon­
mouth, Winthrop, Manchester, West Gardiner, and 
Readfield. One town alone, Winthrop, has twelve lakes 
and ponds within its confines and on its borders.
Against the western edge of Kennebec County lies An­
droscoggin Lake, overlooked by Morrison Heights in the 
town of Wayne, from which a broad panorama stretches 
for many miles. A host of other small lakes, almost too 
numerous to list, bear such names as Romantic Echo 
Lake, Flying Pond, Parkers Pond, and Torsey Pond, his­
toric Cochnewagen, Tacoma, Pocasset, Minnehonk, and 
Little Cobbossee lakes, along with Lovejoy, Dexter, 
Berry, Wilson, Horseshoe, Pleasant, Sanborn, James, 
Shed, Carleton, and Narrow ponds. Kents Hill, Fayette, 
Mount Vernon, and Vienna, all in the northwestern part 
of the county, are commercial centers for the surrounding 
rich agricultural, recreational, and lumbering region.
North of Augusta, through the towns of Sidney, Bel­
grade, Oakland, and Rome, is the famous Belgrade Lakes 
Region with five of the seven lakes of the chain inside 
Kennebec County. Great Lake is the largest, spreading 
out at the center of the group. Around it are the other isle- 












Send for Your Copy of the 1982 “MAINE LODGING AND FOODGUIDE”
MAIL  TO
Maine Innkeepers Association 
142 Free Street 
Portland, Maine 04101
Enclosed is $1.00 in stamps or check to cover the cost of mailing 




LET YOUR VACATION DREAMS COME TRUE •  RELAX AND ENJOY THE ADAMS FAMILY 
HOSPITALITY •  THIRD GENERATION OWNED AND OPERATED •  FAMILIES ESPECIALLY WELCOME
* 22 lakeside heated cabins. All meals
served at your own table in our din­
ing room. Our home-cooked foods, 
breads and pastries remain our 
SPECIALTY.
* Box lunches prepared for day trips.
* Swimming, 2 tennis courts, paved 
basketball court, ping-pong, shuffle- 
board, volley ball, badminton, horse­
shoes, tetherball, croquet. ALL RE­
CREATIONAL FACILITIES ARE 
LIGHTED FOR NIGHT USE.
Our special SANDMAN SNACK 
served each night before retiring. 
THREE RECREATION ROOMS 




Telephone 207-968-2581 or 207-968-2563 
Write: Candlewood
R.F.D. 1, South China, Maine 04358
National Federation of Independent Business 
Maine Publicity Bureau 
Waterville Chamber of Commerce 
China Area Chamber of Commerce
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Dunham’s of Maine 
Quality apparel 
since 1 8 8 7
C lothes from Dunham's of Maine have 
always been  considered  an excellent 
investm ent. O ur collections, chosen from 
the finest m erchandise available in the 
world, reflect a commitment to quality, 
tradition, e leg an ce , and classic good taste. 
P lease visit us whenever you are in Maine. 
W e now have two stores to serve you — 
Castonguay Squ are, W aterville, and 
Exchange and Federal Streets, Old Port 
D istrict, Portland. If you cannot visit, 
shop through our 1982 catalogue.
P le a s e  se n d  f r e e  c a t a lo g u e  to :
N a m e  _______ _______________________________________ —
A d d r e s s  _________ _____________________________________
______________________________________ Zip_____________
Dunham’s of Maine
Q u a l i t y  a p p a r e l  s i n c e  1 8 8 7  
6 4  M ain  S tr e e t ,  W a te r v i lle , M ain e  0 4 9 0 1
Family Vacations
W JS C r
R e la x  on  a  6 a n d  beach 
Swim ir\ pure lake water 
Enjoy qreaf meals 
Conaqes, lobster-* clam bakes, 
'tennis, waterfekiing,-fishing-
Gend -for folder T
er\ C a m p s
CM KM ND, /flAING 0
WHISPERWOOD
ON SALMON LAKE 
BELGRADE LAKES REGION
Fish for BASS and BROWN TROUT or 
SWIM and RELAX. Completely modern 
cottages with wood burning stoves and 
automatic heating. Private waterfront dock, 
diving raft, water skiing, shuffleboard, 
recreation building with indoor games and 
FREE pony rides for children. Golf, Tennis, 
Antique shops nearby.
American Plan with choice of menu 
and cookouts.
Reasonable rates include all except 
gratuities and boat motor rentals.
Write for folder and reservations.
Mr. & Mrs. M. Douglas 
North Belgrade, Maine 04963
SEASON May 25 to Sept. 20 
TELEPHONE Oakland (207) 465-2497
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The Belgrade Lakes Region has long been famous for 
its small-mouthed bass fishing, and the size and quantity 
of the fish make these waters a topic of conversation 
among the nation's anglers. Native landlocked salmon 
and trout and other lake and stream fish make good 
catches commonplace.
Within easy driving distance of the shopping centers at 
Waterville and Augusta, the Belgrade Lakes Region of­
fers a wide range of accommodations, from motels and 
camps to simple housekeeping cottages and cottage re­
sorts.
Waterville, in northern Kennebec County, is a city of 
homes, large industries, and a modern commercial cen­
ter. It is a city rich in historic associations dating back to 
the time when the Indians had a village there and across 
the river in Winslow. It is also the site of Colby College, 
established in 1818, which encompasses a beautiful 500- 
acre campus on Mayflower Hill. Waterville also is the 
home of Thomas College, and of a unique footbridge, for­
merly a toll bridge, the last of its kind in the country. 
Winslow is the site of Fort Halifax, dating from 1754, the 
oldest extant blockhouse in the U.S.
Modern motels, department stores, shopping centers, 
theaters, and other urban facilities make Waterville a con­
venient shopping place for the traveling public, for from 
it, main highways radiate to the surrounding sections of 
the state. Textiles, lumber, fiber board, and garments 
predominate in its industrial activities. The famed Hatha­
way shirts are manufactured here. Northeast of Water­
ville are the farming centers of Winslow, Albion, Benton, 
and Clinton, all in an area where wooded hills and many 
streams are conducive to good hunting and fishing.
In eastern Kennebec County is the China Lake area, 
containing the towns of Vassalboro, China, Windsor, 
Chelsea, Randolph, and Pittston.
Two-and-a-half miles below Randolph, on the Wiscas- 
set Road, a bronze marker designates the site of Major 
Coburn's shipyard, where the boats used by Benedict Ar­
nold in his famous march to Quebec were built.
China Lake is the largest of this chain of lakes and 
ponds and contains some of Maine's most beautiful land­
locked salmon and small-mouth black bass. Three Mile 
Pond and Webber Pond, smaller but no less beautiful, 
peacefully ripple in the woodlands on this coastal side of 
the Kennebec.
Somerset County is another of the northern tier of 
Maine counties, its southern end a part of the fertile and 
industrial region of central Maine and its northern 
reaches traversing a vast roadless area of rivers, lakes, 
and forests extending into Canada.
Skowhegan is the largest town and the county seat. It 
is the hub of a network of roads entering the county from 
various directions. From it the main roads lead north to 
lackman and into Quebec.
The center of a rich farmland area, Skowhegan is an up- 
to-date town with modern stores, shopping centers, 
motels, restaurants, and other facilities and a residential 
area with many fine historic homes and tree-shaded 
streets. The leading industry here is shoes.
Skowhegan also is the birthplace of former U.S. Sena­
tor Margaret Chase Smith; site of the Skowhegan Fair, the 
state's largest agricultural fair; and home of a famous
sixty-two-foot Indian sculpture, the work of the late na­
tive Maine sculptor, Bernard Langlais.
Five miles from Skowhegan is Lakewood, world-fa­
mous summer resort and summer theatrical center on the 
shore of Lake Wesserunsett. Its summer theater dates 
from 1900 and has achieved fame as the home of Broad­
way in Maine.
Norridgewock, southwest of Skowhegan, was the 
original shire town of the county and is rich in Indian and 
historic lore. The trip from Norridgewock to Madison 
leads past the Old Point section, where Father Rasle, mis­
sionary to the Indians, was killed in 1724.
To the east of Skowhegan, the lower eastern section of 
the county is an important industrial, agricultural, and 
recreational area that includes Pittsfield, a busy commer­
cial center with a woolen mill, shoe factory, and other 
small plants; and Hartland, once the site of a woolen in­
dustry, but now containing a large tannery. Hartland, 
Cornville, St. Albans, Ripley, Harmony, and Athens are 
farming centers surrounding the Great Moose Lake re­
sort area, where fishing, hunting, boating, and camping 
attract hundreds of visitors.
From Madison and Anson, Route 16 leads through 
North New Portland to Dead River Plantation. Here the 
dam of the Central Maine Power Company creates an ar­
tificial lake twenty-six miles long and from one-half to 
four miles wide in the Dead River Basin.
Further along the Arnold Trail is Bingham, gateway to 
Wyman Dam, in the Town of Moscow. The dam took two 
years to build and is 155 feet high and 2,250 feet long.
Willow
Beach
An American Plan Family Resort’
Private Lakeshore Cabins 
Sumptuous Meals 
Fishing— Boating—  Sailing 
New Recreational Complex 
Lobster/Steak Cookout
_ _________________^
Your Hosts — Lee & Ann Austin 
China, Maine 04926 • 207-968-2421
ON BEAUTIFUL CHINA LAKE
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y o u  l i k e  t o  f i s h ,  g o l f  o r  r e l a x !
COME TO BELGRADE LAKES MAY TO OCTOBER
BEAR SPRING CAMPS is the vacation spot for fishing, golfing, or just plain loafing. 
Situated on a 't-inile sand beach at the north end of beautiful Great Lake of the Bel grades, 
it is an ideal vacation spot for the whole family.
32 two- to five-room cottages with open fireplaces, full baths, and automatic heat. Private 
docks. Fine Maine food, Good Bass, Salmon, Trout and White Perch fishing. Tennis court, 
water skiing, boating, roller skating, and all sports. Guides and outboard motors. 20 minutes 
to Waterville’s uncrowded 18-hole championship golf course. Your play is welcomed and 
you will be personally introduced.
$ 130.00 to $ 150.00 a week per person includes all meals. Lower rates for large parties
BEAR SPRING CAMPS
on Beautiful Belgrade Lake
(W rite  fo r  b o o k le t an d  o th e r  a c tiv itie s .)
BERT B. MOSHER, Owner-Manager 
O A K LA N D , M A IN E  04963
DEERING'S
SNUG HARBOR CAMPS
On Great Lake in the Belgrade Lakes Region
Rt. 8 — No. Belgrade
Fun for the whole family — excellent swimming. Excellent fishing for bass, salmon, trout, pickerel or perch. 
Boats and motors available. Cinema, golf, and indoor tennis nearby.
14 units with electric heat accommodating 2 to 8 persons. Reasonable rates include cottage and all meals. 
American plan only. If it’s good food you enjoy and a friendly relaxed atmosphere, this is the place for you! We 
have a reputation for serving the finest foods obtainable with several choices at each meal. Season May 24th to 
Sept. 15th. No housekeeping camps.
Write fo r  folder and reservations Box 1620 R#  1, Oakland, Maine 04963 
MRS. MAURICE H. DEERING
MR. and MRS. LLEW ELLYN A. ASHLAND, Owners-Manager
LAKESIDE HAVEN MOTEL, CABINS AND COTTAGES 
ON BEAUTIFUL LAKE COBBOSSEECONTEE
U. S. ROUTE 202 WINTHROP, MAINE 04364
S W IM M IN G  B O A T IN G  F IS H IN G
Ideal spot for whole fam ily. All cottages com pletely equipped for housekeeping. Bed linens supplied. O u td o o r 
fireplaces and picnic tables. Screened porches with view o f lake. Great bass fishing. Beautiful beach. Safe 
sw im m ing. O ve r 1000 ft. lake frontage. Spacious and secluded grounds with cottages set am ong huge pine and 
white birch. W ithin 10 m inutes of shopping centers, good restaurants, golf courses, o utdoor m ovies and the 
capital city of A u g u s ta . Open M ay to O c to b e r. M oderate rates. Take Au g u sta  Ex it 15  o ff Route 95. G o  4.3 miles 
west on R o u te  202. Write for more inform ation. N o  pets allowed. Bass guide available.
STAN and SHIRLEY AMIDON RFD # 2 , WINTHROP, MAINE 04364 207 - 395-4466
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h e a r t
Stay and Play
B E L G R A D E  L A K E S  R E G I O NIn  the
of Mainea water wonderland in the
Housekeeping Camps 
Resorts with meals 
Seven crystal clear lakes 
Peaceful country woodland setting 
Fishing for bass, salmon, trout, pickeral 
and perch 
All water sports
Near golf, tennis, theaters, shopping 
and sightseeing
Easy drive to coast and mountains 
For illustrated folder and map, complete 
and mail this coupon.






BELGRADE LAKES REGION, INC 
DEPT. M
BELGRADE, ME. 04917
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OF BELGRADE LAKES, MAINE
Located on an island, crossed by the Belgrade Lakes - Mount Vernon 
Road, on Long Pond of the famous Belgrade Lakes. Twelve completely 
furnished modern, attractive cottages in a beautiful pine setting. All on 
the shore front with State approved gas space heaters. Hot showers. In 
the Community Building on cool evenings, you will enjoy the huge open 
fireplace. In the Dining Room, the best of home-cooked food is served in 
abundance three times daily. There is also a sun deck over the water. 
Swim in pure clear water.
Newly constructed large recreation room with regulation sized Pool 
Tables, ping-pong table, card tables and dart games.
Bass, Trout, Salmon, Perch and Pickerel fishing. Salmon and Trout 
fishing at its best In May & June. Bass fishing at its best in June & 
September.
In twelve-mile Long Pond, the angler can fish from spring until fall and throughout the season, due to 
careful stocking.
Boats, Motors, Mixed Gasoline, Bait, Fishing Licenses and Fishing Equipment may be obtained at the 
Camp.
Everything necessary for a fine vacation is availab le at the camp. The boats are all 14 ft. 
ALUMACRAFT and rent for $6.00 per day. The late model engines are e ither Johnson or 
Evinrude and rent as fo llow s:
6H.P.$13.00 10H.P. $18.00 These rates include boat.
The p ic turesque village of Belgrade Lakes is easily accessib le  by car or boat. Fine go lf 
courses in W aterville  and Augusta.
A ccom m odations are for one to six persons per co ttage and rates are:
Adults Daily Weekly Per Day after 1 st Week
Single Occupancy (one person) $32.00 $217.00 $31.00
Double Occupancy (one bed) $31.00 $210.00 $30.00
Twin Occupancy (two beds) $32.00 $217.00 $31.00
Children, 1 -2 yrs. $7.00; 3-5 yrs. $13.00; 6-7 yrs. $18.00; $8-10 yrs. $19.00 
11 to and including 12 yrs. $20.00
All rates, p lus sales tax, are per person and include co ttage and all meals. 
Reservations necessary — D eposit of $25.00 per person when confirm ed.
We w ill do every th ing  possible 
to m ake your stay a vacation 
long to be rem em bered.
“Our 51 st YEAR”
“Plan to diet some other time”
M aine P u b lic ity  
Bureau
W a te rv ille  Chamber 
of Com m erce
Belgrade Lakes 




For fu rth e r in fo rm a tion  or res­
ervations, please w r ite  or c a ll:
H o ra tio  A. Castle, P roprie to r 
CASTLE ISLAND CAMPS' 
Box 70, B e lgrade Lakes, M aine 
04918
Tel. A rea Code (207) 495-3312 
SEASON MAY 1st TO 
SEPTEMBER 15th 
W in te r address: (Oct. th ru  




H oratio  A. Castle 
815 Francis St,
West Palm Beach, F lorida  33405 
Tel. Area Code (305) 833-3510
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Mid-Coast
T HIS area embraces that part of the Maine coast east from Woolwich to the border of Hancock County. It 
includes eastern Sagadahoc and all of Lincoln, Knox, and 
Waldo counties.
In Sagadahoc County, at Woolwich, across the river 
from Bath, Route 127 runs down across a group of heavily 
wooded islands forming the eastern side of the mouth of 
the Kennebec, with Sheepscot Bay and River on its eas­
terly side. Here are Arrowsic, Georgetown, Five Islands, 
and Robinhood, small fishing villages with many cot­
tages and shore outing spots where small boats put in 
from the neighboring coastal region.
At Georgetown is Reid State Park with picnic areas, 
bath houses, Mile Beach, and, in the Griffith's Head area, 
a six-acre impounded saltwater lagoon suitable for bath­
ing and canoeing.
Phipps Point, overlooking beautiful Hockamock Bay, 
is the site of numerous fine summer homes. It was the 
birthplace of the great adventurer, Sir William Phipps, a 
Provincial Governor and the first American knighted at 
the English court. He was so honored for having brought 
treasure taken from old Spanish galleons sunk in the 
Caribbean Sea.




D i s c o v e r . . . a n d  E n jo y
The BOOTHBAY HARBOR REGION
On the Coast of Maine
* Excellent Accommodations for the Vacationer year round
* Off-Season Rates— Spring, Fall and Winter
* Choice Location for Seasonal and Retirement Homes
* Maine’s Unique Railway Village— Grand Banks Schooner Museum
* Variety of Boat Trips Daily Including Sail
* Charter and Head Fishing Boats
* Original Down East Clambakes— Fine Restaurants
Lobster Wharfs— Church Suppers
* Artists— Craftsmen — Gift Shops— Art Galleries
* Garden Centers— Health Foods— YMCA
* Shipbuilding — Lobstering — Fishing— Seaquarium
* Fall Foliage Tours and Boat Trips
* Relax— Many Activities and Enjoyments for Your Whole Vacation!
The 20th Annual
WINDJAMMER DAYS
JULY 13,14, and 15,1982
featuring the Coastal 
Schooners in a re-creation of 
American Boating History.
WRITE FOR OUR
FREE BROCHURE AND DIRECTORY
Boothbay Harbor Region Chamber of Commerce
P.O. Box 356M Boothbay Harbor, Maine 04538
OCEAN CATE
M OTOR INN
Boothbay Region's most beautiful resort
Write or call:
Rte. 27 /  S o u th p o rt, M a in e  04576 /  207-633-3321
Offering you...
A restau ran t and lounge 
A sw im m in g  p o o l 
2 ten n is  cou rts  
C on fe rence  room s
T o u r groups w e lcom e  
2 Vi m iles south
o f B oothbay H arbor 





• Salt Water Pool






European Plan early and 
late season
Write for brochure
Ideal Facilities for 
Meetings and Weddings 
June and September dates
BOX 237M
BOOTHBAY HARBOR, ME. 04538 
1-207-633-4152
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GREEN SHUTTERS INN 
andCOTTAGES
A friendly in form al inn w ith  a congenia l a tm osphere 
back a little from  the w a te r’s edge; hom e cooking, 
boating, fishing, sw im m ing , sightseeing, picnics, rest­
ful relaxation. Room s and cabins $134-$147 w eek ly  
per person doub le  occupancy, includes breakfasts 
and evening dinners. Lo w e r fam ily  rates. H ouse­
keeping cottage $150 $ 165 w eekly. Off season rates. 
Dining room  open ing  June 26, c los ing Sept. 7. Cabins 
open May 1-Sept. 30. Tel. 207-633 2646. W rite for b ro ­
chure stating num ber o f persons and dates. GREEN 












B o o t h b a y  H a r b o r ,  M a i n e  
Old Fashioned-Motel 
Inn— Commanding V iew 
of Harbor




Airconditioned. 'Heated. 'Color T.V.. ‘ Excursion 
pick-ups at our own dock. 'Easy walk over footbridge 
to town. 'Complimentary Breakfast. 'Deep Sea 
Fishing. 'Monhegan Island T rip.
Boothbay, ME 04538 207-633-3636 Brochures Available
WELCH HOUSE
BOOTHBAY HARBOR, MAINE 04583
“HAVE WE GOT A VIEW FOR YOU”
Choose from charming guest rooms in an 1850 Sea Captain’s 
House or motel rooms; private baths, T.V.s, in our Sail Loft. 
Free parking, convenient 1 minute walk to the docks, wharves, 
shops, restaurants, movies, dinner theater, and churches; golf­
ing and swimming minutes away.
Reasonable Rates:
Telephone (207) 633-3431 
Write for reservation and/or brochure 
Linda or Scott Sears 
36 McKown Street 
Boothbay Harbor, Maine 04538
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Sail to the Islands of Maine — 
On a truly 
unusual 
Vacation
“ W hat’s it all about?" It ’s all about 
schooners, and sailing, and fun.
The schooners are the ADVEN­
TURE and the ROSEWAY, and sa il­
ing is one of the th ings on which 
we place m ost em phasis — Fun is the other. It's  a weekly cruise explor­
ing remote and fasc ina ting  islands. It’s good wholesome food and the 
th rill of a good breeze, it 's  new friends and great memories. $360.00 per 
week (all inclusive). Call or w rite  for FREE Brochure.
Cap’n Jim Sharp — Schooner ADVENTURE 
Cap'n Orvil Young — Schooner ROSEWAY 
Box 696A, Camden, Maine 04843 Tel. 207-236-4449
Largest Windjammers In The Camden Fleet
EXPLORE THE MAINE COAST
WEEKLY SAILING VACATIONS
W in d ja m m e r “ M AR Y D A Y ”
For fo ld e r, w rite :
CAPT. H. S. HAWKINS
Camden, M aine 04843 Tel. 207 - 236-2750
BELOIN’S ON THE MAINE COAST
U.S. 1, CAMDEN, MAINE 04843
Choice of shore lodgings perched on sea ledges or motel with magnificent view 
of ocean. Mini-kitchen, private beach, Vi mi. picturesque cliffs. Nearby golf, 
fishing, shops, art galleries, fine restaurants. Spec. June and Sept, rates. 
Reservations advised. Brochure. Write, or Tel. (207) 236-3262.
overlooking Rockland Harbor 




M O T O R
520 Main StJRt. 1 Y  
across from Me. State Ferry Terminal
Chart Room Pub 
and Restaurant
Phone - 2 0 7 -2 3 6 - 3 3 7 7
TOWNE MOTEL
(in the heart of town)
U.S. Rt. 1 Camden. Me. 04843
(Walking distance to Scenic Harbor, 
Shops & Restaurants) 
Possessors Pauline & John Pfleiderer
Across the river from Wiscasset is North Edgecomb, 
with its historic Fort Edgecomb and the famous Marie
Many small islands, some of them privately owned, lie 
off this section of the coast, and numerous artists and 
sculptors of note annually summer in this region. Five Is­
lands has an excellent harbor. Bay Point and MacMann 
Island also are favorites of summer visitors.
With its coastal terrain of jutting wooded headlands 
and offshore islands and its inland regions of rolling 
farmland and pine- and spruce-bordered lakes, Lincoln 
County has become one of Maine's best-known vacation 
areas.
Route 1, which cuts across the county from Wiscasset 
to Waldoboro, feeds a network of roads to coastal vil­
lages.
Wiscasset, located on the western edge of the county, 
is the shire town and lies on the west bank of the 
Sheepscot River. Its beautiful old houses, mostly built by 
shipping merchants and sea captains, make it one of the 
most charming towns along the Maine coast. It is a ren­
dezvous for artists and writers. The Lincoln County Mu­
seum adjoining the Old County Jail (1809) and the Old 
Pownalborough Court House (1760), just a short distance 
from Wiscasset, have been restored and are open during 
the summer months.
In sharp contrast to the aging hulks of the schooners 
Luther Little and Hesper, longtime landmarks of the town's 
waterfront, is the Maine Yankee Atomic Power Plant 
whose structure is visible south of town.
Route 27 leaves Route 1 at this point and winds down 
through the Boothbay Harbor region. South on this route 
is the village of Edgecomb, where a part of Captain Kidd's 
treasure is reputedly buried.
Continuing south, Route 27 leads to Boothbay Harbor, 
hub of a busy summer resort region, with excellent facili­
ties for fishing, swimming, yachting, and boat trips. Sev­
eral inns, guest houses, motels, restaurants, gift shops, 
and stores accommodate every need of the visitors. 
Spruce Point, east of the harbor, is a secluded resort area, 
as are the communities of Southport, West Southport, 
and Newagen, these latter on an island connected by a 
short drawbridge over Townsend Gut.
Windjammer Days in Boothbay Harbor are a festive 
celebration in mid-July highlighted by the visits of pas­
senger schooners on weekly cruises out of Camden and 
Rockland. A permanent museum in Boothbay Harbor is
FISHERMAN’S WHARF INN AND MOTEL
AN INN OF DISTINCTION OVER THE WATER
54 luxury rooms and suites, all with private bathrooms, telephones, color T.V .’s, built on pier 
overlooking beautiful harbor and out to sea. Ideal place for honeymoon, or vacation. Relax 
and watch the boats sail by. Excursion boats, Fishing, Golf, Tennis and other sports nearby. 
Downtown location, center of boating and shopping activity. Restaurant known for fine foods, 
variety to cover all tastes, cocktail lounge, all in relaxing atmosphere. Gifts. By land or by sea. 
Mobil Travel Guide Leading Credit Cards Honored NRA A M H A  AAA
No pets, please.
Tel. (207) 633-5090 B O O T H B A Y  H A RBO R, M A IN E 04538
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L a k e  V  i e w  M otel
G r e e n h o u s e  R e s t a u r a n t
•  31 Luxury Room s a ll 
with view of water
• P r iv a te  S a n d y  B each  
with Swimming
•  Excellent fishing, small 
mouth bass, brown trout 
and perch
• Boats furnished 
(No charge)
Phone 633-5381
•  Sailboat, Paddleboat & 
Motor Rentals
•  TV & Private Bath every 
room
•  R e s ta u ra n t & C ockta il 
Lounge
•  Tennis & Golf nearby
•  Picnic Area
• Tours welcomed
Boothbay Harbor, Maine
OAKLAND SEASHORE MOTEL 
and COTTAGES
U. S. Route 1 Rockland, Maine 04841
(20 7 ) 5 9 4 -8 1 0 4
1800 Ft. Ocean Front V* Mi. off Noisy Highway
One, two or three room units— some have kitchenettes. Linens 
and cooking utensils furnished. Daily maid service.
Bathing - Beachcombing - Fishing
Daily and weekly rates—late May to mid-Oct. (Special off 
season rates). Our many repeat guests like the quiet restful 
location, almost mid-way between Rockland and Camden. 
An excellent one-stop headquarters—everything you need 
nearby—much to see and do locally and an easy day’s trip 
to Bar Harbor—Boothbay and other resort areas of Maine. 
For more information write to:
HOWARD T. DEARBORN, Prop.
the former Grand Banks schooner, Sherman Zwicker. 
Around the shore at McKnown Point is Maine's Depart­
ment of Marine Resources Aquarium with exhibits of 
marine life and the fishing industry on the Maine coast.
East of Boothbay Harbor are East Boothbay, pictur­
esque boatbuilding village on the Damariscotta River, 
and Linekin Bay, with popular Ocean Point at its seaward 
tip. The plesant little village of East Boothbay has long 
been famous for the many pleasure yachts, fishing ves­
sels, and naval craft built by local craftsmen in the numer­
ous boatyards here.
Squirrel Island is one of the oldest resorts in this section 
and has been the summer home of college professors and 
others nationally known in literature, the arts, and busi­
ness. Another island offshore is Damariscove, reputed to 
be haunted, and ten miles out is Maine's famed Monhe- 
gan Island. This island was discovered by Captain John 
smith in 1614, and the many moods of this magnificent 
sentinel have long been a challenge to authors, poets, 
and painters. Several towering cliff formations are among 
the natural features of the island. It is an active year- 
round lobstering community and a quiet, friendly sum­
mer resort.
Westport is the largest of the islands in Sheepscot Bay 
on the Sagadahoc side of the county. It is connected to the 
mainland by a bridge.
The Damariscotta River, one of the most beautiful tide­
water estuaries in Maine, virtually bisects the county 
from north to south and leads into big Damariscotta Lake. 
Served by the towns of Nobleboro and Jefferson, this lake 
area is a favorite with residents of the shore areas to the 
south. All of Lincoln County's lakes and ponds are popu­
lar spots for bass, salmon, and trout fishing.
The twin towns of Newcastle and Damariscotta, shop­
ping and banking center of the county, have many fine 
homes. Here also each spring may be seen the annual run 
of the alewives, when tens of thousands of the fish fight 
their way up the river to the spawning grounds in the 
Damariscotta Lake. Nearby are the extensive Indian shell 
heaps, where successive generations of Indians depo­
sited the shells during their summer encampments. Lo­
cated here is one of the oldest houses in the state, the 
Chapman-Hall House (1754), open to the public in sum­
mer.
South from Damariscotta, roads lead to the eastern
Text to be continued on page 56
Visit with us in an authentic Victorian inn 
(1892). Just a 5-minute walk to harbor 
and town. View the hills and bay from our 
quaint rooms or from our enclosed 
dining porch. Breakfast and Dinner Daily. 
Honored by Yankee Magazine as one of 
five Fresh Seafood Restaurants on the 
Maine Coast. Thirsty Whale Tavern 
featuring traditional folk music.
CAMDEN HARBOUR INN 
AND RESTAURANT 
S3 Bayvlew Street, Cam den, Maine 
04843, 207-236-4200 
Your hosts: The Gilberts
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“My fifteen-year-old son canoes. 
Once he tried to teach me. He ended up 
saying ‘forget it.' Now I can't wait 
to tell him what I've done..'.'
At Outward BoundR it’s not just what you do, but 
how you feel about it afterwards that counts.
We teach you outdoor skills at Outward Bound, we 
i teach you safety and we
make our courses challenging. 
On purpose. After that it’s up 
w to you.
The independence and the 
trust, the insight and the fun 
that people find at Outward 
Bound-that, we like to think, 
you teach yourself.
Outward Bound is a non­
profit, nondiscriminatory 
organization.
“ /  look  on this no t as 
som ething accom plished, but as 
som eth ing s ta rted . . ”
^O utw ard Bound!
Krd  ft.
'6 For in form ation and brochure:
* 800-341-1744
Hurricane Island Outward Bound School. P.O. Box 429, Rockland, ME 04841
area of Lincoln County jutting out to sea. One road bran­
ches to Walpole, South Bristol, and Christmas Cove, so- 
named by Capt. John Smith in 1614. Of interest in this 
area, noted for fishing and boatbuilding, is the Harvey 
Gamage Shipbuilding yard. Also of note is the Old Wal­
pole Meeting House (1772).
The other branch of the road down this peninsula leads 
past Pemaquid and Biscay ponds to the shores of Mus- 
congus Bay and Pemaquid Point. Pemaquid, Pemaquid 
Beach, New Harbor, and Pemaquid Point, all in the town 
of Bristol, are little fishing and resort villages on one of 
the boldest headlands on the coast. The old round fort at 
Pemaquid Beach, a reproduction of the tower of Fort Wil­
liam Henry, and the fine old fort house take one back to 
Indian times, when three other forts rose and fell on the 
same spot. The fort is now a museum containing relics of 
colonial times. It is open to the public during the summer 
months.
Nearby, the Colonial Pemaquid Restoration is located 
on a point of land overlooking the Pemaquid River. It is 
the site of an extensive archaeological dig. Many founda­
tions, believed to be those of seventeenth-century settle­
ments, have been uncovered, and hundreds of artifacts 
have been unearthed. They are displayed in an adjacent 
museum.
Not far is scenic Pemaquid Point Light, located on a 
high promontory overlooking the waters of Muscongus 
Bay and easily accessible by automobile. Round Pond, 
sloping down to a small cove on Muscongus Bay, and
54 When writing to advertisers, p
nearby Loud's Island are picturesque for their fishing and 
boating activities.
North along the shore of Muscongus Bay are Medomak 
and Bremen, on the Medomak River, both of them fish­
ing and resort villages, and Waldoboro, a commercial and 
small-industry center. Deep-sea fishing and fly-fishing 
for mackerel and pollack are popular with visitors and 
residents alike. Striped bass and large tuna also are 
caught in nearby waters. At Bremen, on Route 32, just 
outside of Waldoboro, the Old German Meeting House, 
built by the early settlers of the region, is open for visi­
tors. On Hog Island, off Bremen, is the National Audu­
bon Society's nature camp, where people from all over 
the United States come to study at the Todd Wildlife 
Sanctuary.
Lincoln County, though small in area, is one of the 
most beautiful of Maine's coastal counties, with many 
miles of ocean peninsulas and bays easily reached by 
good highways, and an upland region of lakes and ponds 
where fishing, hunting, and vacationing are available in 
abundance.
Mountains, lakes, and seacoast, plus its location on the 
western side of Penobscot Bay— Maine's maritime scenic 
wonderland — give Knox County the natural advantages 
which have made it for many years a favorite resort area 
for vacationers and tourists.
Its shoreline is studded with innumerable coves, bays, 
and inlets harboring picturesque fishing villages and cot­
tages of both a year-round and summer population. On




Where the Mountains meet the Sea on the Coast of Maine For 
Year-Round Shopping and Recreation.
These three harbor towns with their fascinating and unique shops, 
historic homes, art and antique galleries, theatre and concerts, fine 
restaurants offering regional and international cuisine, Windjammer 
Fleets, miles of beautiful hiking trails in the Camden Hills offer 
pleasant diversions to the traveler —  whether by land or by sea. 
Accommodations include traditional New England Inns, cottages, 
motels, guest houses and campgrounds.
With lakes, rivers, mountains and the sea within a short radius, the 
variety of scenery here is equaled in few parts of the world. For 
detailed information we invite you to write:
The Rockport-Camden-Llncolnville Chamber of Commerce 
Bos 246, Camden, Maine 04843
Sail At
LINEKIN BAY RESORT
B oothbay Harbor, M aine
A seacoast resort featuring activities for all 
the fam ily. Lodge and Cabins. Natural Set­
ting. Inform al. Our own fleet o f  sailboats. 
Chris-craft pow erboat, w ater skiing, fishing, 
swimming, boating, tennis, shuffleboard.
New —  Heated Salt Water Pool 
Overlooking Bay
Write for folder. Tel. 633-2494
‘‘W h a t  y o u  c o m e  t o  M a in e  f o r . . .  b u t  r a r e l y  f i n d ”
RIVERSIDE MUDDY RUDDER
INN & COTTAGES RESTAURANT
•  A rare combination of good food, quiet lodging and recreation at Maine's 
Prettiest Waterfront within an hour either way from Portland or Camden.
•  MUDDY RUDDER — Good food & spirits 11:30 a.m. to midnight from three 
tempting menus. New river-front deck for over-the-water dining, quality en­
tertainment nightly. A MUDDY RUDDER in Yarmouth too, on Rt. 1 & 95.
•  RIVERSIDE — with rooms and suites at the Inn or remodeled cottages. All 
at the edge of Maine’s cleanest tidal river, the Sheepscot. Color TV, radio, 
heat you control, room phones, many with equipped kitchens. Recreation in­
cludes tennis, shuffleboard, horseshoes, badminton, basketball, salt-water 
swimming. Minimum 3 day reservation with deposit— reduced rates for ex­
tended stays. MasterCard, VISA. Write for our GUIDE detailing our facilities 
and our area.
•  ALL facilities open 7 days a week, all year.
RIVERSIDE MUDDY RUDDER
(207)882-6343 (207)882-7748
Off Route 1 at Wlscasset Bridge, No. Edgecomb, Maine 04556
O c e a n  P o i n t  I n n  &  M o t e l
A charming Seacoast Inn —  on the ocean at picturesque “Fisherman’s 
Passage,” entrance to Linekin Bay. Our restaurant features “Down East" 
cooking, varied seafood dishes, and Maine lobster in the Inn Dining Room 
overlooking the ocean. Cocktail Lounge. Swimming Pool. Enjoy varied 
boat trips from Boothbay Harbor and The Linekin Ferry from the Ocean 
Point Wharf. We are a short drive from Boothbay Harbor activities.
MATTIE and WARREN BARNES
For reservations call or write David Dudley, Mgr. Tel. (207) 633 -4 2 00
Wide range of accommodations at the Inn, Motor Lodge and Motel. REG­
ULAR SEASON (Late June thru Labor Day when Restaurant is open) 
Rooms rates for two persons $38.00— $54.00. OFF SEASON (Early May 
to Late June —  after Labor Day to Late Oct.) Reduced Room rates —  Light 
Breakfast available. Also Waterfront efficiency units (2-4 persons).
Master card and Visa accepted.
Box A -1 1, East Boothbay, Maine 04544
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CENTER OF TOWN BY THE W ATER’S EDGE
71 TOWNSEND AVENUE BOOTHBAY HARBOR, MAINE 04538
Rooms with bath, private apartments, efficiency units— all with har­
bor view! Walking distance to restaurants, shops and wharves. 
Here one can choose from many interesting boat trips daily.
Free P ark ing on the Prem ises. Tel. (207) 633-4300
T h e  L a w n m e e r  I n n
On Route 27 . . .
SOUTHPORT, MAINE 04569
Part of the Boothbay Harbor Scene! 
NEW MOTELS 
COCKTAILS - RESTAURANT 
Late May to Mid. September
Tel. (207) 633-2544
MISSED US
Until you wake up one morning to watch the ocean bay waters 
sparkling in the sun and smell breakfast cooking. Come and find 
out why we’re recommended in six New England Inn Guides. 
Midcoast Vacation — Antique Center
Coastal Boothbay/Damariscotta Area
NEWCASTLE INN
Open all Year/Newcastle, Maine 04553.
T el. 207-563-5685 or 563-8878 
Located on tidal Damariscotta River 
Portland 1 hr., Boston 3 hrs., New York 6 1/2 hrs.
Damariscotta Region Information Bureau
1935 (OUR FORTY-SIXTH YEAR) 1981
U.S. Rte. 1 Newcastle and Business Rte. 1, Damariscotta
Exceptional Travel Help — All M aine  
and to our Scenic Regions — Christ­
m as Cove, New Harbor, The Pema- 
quids, Round Pond, South Bristol — 
and Five Lakes and Tidal River.
REGIONAL MAP — FOLDER-GUIDE  
Mailed on Request to: 
DAMARISCOTTA, MAINE 04543
y o u ’v e
many of the large islands standing well out into 
Penobscot Bay are the impressive summer estates of 
some of the country's best known families.
Knox County is rich, too, in its historical interests, for 
here generations of farming and fishing folk are rooted, 
as well as the descendants of sailing and shipping 
families who still keep the traditions and mementos of a 
day when the clipper ship and the schooner sailed the 
seven seas.
Waldoboro, situated at the headwaters of Medomak 
River, is a former shipbuilding community where the first 
five-masted schooner, Governor Ames, was built.
From Waldoboro and South Warren, Routes 220 and 97 
traverse the peninsula formed by Muscongus Bay and the 
St. George River, leading to the resort areas and islands 
of Friendship and Cushing. Cushing has many summer 
cottages along the St. George River, an inlet by the sea. 
Interesting Indian relics are still found here frequently.
Friendship is one of the most charming seaport towns 
in Maine, birthplace of the famous Friendship sloop. Vin­
tage sloops and present-day replicas race during the an­
nual Friendship Sloop Days the last weekend in July. 
Deep-sea fishing; casting and trolling for the various salt­
water species such as mackerel, cunner, pollack, and 1 
silver hake; shore clambakes; and picnics are all popular 
pastimes.
Warren, the center of a fine farming region, is also an 
interesting small industrial community. Thomaston is 
noted historically as the home of General Henry Knox, 
Washington's chief of staff and Secretary of War, and a 
reproduction of his beautiful mansion, Montpelier, is one 
of the show places of Maine; it is open to the public. 
Thomaston also is the site of the largest cement plant in 
New England, as well as the Maine State Prison and 
prison store, where handcrafted products are sold.
Rockland is the shire city and commercial center for the 
county, with motels, stores, banks, and shopping cen­
ters. Several ferries provide regular service from here to 
North Haven and Vinalhaven, islands out in Penobscot 
Bay. Processing and canning of various seafoods and 
limestone quarrying are important industrial activities.
Its harbor is protected by a mile-long breakwater with a 
lighthouse at the channel end. Marine artifacts and early 
Coast Guard equipment are displayed at the Shore Vil­
lage Museum in the residential section of town.
Rockland's waterfront park is the site of the annual 
Maine Seafoods Festival the first weekend in August. The 
Farnsworth Art Museum, well known for its Andrew 
Wyeth collection, schedules year-round exhibits and pro­
grams. And, Rockland is the birthplace of the late poet 
Edna St. Vincent Millay who gained her first literary rec­
ognition in nearby Camden.
From Rockland and Thomaston, main highways lead 
to Owls Head (location of a transportation museum), 
South Thomaston, Spruce Head, St. George, Long Cove, 
Tenants Harbor, and Port Clyde, all picturesque fishing 
and resort villages. The ferry to Monhegan Island, the 
Laura B, leaves regularly from Port Clyde.
North of Rockland is Rockport, a harbor village of great 
charm and an active center for art and music. This quiet 
community also is the home of the nationally known
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HARBOR HOPPING
M a in e  C o a s t  C r u is e
Now, for the first time, you can 
explore the wondrous, exciting coast 
of Maine and many of its history-laden 
coastal villages with all the comforts 
and luxuries of a large coastal 
cruise ship.
Our 7 day round-trip Maine Coast 
Cruise from Rockland includes visits 
to Castine, Bar Harbor, Vinalhaven, 
Boothbay Harbor, Wiscasset, Bath and 
others. The 10 day one-way cruise 
between Rockland and Haddam, 
Connecticut also includes Portsmouth/ 
Strawbery Banke, New Hampshire,
and Boston, Gloucester and 
New Bedford, Massachusetts.
The fully air-conditioned M/V 
INDEPENDENCE and M/V AMERICAN 
EAGLE offer large staterooms, each 
with an opening picture window, 
private facilities and regular beds. The 
American cuisine, prepared by our 
expert culinary staff, is absolutely 
superb and our friendly, attentive crew 
will be on hand throughout the cruise 
to insure that you enjoy every moment 
of your vacation.
AMERICAN CRUISE LINES
HADDAM, CT 06438 
1-800-243-6755 In CT, 345-8551 , Collect
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VICTORY CHIMES
"No smoke, no dust, no noise, nothing but the music of wind and sea. "
HEW ENGLAND’S OUTSTANDING 
WINDJAMMER VACATION
Weekly all-expense cruises under sail along the Coasi of Maine. Excellent food 
— comfortable staterooms aboard the 3-masted schooner Victory Chimes. 
Largest passenger Windjammer under US Flag. Write for color folder.
WE INVITE COMPARISON
CAPT. FREDERICK B. GUILD
Box 368, Rockland, Maine 04841
Tel. 207-596-6060 or 207-326-8856
58 When writing to advertisers, please mention "Maine Invites You."
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trained seal, Andre, who performs every afternoon dur­
ing the summer from his cage in the harbor.
Adjacent to Rockport is Camden, one of the northeast 
coast's most popular yachting centers and home of one 
of the largest passenger-schooner fleets anywhere. 
Known as the town "where the mountains meet the sea," 
Camden Harbor is protected on the north by the Camden 
Hills which rise to a height of 1,380 feet.
The Camden Hills provide panoramic views of 
Penobscot Bay and islands miles out in the Gulf of Maine. 
The Camden Hills State Park covers 5,000 acres with pic­
nic and camping sites and a network of hiking trails.
Camden is a colorful town with landscaped waterfront 
parks, a waterfall, yacht club, marina, and public land­
ing. Floats in the inner harbor provide dockage for a host 
of skiffs and dinghies along with windjammers and 
lobsterboats. Its outer harbor is filled in summer with 
scores of pleasure craft ranging from daysailers to ocean- 
cruising yachts.
There are a number of motels in the area, restaurants 
with live entertainment, and a variety of small shops of­
fering a wide selection of clothing, imports, local arts, 
and crafts.
North of Camden Hills State Park, Route 1 enters 
Waldo County and skirts the shore to Lincolnville Beach 
where a ferry provides year-round service to Islesboro, 
largest island on this section of coast and longtime home 
of an exclusive summer colony. From Islesboro, Warren 
Island State Park is accessible by small boat.
Farther north is Belfast, situated on Belfast Bay and the 
Passagassawaukeag River. Once a prosperous shipbuild­
ing center, Belfast is presently a working city and the in­
dustrial center of Waldo County. The Belfast & 
Moosehead Lake Railroad, owned by the city, is the only 
independent short-line left in Maine and makes a daily 
run to Burnham from its waterfront home. Throughout 
the city, many fine old mansions sheltered by stately
Located at the water’s edge, in the tiny village of Clark Island, Craignair 
offers many activities including hiking to spruce forests and tidal pools, 
birding, biking, fishing, boating and swimming. Antique and craft shops, 
festivals, concerts, golf, tennis and horseback riding are all found in nearby 
towns. Or just relax in our garden or library. Breakfast and dinner are in­
cluded in our moderate rates, and are served within view of the sea. Write 
for brochure and menu.
T  • • | (207)594-7644
I  CRAiqNAiR Inin At Clark Island
Spruce Head, Maine 04859
G O S M O L D  A B M J S
New Harbor, Maine 04554
A t the harbor entrance, an ideal retreat 
for a restful summer vacation. Friendly 
atmosphere. Inn, cottages and restaurant. 
June thru Sep. Write: P . O . B o x  3 1 0 .
ooN^iss Terry’s
Ifat Jfoj/sp
Freshly Roasted NUTS 
Homemade CANDIES 
Animal Museum & Exhibits 
Unique Gifts 
Open 7 Days A Week 
April thru December




Enjoy the unusual with a restful stop at this fine example of a 
New England Sea Captain's mansion. This elegant home, 
appointed with period antiques, offers a rare opportunity to be an 
overnight guest or to have a vacation without the customary 
traveler's commercialism. Truly a warm, homey, hospitable 
atmosphere. On the seacoast in the quaint village of Searsport. 
Guests may enjoy restaurants, visits to antique shops, churches, 
parks and the "Home Port" for visiting the many neighboring 
coastal resort towns. (207)548-2259
INNKEEPERS: Edith and George Johnson MC and VISA
Open All Year AMERICAN EXPRESS
S u n rise  M o to r  C o u r t
Panoramic View of Penobscot Bay 
U.S. 1, Lincolnville Beach, Maine 04849 
5 miles north of Camden 
1 and 2 Bedroom Cottages — TV 
Breakfast served 
Jim and Marge Currid, owners 
May 1 — October 30 Tel. (207) 236-3191
Seven miles of mid-coast Maine with
I parks, gift shops, restaurants, camp grounds, motels, a marine museum
I and, of course, many, many antique shops. For literature write Searsport
I Chamber of Commerce, Dept. A, Searsport,JVIai 0 6 ^ 0 4 9 7 _ _ _  _ _  _ _  _ _  _ _  ___ _ _  mmm mmm mmm




O pen All Y ear
Modern Motel with E ffic ien cy  Units 
On M ountainside ov erlooking the se a  
O ne Mile to T ow n — Harbor — R estau ran ts — Sh o p s 
Half Mile to S ta te  Park
Rt. l (north) C a m d e n , M a in e  0 4 8 4 3  P h o n e  207-236-8478
VISIT






Belfast Chamber of Commerce 
Customs House
Belfast, Maine 04915 Tel. 207-338-2896
CHANCE ALONG INN
Rt. 1 Belfast, Maine 04915 Phone (207) 338-4785
A unique place to vacation on Penobscot Bay —  where sailing provides a 
lovely setting fo r  enjoying Maine. Handy to tennis, golf, shops and antiques. 
Municipal airport. Driving distance to State capitol and Acadia National
Park OPEN ALL YEAR
SAILCHARTERS-INSTRUCTION INNKEEPERS
___________BROCHURE___________________________BOB & GINNICOLLER
Yankee Clipper Motor Inn
C laud e F. C lem en t, P rop. Josep h  P. Z ad lo , M gr.
R O U TE N o. 1, BE LFA S T , M A IN E  
Telephone (207) 338-2220 338-2820 
An Intown Motel with an Ocean View — 25 very modem units 
with individually controlled Heating and Air-Conditioning — 
Color Cable T.V. and Telephones in every room. Restaurant - 
Cocktail Lounge. Open All Year.
WONDERVIEW COTTAGES
On Penobscot Bay
18 cottages 10 acres Beach 
Complete Kitchens Fireplaces 
Screened Porches Open April 1st 
THE FOSTERS
Route 1, Belfast, Maine 04915 Tel. (207) 338-1455
trees recall the days of past mercantile and seafaring 
glory. A fifteen-acre city park slopes to the shores of the 
bay. A highlight of the summer here is the annual Belfast 
Bay Festival held in mid-July.
Beyond Belfast is Searsport, home of many nineteenth- 
century sea captains and today an ocean-shipping point 
for the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad. Here also is the 
Penobscot Marine Museum which houses a historic col­
lection of boats, models, and nautical artifacts. Moose 
Point State Park, a scenic picnic area, is located near 
Searsport.
At Stockton Springs, a few miles north on Route 1, the 
road leads to the tip of the peninsula and Fort Point State 
Park, adjacent to historic Fort Pownall (1759), which has 
displays and picnic areas.
Farther along Route 1 on the western approach to the 
Waldo-Hancock bridge over the Penobscot River is Fort 
Knox, a massive structure of Mt. Waldo granite. Count­
less tons of this fine granite have been cut from Mt. 
Waldo, upriver at Frankfort, for government buildings in 
Washington, New York's Church of St. John the Divine, 
and Boston's New England Mutual Building.
Inland from Stockton Springs on Route 1 A, Winterport 
is a historic town of many fine homes, including the Blais- 
dell Homestead, built in 1798 and designed by Christo­
pher Wren, famous English architect. At the head of 
winter navigation on the Penobscot, Winterport was 
once an important shipbuilding community and seaport.
Route 3 from Belfast to Augusta passes through a 
number of rural Waldo County communities including 
Liberty, site of the 360-acre Lake St. George State Park, 
which offers fishing, camping, swimming, hiking, and 
boating.
Waldo, Brooks, Knox, Morrill, Freedom, Thorndike, 
Unity, Troy, and Burnham are on Route 137 and connect­
ing roads in an area once serviced by the historic and 
unique Belfast & Moosehead Lake Railroad. All are in­
land towns that have rivers, lakes, streams, and groves 
that appeal to those in search of recreation and rest. Win- 
necook Lake (Unity Pond), bordering on Unity, Burn­
ham, and Troy, is one of the best black-bass and brown- 
trout fishing waters in this section of Maine.
Fine tourist accommodations are available in Swan- 
ville, located on Swan Lake, noted for its salmon fishing. 
Monroe and Jackson are farming communities nearby.
MOODY’S MOTEL
AND DINING-ROOM WALDOBORO, MAINE 04572
Maine, ‘T h e  Pine Tree State," is looking for you this summer. 
Come to Maine and stop at Moody’s Motel for a night or entire 
vacation. We have 17 modern equipped units for 2, 3, 4 and 6 
people. 3 are kitchenette  units. All insulated and rem odeled 
for comfort and TV — Free. We are situated on a high hill, one- 
half mile east of Waldoboro village. A view of the surrounding 
country is sure to stay in your m em ory. When approaching 
Waldoboro look for Picture sign at mouth of road. Moody’s 
Diner and Dining Room a short way from M otel. 24 hour 
service with a varied menu. W rite fo r  booklet and rates.
Beach and Camping on Damarlacotta Lake 
P. B. Moody, Prop. Open May 20-Oct. 15
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Tugboat Inn - Restaurant and Marina
“In Town —  On Harbor”
100A Commercial Street 
Boothbay Harbor, Maine 04538
Motel & Efficiency Units on Harbor 
Fine Restaurant — Water View from Every Table 
Lounge — Entertainment Nightly — Also Outdoor Sea Shanty 
Marina — Dockage — Showers — Ice — Laundry 
Walking distance to all activities
Write for Brochure — Tel. 633-4434 for Reservations
THOMPSON COTTAGES
PEMAQUID AREA NEW HARBOR
Large  new  m odern  2 b e d ro o m  co tta g e s  on  b o th  th e  o pen  ocean and ha rbo r. 
C o tta g e s  are fu lly  e q u ip p e d , in su la te d , have f ie ld s to n e  fire p la ce s , e le c tr ic  heat, 
e le c tr ic  b la n ke ts  and  p ic tu re  w in d o w s  in o cean  co tta g e s . L inens  fu rn ish e d . 
B oa ts  fo r  use o f guests . O pen M ay 1 st -  Nov. 1 st. R educed rates b e fo re  Ju n e  24 th  
and  a fte r  L a b o r Day. Te l. (207) 677-2317.
Dan and Edith Thompson New Harbor, Maine 04554
5 *
COVESIDE
C H R IS T M A S  C O V E  ™  
T E L E P H O N E  2 0 7 -6 4 4 -8 2 8 2  f
B a r b a r a  a n d  M ik e M itch ell, p ro p r ie to rs  E jl
J h e





Today's com forts  com bined w ith  yes te rday ’s pace 
and charm .
A view of th is fisherm an 's harbor from  every room. 
Hearty, New England meals.
16 room s
OPEN YEAR -R O U ND
Explore the de ligh ts  of an 
“ und iscovered” peninsula.
( 207) 372-8800, 372-8908
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YOU CAN ALWAYS TELL 
A GREAT RESORT 
BY THE COMPANY IT KEEPS.
In the tradition of the “Grand Hotels” of yesteryear, the Samoset welcomes you. Once 
host to such notables as the Rockefellers, the Coolidges, Harry Truman and Justices of 
the Supreme Court, the Samoset has a long and glorious tradition of elegance, luxury 
and quiet seclusion.
230 oceanside acres with a championship golf course that transforms in winter to a net­
work of cross-country ski trails. Breathtaking vistas of windjammers, lighthouses and 
the sparkling Atlantic. Today’s Samoset features 150 expertly appointed, modern guest 
rooms— each with its own private balcony overlooking the sea.
Indoor and outdoor swimming and tennis. A  sauna and complete 
health club facilities. Boating and fishing in summer. Ice skating, tobog­
gan ing  and downhill skiing at the nearby Camden Snow Bowl in 
winter. An elegant cocktail lounge and the fabulous Bay Point Dining 
Room where fresh Maine lobsters are the star attraction.
Function rooms for social and business occasions. Special packages 
for couples or groups . . . for a week or a weekend.
Write or call for details.
SAMOSET RESORT INN, Rockport, Maine 0 4 8 5 6
at the Breakwater, Dept. G
Toll Free: 8 0 0 -3 4 1 -1 6 5 0
When in Maine: (207) 594-2511 Collect
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One of Bar Harbor’s 
most popular sights is 
Nova Scotia, Canada!
Make it a day to remember, as you enjoy the 
restaurant and bar, a duty-free shop, even a 
casino.
Bluenose makes tri-weekly round trips between 
Bar Harbor and Yarmouth from mid-May to mid-October; 
daily sailings from mid-June to mid-September. Special 
off-season rates are available. Reservations are required. 
For further information on all CN Marine's Atlantic 
Canada ferry services or reservations in Maine, call 
toll-free 1-800-432-7344. In mid-North Eastern U.S. 
call toll-free 1-800-341-7981. In Bar Harbor phone 
288-3395.
Penobscot-Acadia
THE two counties of Hancock and Penobscot, follow­ing the Penobscot River inland from the coast, make up this region of Maine.
It was inevitable that when the scenic wonderland that 
is the State of Maine was fashioned, there would be one 
region that would stand out in majesty and beauty. Such 
has been the tribute accorded to Hancock County.
Capped by the wild grandeur of Mount Desert Island, 
termed by Henry Van Dyke "the most beautiful island in 
the world," this far-flung coastal area of islands, bays, 
beaches, and bold headlands reaching from Castine on 
Penobscot Bay to Schoodic Point on the east has drawn 
thousands of summer visitors from all parts of the world 
for nearly a century.
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The U.S. terminus of the Canadian National R.R. Ferry 
Bluenose is located at Bar Harbor. The ferry operates daily 
during the summer from here to Yarmouth, N.S., and on 
a shortened schedule year round.
This archipelago of islands, island-sheltered water­
ways, and lakelike bays presents a panorama of majestic 
beauty and infinite scenic variety.
Twenty-two square miles of Mount Desert and 
Schoodic Point (across the entrance to Frenchman's Bay) 
form famous Acadia National Park, the first national park 
east of the Mississippi and the only one on the coast north 
of Florida.
Mount Desert Island is a geologic wonder. Ice Age 
glaciers cut through its existing mountains and carved 
valleys and fjordlike inlets, studding the area with is­
lands, bays, and peninsulas jutting toward the sea. Vik­
ing explorers found the area as early as the eleventh cen­
tury. But it was the French explorer Samuel de Champ­
lain who gave the island its name in 1604 — Isle des Monts 
Deserts — because of its bare mountain tops. The island 
offers an extraordinary variety of flora and wildlife, 
woodland and rock formations.
Good roads traverse the park and a scenic route, Ocean 
Drive, follows its entire eastern perimeter, with ample 
parking at areas of special interest and scenic lookouts 
along the way. The sights range from sheer rising cliffs 
to pounding surf (which at Thunder Hole creates a re­
sounding boom) to beaches formed of minute shells as
Text to be continued on page 68
ATLANTIC OAKES
BY THE SEA 
BAR HARBO R, ME.
All rooms have ocean views 
84 Units - 6  Designed for Handicapped 
Tennis lessons - 5 courts 
Sailing lessons, Guest moorings
Box MP Bar Harbor, Maine 04609 
Tel. 288-5218 or 288-5801 
Adjacent to the Bluenose Ferry
official information 
service
When visiting Maine stop at the Kittery 
Information Center between 1-95 and U.S. 
Route 1.
The Maine Publicity Bureau has been providing a free, 
complete and personalized information service about the 
Pine Tree State, its resources, facilities and accom­
modations for 60 years. It is a pioneer among state-wide 
publicity and promotional agencies and has been of 
valuable service to millions during these years.
You, too, are cordially invited to make full use of our 
services— free at all times — when planning your visit and 
after you arrive in Maine. Our sincere wish is to help make 
your visit to the State of Maine as enjoyable as possible.
Maine Information Centers have been located at the 
following places for your traveling convenience.
BANGOR (summer) 










Between I-95 and U.S. Route 1
•  OLD TOWN
I-95, off Stillwater Avenue Exit
•  PORTLAND
142 Free Street
In addition to the above official Information Centers, 
you will find allied offices located at more than 40 
strategic points throughout Maine.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT 
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Maine was a birthplace of Organized Camping 80 years ago. 
Since then, over 2,000,000 youths of every economic, social, 
and ethnic background have enjoyed the Maine camping 
experience.
For information on children’s camps in Maine, write: 
Maine Camp Directors Association 
P.O. Box 42 
Gardiner, Maine 04345
THE VILLAGER MOTEL
Centrally located, intown Bar Harbor, the Villager 
gives convenient and close access to shopping, res­
taurants, entertainment and Acadia National Park. It's 
tasteful furnishings are designed for maximum com­
fort: 63 units with two double beds, color TV , swim­
ming pool. Guest House also available. Special off­
season, group and tour rates.
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East Penobscot Bay Region
O akland H ouse
Between the Lake and Sea
American Plan
A quiet Inn w ith  secluded fam ily size cottages on 
East Penobscot Bay. Enjoy good food and relaxation 
in a warm fam ily atmosphere. Est. 1889.
Swimming • Boating • Fishing • Recreation Hall 





B E A C H C O M B E R  M O T E L
Route 15 Tel: 207-348-6115
Little D eer Isle, Maine 04650
HIRAM B LA K E CAMP
M an ag er —
H iram  B lake Cam p  
H arborside RFD  
Cape Rosier 
M ain e 0 4 6 4 2
207-326-4951
Housekeeping  
t  Cottage Colony
|  w ith  Modified







100 Acres of 
Woodland and Shore
IN HISTORIC
CASTIN E COTTAG ES “ S™E MAINE
Modern two-bedroom cottages, fully equipped for housekeeping, 
Franklin fireplaces, unsurpassed view of water, islands, mountains. 
1500 feet of waterfront. Golf and tennis nearby. Rates based on length 
of stay — Off season rates June and after Labor Day.
Lloyd and Suzanne Snapp 
P.O.Box 224  
Castine 04421
Write for brochure 
Tel. (207) 326-8809
OPEN YEA R ROUND
The Pentagoet 
Castine, Maine
Serving Breakfast Daily 
Dinner by Reservation 
Natalie Saunders, Innkeeper 
(207) 326-8616
Sand beaches, rocky shores, 
towering pines and open ocean 
at the End of Beyond.
Deer Isle, Maine 
P.O. Sunset 04683
Brochure (207)374-2230  
upon after May 1 phone 
request (207) 348-2508
'U iE e z e m e r e
Picturesque 1850 farmhouse plus 4 cottages. 60 
acres for your enjoyment on Orcutt Harbor, E. 
Penobscot Bay. Spruces to smell, islands to 
explore, water to sail, trails to hike, berries to 
pluck, mussels to rake. Bikes, Beach. Boats - day 
sailer, Hobie, rowing. Excellent kitchen. June thru 
October. Brochure.
Box 290 So. Brooksville, Maine 04 617  (207) 326-8628
^ q \ N V S \M M
,nn Of Warmth 6 ° ' S'
Brochure Upon Request 
Deer Isle, Maine 04627 (207)348-6615
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WHITE HOUSE MOTEL
M. R. C., Bangor, Maine 04401
T E L . (2 0 7 )  862-3737
On Interstate 95 — Coldbrook Road Exit
62 Deluxe Units. Color TV, AM-FM Radios. Clean, 
Quiet, Restful. W /W  Carpets. Air Conditioned. Full 
tile bath and showers. Phones. Swimming Pool. 
Restaurant across street.





Bar Harbor Road, Trenton, Maine 04605
S U N N Y S ID E  MOTEL
HOUSEKEEPING COTTAGES 
FULL KITCHENS —  TV — 20' X 40' SW IM M ING POOL 
M OST CENTRALLY LOCATED FOR NAT L PARK 
ROUTE 3 — BOX 87M  — BAR HARBOR, ME. 207 -288-3602
Open Year Round (207)667-2543
B R O O K S ID E  M O TEL
Kitchenettes
Heated Pool on Routes 1 & 3 Color TV
Ellsworth, Maine 04605
PENO BSCO T INN
50 rooms, air conditioned, color cable TV, 
AM-FM radios, restaurant and lounge 
Walking distance to downtown Bangor.




MAIN STREET NEWPORT. MAINE
All units with two rooms, complete bath, stove and refrigerator. 
Wall to wall carpeting, electric heat, free color TV and coffee. 
YOUR COMFORT IS OUR BUSINESS
Owners — Frank and Helena Pray 
Tel Motel 368-5258 Residence 368-4636
THE C O LO N EL BLACK HOUSE
Ellsworth, Maine
Original Hou§e & Original Furnishings 
Open to Public June 1-October 15
fine as sand. A network of carriage roads offers the foot 
traveler or, in winter, the cross-country skier, opportu­
nity to explore the park without interference from traffic. 
From Ocean Drive, a hard-surfaced road winds to the 
summit of Cadillac Mountain (1,530 feet), the highest 
point on the eastern coast. Here an extensive overlook 
area commands spectacular views of the surrounding 
ocean, islands, and countryside.
The park offers endless variety of activity to the out­
door enthusiast, camper, scientist, or photographer. 
Well-marked trails, varying in degrees of difficulty, chal­
lenge the climber. Horseback riding, hiking, nature 
walks, picnicking, camping, and sailing all are available 
in the park area. Outside the park, Bar Harbor and the 
numerous picturesque villages on the island — Seal Har­
bor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor, Somesville, 
Manset, Seawall, and others — offer accommodations 
ranging from summer hotels and cottages to motels and 
rooming houses. Inns and a variety of restaurants are 
available within a few miles of the park.
Ferry service is available from Bass Harbor to Swans Is­
land with its unspoiled fishing villages, and from North­
east Harbor to the picturesque Cranberry Isles.
Schoodic Point, a part of Acadia National Park al­
though it lies across the entrance to Frenchman's Bay on 
the Gouldsboro Penninsula, juts farther into the open sea 
than any other mainland point on the Atlantic Coast. 
Here a magnificent rock headland rises over 500 feet, 
commanding an unbroken view eastward to the Bay of 
Fundy and westward to Mount Desert. Schoodic Point is 
reached from the small towns of Winter Harbor, Birch 
Harbor, and Prospect Harbor — home of the Stinson 
Canning Co., the state's largest sardine factory. Corea, 
on Gouldsboro Bay, is a photogenic fishing village im­
mortalized by Louise Dickinson Rich in her book about 
the area, The Peninsula.
Ellsworth is the shire town and commercial center for 
Hancock County. It is a city of gracious old homes and 
attractive commercial buildings.
One of Ellsworth's showplaces open to the public is the 
famous Black Mansion, with priceless colonial antiques 
and furniture, rare books, dishes, and glassware. It was 
donated to the county as a historic shrine.
North of Ellsworth, roads lead to an extensive inland 
lake region which includes Graham, Spectacle, Nicatous, 
and a host of lesser lakes and ponds interlaced with 
streams and brooks where sportsmen can find more than 
enough bass, pickerel, trout, and landlocked salmon. 
This area is served by such towns and villages as 
Franklin, Eastbrook, Waltham, Mariaville, Amherst, and 
Aurora, through which connecting roads open up a large 




GOLF COURSE & CROSS COUNTRY SKIING
BOB STEWART 
PROPRIETOR
R.D. 1, Box 227 
Brewer, ME 04412 
US 1 -A 6 Mi. East of Bangor
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From Ellsworth Route 172 leads through the pictur­
esque village of Surry to beautiful Blue Hill, home of the 
famous Rowantrees Pottery and birthplace of author 
Mary Ellen Chase. From there it continues to Blue Hill 
Falls with its Indian shell heaps, and to Brooklin, 
Sedgwick, and Sargentville, to Deer Isle and Stonington. 
This trip loops around one of the most beautiful and in­
teresting jagged peninsulas on the Maine coast, skirting 
lovely Blue Hill Bay. It is an unspoiled summer resort area 
with many fine estates and cottages. Deer Isle and 
Stonington are special favorites of tourists and summer 
residents because of their primitive beauty. Stonington is 
a lobster-fishing town with scenic views of nearby is­
lands. The mailboat provides transportation from 
Stonington to Isle au Haut, an island with a sparse year- 
round population, known for its natural beauty and rug­
ged shoreline.
Along Eggemoggin Reach and the Penobscot Bay side 
1 of the peninsula are Herricks, Cape Rosier, Brooksville, 
Harborside, and Castine, villages with attractive homes 
and noted as summer resort centers with marvelous 
views westward across Penobscot Bay. The Brooksvilles, 
South, West, and North, are picturesque in their rural 
| simplicity and popular with summer visitors. There is a 
marvelous view from the road along Caterpillar Hill, 
Route 175.
Castine is rich with history and romantic associations 
through the French and Indian and Revolutionary wars. 
Some of its old houses, and famous doorways, date back 
1 to the late 1700s. It is the site of the Maine Maritime
CASTINE INN
Was built at the turn of the Century 
in the historic Town of Castine. We 
offer good country cooking, a nautical > 
bar, comfortable rooms and private 
off street parking.
There are shops close by as well 
as boating, tennis, Golf, a saltwater 
pool, beach, picnic area and quiet 
woodland walks. You can enjoy a 
leisurely drive to Camden or Bar 
Harbor then return to the traditional 
comfort at the Castine Inn.
Open May through Oct.




Academy and home port for the large training ship, State 
of Maine. At East Orland, on the shore of Alamoosook 
Lake, is the Craig Brook National Fish Hatchery for the 
propagation of salmon and trout, with which the lakes of 
Hancock County abound.
Bucksport, on the east bank of the Penobscot opposite 
Prospect, is the site of the Bucksport Division of St. Regis 
Paper Company, one of the most modern paper plants in 
the world, now specializing in fine printing paper and 
magazine stock.
Dedham, Otis, and Lucerne-in-Maine on Phillips Lake 
are on the road into Hancock County from Bangor. This 
route traverses lake and stream territory including 
Branch and Green lakes, both popular fishing and boat­
ing areas.
Penobscot County is a great diversified farming, indus­
trial, and recreational county in east central Maine, 
bisected by Maine's largest river, the Penobscot. It con­
tains the third largest city in the state. Bangor is the com­
mercial, financial, and cultural center for the northern 
and eastern section of Maine. Twenty miles from 
Penobscot Bay, it is the head of ocean navigation on the 
Penobscot River.
The site of Bangor, at the junction of Kenduskeag 
Stream and the Penobscot, was an important Indian ren­
dezvous before Champlain landed there in 1604 in his 
search for the fabled city of Norumbega.
Today Bangor is a city of modern stores, shopping cen­
ters, hotels, motels, and offices, with stately residences 
on wide, shaded streets and scenic parks and parkways.
Luncheons - Dinners - Banquets
Recommended by AAA, Mobil Travel G u id e * * *  and Ford Times 
BANGOR 1-95 EXIT 45-B One mile straight out on U S Rt 2 West
free catalog available
tradition....
F o r  over 40  years, village craftsm en have hand-crafted fine dinnerware 
from  clays and m inerals found locally in Blue H ill. Their plates, bowls, 
mugs, and accessory dishes are recognized and collected worldwide.
Please consider visiting our kiln and showroom in B lue H ill and watch 
the continuation o f a tradition and an art.
rowantrees pottery
Blue Hill, Maine 04614 
Phone {207) 374-5535
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Open All Year Phone 469-3139
S P R IN G  F O U N T A IN  M O T E L
U S. Route 1 Bucksoort. Maine
Rooms — Efficiencies — Apartments — Beautiful water view. Large pool, 
color t.v., air conditioning, laundromat, reasonable rates. Restaurants, golf, 
shopping and bowling nearby. Master Charge — BankAmericard — 
American Express. Family rates and weekly rates.
Room Phones B. K. Cough
I f  you haven’t been to Stonington, you haven’t been Down East!
The CAPTAIN ’S QUARTERS INN & MOTEL 
M AIN STREET  . STONINGTON, MAINE 04681
Only M otel In Stonington On The Water Open Year Round
The Bangor office of the Maine Publicity Bureau, Maine 
Information Center, is located on Main Street at Bass 
Park, next to the Paul Bunyon Monument, opposite the 
395 exit from Interstate 95. Statewide sporting, cultural, 
and political events are held at the Bangor Municipal Au­
ditorium and Civic Center. Beautiful Grotto Cascade 
Park, opposite the Bangor Salmon Pool, has a forty-five- 
foot cascade.
Newport, on the western border of the county, is on 
the shore of Sebasticook Lake, famous for its bass fishing, 
and is an important resort as well as a wood-products 
center.
Southwest and northwest of Bangor, main highways 
fan out into rolling hill and lake country where fertile 
farmlands yield rich harvests. Many towns in this region 
contain small industries based on wood products, 
woolens, leather, and metal products.
Brewer, across the river from Bangor, is the site of 
many retail stores, motels, industrial plants, and fine res­
idential areas. Orrington, Holden, Eddington, and Clif­
ton, also on the east side of the river, are rural centers for 
agriculture and wood-products plants. They contain sev­
eral ponds and streams for vacation activities.
Immediately north of Bangor is Orono, with the cam­
pus of the University of Maine; and Old Town, small 
manufacturing city and site of the Indian reservation 
which is home for the remaining members of the 
Penobscot tribe, a fragment of the once-powerful Abnaki 
Nation. Here is located the Old Town Canoe Company, 
long known as a manufacturer of superior canoes. Visi­
tors are permitted to watch the skilled craftspeople turn 
out these sleek-hulled boats.
Northeast of Old Town, the towns of Milford, Green­
ville, Costigan, Greenbush, Passadumkeag, Lowell, Bur­
lington, Olamon, Enfield, and Lincoln lead to many fish­
ing waters and big-game sections of eastern Penobscot 
County and the northern section of Hancock and Wash­
ington counties. From Lincoln, Route 6 runs eastward to 
Vanceboro on the New Brunswick border, through Lee, 
Springfield, Carroll, and Topsfield.
Winn and Mattawamkeag, also on the east side of the 
Penobscot above Lincoln, are gateways to some of the 
best bass- and trout-fishing waterways in the state. The 
Mattawamkeag Wilderness Park includes 1,000 acres for 
camping, boating, fishing, swimming, and hiking. In this 
eastern section of the county are the agricultural and lum­
bering communities of Prentiss, Drew, Kingman, and 
Webster Plantation.
Northwest of Old Town, on the west side of the big 
river, are the farming and lumbering communities of 
Alton, Argyle, LaGrange, Edinburg, Maxfield, and How­
land. Interstate 95 extends through to Houlton. North of 
Howland is Seboeis on South Branch Lake, and lake, 
stream, and mountain country extending to Seboeis Lake 
in Piscataquis County. Here also are Woodville and Ches­
ter, farming, lumbering, and summer-camp com­
munities on the west bank of the Penobscot.
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Much more than “just a place to spend the night”
“An Inn is an Inn is an Inn" Not on your life.
It takes a lot more than merely calling yourself an 
Inn to be one. It takes a structure with character, an 
Innkeeper with patience and pride, and it takes the 
boundless energy necessary to provide personal ser­
vice in an age dominated by the fast and the plastic.
Bar Harbor’s history is remembered for its gracious 
and personal style , and so are each of its eight special 
Inns. Each is a turn of the century mansion which 
reflects an element of Bar Harbor’s opulent past. 
These masterpieces of architecture have survived and 
been restored by their owners. Today these famous 
“summer cottages” offer the feel of old Bar Harbor
to the discerning summer visitor.
Each of the Inns of Bar Harbor is unique in its 
design and decor. After all, cottages of this size and 
character do indeed have personalities of their own. 
The Innkeeper gently blends the individuality of the 
mansion with the more modern needs of today’s 
guests. The pleasant result is a living, relaxing ex­
perience that transcends time.
This year make you vacation truly special. Enjoy 
the best in lodgings in an atmosphere which is 
famous internationally as “the most beautiful island 
in America”. Select an Inn of Bar Harbor and enjoy 
yourself.
For a description of all eight Inns of Bar Harbor, write: Inns, P.O. Box 713, Bar Harbor, Me. 04609
Victorian Rooms Housekeeping Cottages
Q U IET # COM FORTABLE e CONVENIENT  
FIREPLA CES e PARK-LIKE GROUNDS 
Guest Privileges at the Bar Harbor Club include 
POOL # 5 TENNIS COURTS # LOUNGE
106 West Street, Bar Harbor, Me. 04609  
Telephone: 207-288-3759
MEMBER: The INNS of BAR HARBOR
TOWNE MOTEL
&
Q u e s t  u
Enjoy quiet comfort at our in-town location near all 
facilities. Motel units feature modern styling with air 
conditioning. Spacious guest rooms, w ith private baths, 
offer authentic turn-of-the-century styling.
Atlantic Ave., Bar Harbor, Me. 04609  Tel: 207-288-5548
MEMBER: The INNS of BAR HARBOR
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B a n  H a n l m ,  M a i n e
THUNDER HOLE 
ACADIA NATIONAL PARK
SO MUCH TO SEE AND DO . . .
Stroll over easy lowland paths 
Bicycle the car-free carriage paths 
Climb the rugged mountain routes 
Take a guided bus tour 
Sit and listen to the surf 
Walk to an active beaver pond 
Browse through unique shops 
Go to a movie or stage play 
Swim in a lake or the ocean 
Hike to the summit of Cadillac 
Feed the seagulls by hand 
Watch the lobster boats 
Dance after dinner 
Listen to a village green concert 
Explore the coastline 
Play golf on a beautiful course 
Hear the waves at Thunder Hole 
Sun on Sand Beach 
Experience a sail boat ride 
Visit one of several museums 
Go deep-sea fishing 
Picnic by a glacial lake
SPEND A WEEK, YOU’LL WISH 
YOU HAD MORE TIME
EDGEWATER MOTEL & COTTAGES
A Quiet Country Setting by the Sea






Located 10 minutes north of Bar Harbor Center in Salisbury Cove Village 200 yards off Route 3.
Gail & Ann Bowden 
P.O. Box 566 
Bar Harbor, ME 04609 
207 288-3491
A View of the Bay from Every Unit
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Penobscot-Acadia
HEATED POOL •  PRIVATE BEACH •  PUTTING GREEN •  OFF RT.3 — BAR HARBOR, MAINE 04609— TEL. 207-288-3306
BA R  H A RBO R
ACADIA NATIONAL PARK
Typical Naturalist Program
7:30 AM Birders’ Auto Caravan 3 Hrs.
8:00 AM Written In The Rocks Hike 2>/2 Hrs.
8:30 AM Frenchman Bay Cruise 2 Hrs.
8:30 AM Sargent Mountain Hike 5'A Hrs.
9:00 AM At The Summit Walk 1 Hr.
9:00 AM Pedals and Spokes 3 Hrs.
9:00 AM Nature’s Way (Children) V/2 Hrs.
9:00 AM What’s That? (Children) 1V2 Hrs.
1:00 PM Baker Island Cruise 41/2 Hrs.
2:30 PM Gorham Mountain Hike 21/2 Hrs.
2:30 PM Hadlock Brook Walk 2 Hrs.
2:30 PM Discovery Walk 2 Hrs.
3:00 PM Ecology Walk 21/2 Hrs.
Variable Between Forest & Sea 2 Hrs.
Variable Dusk Walk IV2 Hrs.
7:30 PM Campfire Circle 1 Hr.
8:30 PM Amphitheater 1 Hr.
9:00 PM Astronomy Watch V/2 Hrs.
BAR HARBOR S BACKYARD
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Penobscot-Acadia
W O N D ER  VIEW  
M O TO R LODGE
OVERLOOKING BAR HARBOR 
AND FRENCHMAN’S BAY
Built on the Site o f  the former 
Mary Roberts Rinehart Estate
Restaurant, Cocktail Lounge, magnificent 
swimming pool, telephone and color TV in 
every room. Equisitive views from your room 
or from our terraces.
Close to center of town.
700 yards to Ferry Terminal.
A Must in Bar Harbor, Maine 04609
Tel: 1-800-341-1553 
Maine 288-3358
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Penobscot-Acadia
BAR HARBOR
Bar Harbor is jus tifiab ly  famous throughout the world 
for its breathtaking com bination of ocean, lake and 
mountain scenery. Enjoy the untouched natural beauty 
of Acadia National Park.
Go hiking, mountain clim bing, bicycling, deep-sea and 
fresh water fishing. Golf on one of the most beautiful 
18-hole courses in America.
Relax and enjoy the Park’s naturalist programs, s ight­
seeing boat trips, narrated tours by bus, yachting and 
swimming or lazy days by the pounding surf.
Available are fine restaurants, unique shops, and a full 
range of com fortable accommodations including 
fac ilities  for camping and trailers.
Don’t forget the Fall Foliage and the W inter cross­
country skiing and snowmobiling — Bar Harbor is for 
you every season of the year.
For inform ation and a free booklet, write Bar Harbor 
Chamber of Commerce, Box MIY, Bar Harbor, Maine 
04609.
ACADIA  NATIONAL PARK
Higgins Holiday Motel
Our quiet, in-town location offers a restful 
haven with the convenience o f a short walk to 
the ocean, restaurants, shops, Acadia National 
Park. We offer the choice o f a comfortable old 
fashioned room or a large, modern motel unit — 
efficiencies available. No Pets. May-Oct. 
Brochure available.
43 Holland Ave. (off Cottage St.) 
Bar Harbor, Maine 04609
Write: P.O. Box 214 MI 
Phone: 207-288-3829
Private Beach On Beautiful Frenchman Bay Boats
Emery's Shore Cottages
21 COTTAGES —  12 WITH KITCHENS —  ELECTRIC HEAT —  TV
'A Mile O ff Route 3 —  Away From Noise And Traffic 
2 Miles From The Entrance To Acadia Nat'l Park f
Box 177A  BAR HARBOR, MAINE 04609  (2 0 7 )2 8 8 -3 4 3 2
HOTEL TESTA'S RESTAURANT
F O O D  48th Season
L O D G I N G
C O C K T A I L S
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS Telephone 288-3327
53 MAIN STREET BAR HARBOR 04609
Winter: Palm Beach, Florida
Q c e & n  3 > sU u e M o ia k  Q o u n i
(At Entrance to. Famous Ocean Drive)
Short Walk to Ocean and Beach 
Schooner Head Rd. Rt. 3 
BAR HARBOR
Motel and Cottages with kitchens and fireplaces - Heated Pool 
Moderate Rates - Information Mailed On Request 
Tel: 207-288-3361
ROGER J . DYER, Prop., BAR HARBOR, MAINE 04609
SUNSET PINES MOTEL
Away from noise and fumes of traffic 
OH Route 3 on Sand Point Road 
On Shore of beautiful Frenchman’s Bay
“Refreshingly Different”
Tel. (207) 288-4204 
Miriam K. Overpeck Bar Harbor, Maine 04609
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Aroostook County
AROOSTOOK County, known throughout Maine simply as The County, is the largest of Maine's six­
teen counties. Bounded by Canada on the west, north, 
and east, it covers a land area of 6,453 square miles. 
Slightly more than 20 percent of the region is under 
potato cultivation, earning The County the moniker of 
Potato Empire of the World. Each summer, Aroostook 
takes on a picturesque beauty that is unmatched, with 
acres of vari-colored potato blossoms, fields of grain, 
clover, oats, peas, and herds of cattle. Aroostook has 
never known a drought and her farmlands are rich and 
green.
Aroostook is the home of the largest deposits of man­
ganese on the North American continent. Traces of gold, 
uranium, copper and molybdenum, antimony, and 
limestone have been found throughout her length and 
breadth, with the actual quantities still unknown.
Aroostook is rapidly becoming a four-season vacation- 
land. Fishing, camping, hiking, and canoe trips start in 
the spring and expand into swimming, water skiing, golf­
ing, and boating. The fall brings fishing and hunting, 
with the winter months popular for smelt fishing, skiing, 
ski touring, and snowmobiling.
Geographically and commercially, Aroostook is di­
vided into four areas. Main highways enter Aroostook 
from the south at Sherman on Interstate 95, at Macwahoc 
on Route 2, and at Weston on Route 1. From Macwahoc, 
Route 2 follows the course of Molunkus Stream to Island 
Falls.
Island Falls is a commercial center for farming, lumber­
ing, and potato processing and serves as a central point 
for nearby resorts. It is located adjacent to the falls of the 
west branch of the Mattawamkeag River. Northeast of Is­
land Falls is the Pleasant Lake area, one of Theodore 
Roosevelt's favorite hunting and fishing spots.
Northeast, the road passes through Dyer Brook, Mer­
rill, Smyrna Mills, Oakfield, Ludlow, and New Limerick 
to Houlton. Nearby lakes and streams produce bass, 
pickerel, brown trout, salmon, and white perch. The 
many lumbering areas provide excellent partridge, deer, 
and black bear ranges.
Alternate Route 2 passes through some of the longest 
uninterrupted stretches of forest in Maine, broken only 
by Reed, Haynesville, Glenwood, and Linneus. This 
route traverses a mountain, lake, and stream region, and 
Wytopitlock Lake and Stream and the East and West 
branches of the Mattawamkeag, a natural setting for the 
hunter, fisherman, and camper.
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Route 1 from Weston is a most picturesque route, pas­
sing through such towns as Orient, Amity, Cary, and 
Hodgdon to Houlton.
Routes 1, 2, 2A, and 1-95 all converge at Houlton, the 
capital of Aroostook and the commercial and distribution 
center of the southern part of the county. Houlton is one 
of five major ports of entry into Canada.
Route 1 leaves Houlton on an excellent highway to Lit­
tleton, Monticello,and Bridgewater. All are potato-grow­
ing communities with some diversification into lumber, 
cattle, and grain. Some of the finest hunting, fishing, and 
camping facilities are located in this area. From Bridgewa­
ter, Route 1 enters Mars Hill, a community named after 
a mountain which overlooks the whole area.
At Mars Hills, Route 1A takes you to Easton Center, 
Fort Fairfield, and Caribou.
Route 1 leads directly to Presque Isle, Aroostook's 
largest city. Surrounded by some of the most fertile farm 
lands in The County, Presque Isle is the site of the North­
ern Maine Agricultural Fair every August. It also serves 
as the center for many of the nearby vacation areas. 
Aroostook State Park, a 430-acre spot for boating, swim­
ming, water skiing, camping, picnicking, hiking, nature 
walks, and skiing, is located nearby.
Route 1 continues north from Presque Isle to Caribou, 
where it joins 1 A. Caribou is located on the banks of the 
Aroostook River, as are Fort Fairfield and Presque Isle. 
Route 89 from Caribou leads to Limestone, a potato cen­
ter. Midway between the two towns is Loring Air Force 
Base, a sprawling complex with half its installations un­
derground.
Fort Fairfield, the third member of the triangle, is 
another major port of entry into Canada and also a very 
large potato-shipping point. It is the home of the Potato 
Blossom Festival held every year in July.
Route 1 from Caribou leads north to Van Buren, a third 
Canadian port of entry. North of Van Buren it travels 
through Keegan, Lille, Grand Isle, and St. David to 
Madawaska, the northernmost town in Maine and the 
home of Fraser Paper Company, Ltd. It is Aroostook's 
fourth rpajor point of entry into Canada.
From Van Buren the road travels through Frenchville 
to Fort Kent, the northern terminus of Route 1 (running 
from here to Key West, Florida). Fort Kent is Aroostook's 
fifth port of entry into Canada. It also is the home of a 
branch of the University of Maine. Of historical interest 
is the 1839 Fort Kent Blockhouse built to protect timber 
interests during a bloodless border dispute with Canada.
Allagash, a small village a few miles west of Fort Kent, 
marks the confluence of the Saint John and the Allagash 
rivers. The Allagash Wilderness Waterway offers one of 
the world's most famous whitewater canoe trips.
Route 11, the Aroostook Scenic Highway, winds its 
way through Soldier Pond, Wallagrass, and Eagle Lake, 
passing by and overlooking some of the legendary lakes 
in the Fish River Chain. The thoroughfare located be­
tween Eagle Lake and Winterville is the jumping-off spot 
to the Fish River Country. A wooded paradise supple­
mented with mirror lakes and turbulent streams, it is one 
of the last remaining true wilderness frontiers in the 
country available to the sportsman.
The whole Aroostook Scenic Highway is dotted with 
picnic sites and camping grounds provided by the state, 
in addition to resort facilities at Ashland, Portage, St. 
Froid, Eagle Lake, and other Fish River or Red River 
areas.
From Winterville the highway goes to Portage, center 
of the Fish River Country. Portage is located some twenty 
miles from Fish River Lake, which can be reached only by 
boat or plane. It has provided thrills for many dignitaries 
throughout the United States.
From Portage, Route 11 south reaches Ashland, home 
of the Ashland Logging Museum. Ashland is perhaps the 
largest lumbering community in Aroostook. It is from 
here that the American Realty Road begins, a fifty-mile 
stretch of good gravel road leading into the heart of one 
of the largest tracts of wooded wonderland left in the U. S .
Traveling south again, one passes replicas of giant 
woods operations and continues to Masardis and 
Oxbow, now a sportsmen's adventure land.
From Oxbow, again traveling south past Oak Hill, 
Knowles Corner, Moro, and Hershey, the road leaves 
Aroostook, passing into Patten.
Acadian Village
 ^ " vill5 ea^ dien~
HOCJRS: The village’s season is from June 15th through Sept. 15th; 
Open every day from 10:00 to 5:00, Sundays 12:00 to 5:00.
GS ROUTE ONE
VAN BUREN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
AROOSTOOK COUNTY
LAST FRONTIER OF THE EAST
Can provide all you need 
fora




The Association of Aroostook 
Chambers of Commerce 
P.O. Box 672
Presque Isle, Maine 04769
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Aroostook County
International Motel
On Rt. 1, Main St., 
Calais, Me. 04619
“Getaway to Canada"
42 * fireproof units featuring w a ll-to -w a ll carpet, 
individual thermostats and air conditioning, courtesy 
coffee units, ceramic tile showers and color TV.
Call 207-454-7515, 207-454-7516  
Smith and Jennie Thomas, Your Hosts
ROCK'S
MOTEL
Individual Thermostatic Control in Every Room. Wall to Wall Carpets—Sound 
Proof—Tile Bath Rooms With Showers and Tubs — Radio—Telephones & 
Color T.V. Opposite International Bridge at Beginning of Route U.S. 1. 
Shortest Route to Quebec City.
Fort Kent, Maine 04743 (207)834-3133
Famous area 
for all types of 
fresh water f ishing. 
Boats and guides. 
M.A.P. Drive or fly.
LEEN’S, Grand Lake Stream, Maine 0 4 6 3 7
J ALBERT’S ALLAGASH CAMPS, INC.
Located in the Allagash Wilderness Waterway of North­
western Maine. We have excellent guides, comfortable cabins, 
and offer plenty of tasty food. We specialize in trout fishing and 
canoeing. Trips can run from five days to two weeks. You have 
your choice of canoeing the length of the Allagash or using our 
base camp at Round Pond from which we offer side trips to the 
up river lakes and down river to the Allagash Falls. From base 
camp we can also provide you with canoeing on the St. John 
River. Our camps are accessible only by canoe which insures a 
genuine deep woods type of vacation. We provide all 
equipment. For information write to:
Jalbert’s Allagash Camps, Inc.
P.O. Box 126, Fort Kent, Maine 04743 
For quick detailed information phone: 207-834-5057
MODERN, FULLY EQUIPPED WATERFRONT HOUSEKEEPING COTTAGES 
BOATS and MOTORS DOCKING GASandOIL
GRAY GHOST CAMPS
O N  M O O SE RIVER 
In the Moosehead Lake Region
Jane and Roger Lane 
ROCKWOOD, MAINE 04478 
BOX35
PHONE: (207) 534-7362
Clean. Comfortable. Well Equipped Housekeeping Cottages located on 
the shores of Beautiful. Unspoiled, Pocomoonshine Lake 
FISHING — Bass. Pickerel and Perch 
BOATS and MOTORS -  GOOD SWIMMING
GeneMoriarty Alexander, Maine 04694 Tel 2 07 -45 4 -23 10
GEORGIA-PACIFIC CORP. 
WOODLAND, ME.
PULP & PAPER MILL TOURS 
JUNE 14 THROUGH SEPTEMBER 3,1982 
MON. THROUGHFRI. — 9:30 A.M. & 1 :30P.M.
NO CHILDREN UNDER 12 YRS., CAMERAS OR SANDALS
LUMBERMAN’S MUSEUM, PATTEN
207-528-2650 or 528-2547
9 buildings, 2,000 exhibits from crooked knives to steam 
log haulers. Memorial Day —  Labor Day, Mon. —  Sat. 
9-4, Sun. 1-4. Labor Day —  Columbus Day Weekend, 
Sat. & Sun. only. Other days by appointment. Adults over 
12— $1.00, 6 -12— 50(.
WANTALFEGO LODGE and CABINS
Family vacation on Webb Pond in Eastbrook. Includes rowboats, 
canoes and home cooked meals. Enjoy good fishing, relaxing out­
door life, library, in congenial informal atmosphere. No housekeep­
ing cabins. Write for brochure.
Dot and Bob Dunton, R. D. 1, Franklin, Main* 04634 
Tel. (207) 565-3530
SPENCER POND CAMPS
A family vacation that's different
The luxury of being alone! Private Driveway. No telephone or 
plumbing. Nature trails, Mountain climbing, fishing. Remote log ca­
bins in the heart of Maine Housekeeping only. Home quilts on all 
beds. Brochure.
Chick and Anne Howe Star Rt. 76 Box 580; Greenville, Me. 04441
SOUTHMEADOW
Dnjoy these com fortable housekeeping cottages on Boyden Lake, 
P erry, the frien d ly, inform al atm osphere, the w ilderness q u ality  
of two miles of p r iv a te ly  owned shorefront. E xce lle n t fishing, 
swim m ing. B oats to rent. F iv e  m iles from  coast and sa lt  w ater 
fishing. R ates on request.
ALIC E and RALPH OTIS
Winter: Perry Summer: Perry
Maine 04667 M aine 04667
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Washington County
WASHINGTON County, on Maine's and the na­tion's easternmost border, aptly has been called 
the Sunrise County of the USA. Although its coastal re­
gion was one of the first to be explored and settled in 
Maine, its 2,628 square miles, consisting mostly of 
woods, lakes, and streams, contain extensive areas 
where the human foot has but infrequently trod. As a re­
sult it contains some of the most notable hunting and 
fishing territory in the state, with deer, bear, small game, 
and game birds in profusion and sport fish of unusual 
size including the king of all rod and reel fighters, the At­
lantic salmon.
Calais and Eastport are the only cities in the county, 
which also contains forty-one towns.
Calais is situated in the beautiful St. Croix River Valley, 
with an international bridge across the river to St. 
Stephen, New Brunswick, Canada. Collaboration be­
tween the two communities is world-famous, with an in­
terchange of trade, commerce, and essential municipal 
services. For travel information, visit the Maine Informa­
tion Center, near the central business district. Calais is a
trading and manufacturing center for the area, as well as 
a transportation hub. It has small hotels, modern motels, 
tourist homes, and fine retail stores; and it taps an exten­
sive and famous recreational area of large lakes, forests, 
and streams.
Eastport is the most easterly city in the United States, 
situated on Moose Island and connected with the main­
land by bridge. It is at the entrance to the great Pas- 
samaquoddy Bay area, with a large, deep harbor, and 
was once known as the center of the sardine canning in­
dustry of the United States.
Eastport is also the site of Quoddy Village, headquar­
ters of the long-proposed project to harness the ocean 
tides for electric power. The tides rise and fall eighteen 
to twenty-seven feet in this area.
Lubec, across the entrance to Cobscook Bay from 
Eastport, is the most easterly town in the United States. 
West Quoddy Head Light, at South Lubec, is on the most 
easterly point of land in the nation. The squat, candy- 
striped Coast Guard lighthouse (1807) is a popular photo­
graphic subject adjacent to Quoddy Head State Park, a
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picnicking and hiking area. Lubec also is a sardine-pack­
ing, fish-processing, and industrial center. The Roosevelt 
Internation Bridge connects Lubec to Campobello Island, 
site of the FDR summer home, now an international 
memorial park.
Lubec and Eastport flank the three-mile entrance to 
Cobscook Bay, a large, sharply indented ocean basin 
ringed by state Route 189 and Route 1. Cobscook is Indian 
for "boiling tide," caused by the constantly changing tide 
level here. The distance around the western shore of 
Cobscook Bay from Lubec to Eastport is some forty miles.
For scenic beauty, both Lubec and Eastport are situated 
where the eye can encompass vast expanses of the water 
and islands in Quoddy Bay. From the hilltops are magni­
ficent views of New Brunswick, and across the giant Bay 
of Fundy, the distant shores of Nova Scotia.
The National Weather Service officials rate the summer 
climate in this area as the finest in the nation and the 
winter temperature the same as Boston.
Clockwise on the road-circle from Lubec to Eastport are 
West Lubec; North Trescott; Whiting, with a famous old 
church and cemetery; Dennysville, on the swiftly flowing 
Dennys River, famous for its Atlantic salmon; West Pem­
broke; Pembroke; and Perry, where a stone monument 
marks the exact midway point between the equator and 
North Pole. Offshore in the St. Croix River is St. Croix Is­
land, now an International Shrine, where De Monts and 
Champlain and their company spent the winter of 1604.
Robbinston is also on Route 1 between Perry and Calais 
and is at the mouth of the St. Croix River. The rocks and 
sandy beaches in this area are tinged with red, creating 
a striking colorama.
Inland from Route 1, Route 191 cuts north-south from 
Baring to East Machias, skirting the southern end of Med- 
dybemps Lake, Cathance Lake, Rocky Lake, and Hadley 
Lake. It passes through the villages of Meddybemps, 
Grove, Cooper, and Jacksonville. Offshoots go through 
Charlotte and Ayers to West Pembroke; and through 
Marion to Dennysville. Cobscook Bay State Park, located 
six miles south of Dennysville, juts out into Cobscook Bay 
and is within easy driving distance to Campobello Island, 
New Brunswick. These roads traverse lake and forest 
country, where Atlantic salmon come up the coastal 
streams, and lake salmon, trout, and togue fishing are 
spectacular. In this region also is the great Moosehorn 
Wildlife Refuge with headquarters at Baring.
Westward from East Machias to the Hancock County 
line, the coast of Washington County is indented with 
many deep bays whose peninsulas and islands make it 
one of the most rugged and picturesque sections of the 
Maine coast. Machias Bay; Starboard, located at the coast­
al tip of Machiasport; Roque Bluffs, site of a 300-acre sea­
side park on Englishman Bay; Chandler's Bay; Jonesport; 
West Jonesport; Beals; Addison; Pleasant Bay; Har­
rington; Ripley Neck; Milbridge; Wyman on Nar- 
raguagus Bay; Pigeon Hill Bay; Petit Manan Point; Dyer 
Bay; Dyer Neck; and Steuben — all are names and places 
in this entrancing coastal area where lumbering, fishing, 
and the recreation industry are an important means of 
livelihood in a setting of grandeur and beauty.
Slightly inland is the larger town of Machias which is
the county seat and has a shopping center, modern 
motels, theaters, and restaurants. Breastworks of Fort 
O'Brien (1775) remain overlooking Machias Bay, site of 
the first naval engagement of the Revolution, staged five 
days before the Battle of Bunker Hill. Also in Machias is 
Burnham Tavern built in 1770 and restored in 1907.
Cherryfield, on the Narraguagus River; Harrington, on 
a coastal river and the center of forty-six different trout­
fishing streams; Columbia Falls, on the Pleasant River; 
and Whitneyville, on the Machias River, are centers for 
the "king of game fish," the Atlantic salmon. The 1818 
Ruggles House in Columbia Falls, noted for its exquisite­
ly carved interior woodwork, is open to the public during 
summer months.
From Cherryfield starts beautiful "Cherryfield Woods 
Road," Route 193, which follows the Narraguagus River 
north through Deblois to Beddington. Here Route 9 cuts 
across the center of Washington County from west to 
east. This is the famous Airline Road, well known by deer 
hunters and fishermen, tapping the Mopang Lakes, 
Pleasant River, Machias River, Chain Lakes, Crawford 
Lake, and Pocomoonshine Lake areas, with their villages 
of Wesley, Pokey, Crawford, Alexander, and Baileyville, 
where Route 9 joins Route 1 between Baring and Wood­
land.
Cutting across the center of the county, the famous 
Grand Lakes chain reaching up into Penobscot County 
contains togue, trout, salmon, pickerel, and other game 
fish, making it a mecca annually for thousands of 
sportsmen. Connecting Grand Lake and Big Lake is 
Grand Lake Stream, a three-mile stretch of rapid water 
known to all experienced fishing enthusiasts.
North of Calais is Woodland, site of the Georgia-Pacific 
Corp. Paper Mills; Princeton, gateway to the Grand 
Lakes area; Waite and Talmadge, in the heart of a great 
hunting and fishing area; Topsfield, Brookton, Eaton, 
and Danforth, all on Route 1 traversing the northeastern 
section of the county. Vanceboro is the gateway to the 
Spednic and Chiputneticook Lakes area.
S an d y  B ay  C a m p s
On Beautinil Moosehead Lake 
Maine Tel. 207-695-2512
•  Completely Equipped Housekeeping Cottages
•  Superb Hunting & Fishing
•  Wilderness Campground
•  White Water Rafting
•  Restaurant Serving Home Cooked Meals
•  We Provide Boats, Motors, Gas and Oil
•  Store On The Premise
OPEN YEAR ROUMD
HORSESHOE POND CAMPS
Canoe Rentals — Trout Guaranteed 
Fly In Allagash and St.John Trips
Folsom’s A ir Service, Inc.
GREENVILLE, MAINE 04441
Tel. (207) 695-2821
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Northern Lakes
THIS vast area of northern and north-central Maine contains the many lakes regions of hugh Piscataquis 
County and the northern parts of Somerset and 
Penobscot counties.
In northern Somerset County, ten miles above Bing­
ham, is the northernmost Arnold Trail marker in the Ken­
nebec River section, for here Benedict Arnold's expedi­
tion left the course of the river to portage cross-country 
to Dead River and thence to Megantic. Pleasant Ridge, 
Carry Ponds, Rowe Pond, and other desirable fishing 
waters and vacationing territory are in this region.
On the east bank of the Kennebec, Route 201, a scenic 
Maine highway, continues on to Quebec through 
Caratunk, the gateway to Pierce Pond, Pleasant Pond, 
and Moxie Mountain, and to The Forks, named because 
of the confluence of the waters of the Dead River, which 
has flowed down from the hills and lakes of Franklin 
County, and those of the Kennebec, which have come 
from Moosehead Lake through the East and West Out­
lets.
The Forks, Troutdale on Lake Moxie, Indian Pond 
(reached via Tarratine), Long Pond, Lake Parlin, and 
Jackman are fishing and hunting areas of renown. The 
lakes have an abundance of trout, landlocked salmon, 
and togue; and the woods abound with partridge, wood­
cock, deer, and bear. Pierce Pond, Mount Coburn,
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Spencer Lake, and the Dead River region also are great 
hunting and fishing spots. Near Jackman, Big Wood 
Lake, Attean Lake, Holeb Pond, and the waters of Moose 
River are favorites with hunters, fishermen, and camp­
ers.
Jackman is known as "the Switzerland of Maine" be­
cause of its spectacular backdrop of several mountain 
ranges. It is a commercial and recreational center, offer­
ing fishing, hunting, canoeing, and snowmobiling as 
well as sporting camps, accommodations, and restau­
rants.
From Mattawamkeag, Route 157 leads northwest to the 
lumber, pulp, and manufacturing towns of Medway, 
East Millinocket, and Millinocket, where are located the 
big mills of the Great Northern Paper Company. These 
towns are also the gateways to Norcross, departure point 
for the Twin, Pemadumcook, Nahmakanta, Jo-Mary, and 
Millinocket lakes of the West Branch Chain and the 
Katahdin area. The East Branch region of the Penobscot 
is reached through Medway to Grindstone, Stacyville, 
Sherman Station, Mt. Chase, Patten (home of the Lum­
berman's Museum founded by the late Dr. Lore Rogers), 
and Shin Pond. From Shin Pond northward is the large 
lake-studded area of Penobscot County which includes 
Matagamon (Grand), Scraggly, Snowshoe, Grand, and 
Seboeis lakes, and several mountains.
Piscataquis, the "country of lakes," is the second 
largest county in Maine. Within its 4,205 square miles are 
252,872 acres of water, almost twice as much as any other 
Maine county.
Located in the north-central part of Maine, it contains 
four outstanding features: In the northern section, hun­
dreds of large and small lakes in a wilderness of forest 
and mountains; Moosehead Lake, largest in the state; 
mile-high Mount Katahdin and Baxter State Park; and, in 
its southern section, most of the villages and towns that 
form an important agricultural and industrial area.
The Moosehead Lake Region is one of Maine's most 
popular hunting, fishing, and vacationing areas. Forty 
miles long and twenty miles wide, the lake contains sev­
eral large islands, many bays and inlets, and is fed by 
scores of streams and lesser lakes. Hemmed by rugged 
mountains and flanked by the virgin forest, Moosehead 
has been a haven of rest and a center of sports and recre­
ation for many years. Its waters provide unexcelled trout, 
togue, and salmon fishing, from the time the ice goes out, 
early in May, until the hunting season arrives in October. 
Five famous canoe trips begin at Moosehead Lake: the 
East and West Branch trips, the Alla gash, the Allagash 
Circuit, and the Saint John River trip.
Greenville, at the foot of Moosehead, is the starting 
point for roads that strike for miles northward along both 
sides of the lake into the wilderness beyond. To the west, 
one road leads through Greenville Junction to East and 
West Outlets, Rockwood, Seboomook, and Northeast 
Carry to Caucomgomoc lake. A mile across the water 
from Rockwood, Mt. Kineo rises 1,806 feet sheer from the 
heart of Moosehead Lake. The road from Greenville 
around the east side of the lake goes through Lily Bay and 
Kokadjo to Ripogenus Dam at the foot of Chesuncook
T h is  is  M ain e ’s  m o st u n iq u e  an d  e x c itin g  su m m e r 
v a c a t io n  a c t iv ity  — rid in g  th e  w ild  ra p id s throu gh  
N ew  E n g la n d ’s  m o st s p e c ta c u la r  riv er gorge! W e run 
th e  r iv er e v e r y  d a y  from  M em oria l D ay to Mid- 
S e p te m b e r  in in f la ta b le  rafts o r w o o d e n  d o ries . 
T e n tin g  fa c ilit ie s , d a y  c a r e  a n d  s p e c ia l  g ro u p  ra te s  
a v a ila b le . W rite  or c a ll  (207) 663-2251 for ou r free  
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L I N G E R  L O N G E R  L E D G E
O n  Moosehead Lake O pen year round
Fully equipped, unique housekeeping cottages, 5 & 6 rooms, 
sleeps 2 to 10. Auto Heat, Fireplaces, TV & Radio, W indow  
Walled Living Room facing spectacular view. Beach, Excellent 
Dock Facility, Boat Rentals. Near Churches and Store.
Rose and Wm. Clarke, Box 25, Rockwood. Me. 0 4 4 7 8  207 -53 4 -77 47
BRASSUA LAKE CAMPS / CAMPGROUND
2 hr. drive to Quebec City, Canada
Rustic campground and housekeeping camps, nestled in the woods, on the shore 
of Brassua Lake. Panoramic view of mountains and lake from your campsite or 
camp porch. Boat fishing in lake or fly fishing in the famous Moose River for Brook 
trout and land locked salmon. Perfect for hikers and camera enthusiasts.
Whitewater Raft Outfitters 
Box 147M Rockwood, Me. 04478 
207-534-7328
US Rt. 2 0 1 , B o x  1, W e st F o rk s , Me. 0 4 9 8 5
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Lake and around Harrington Lake to Baxter State Park 
and the Katahdin region. Float-plane charter services are 
available in Greenville along with ample accommoda­
tions and restaurants.
Near Monson, a few miles southeast of Greenville on 
Little Wilson Stream, a fifty-seven-foot waterfall in a 
sheetslate canyon makes one of the most impressive cas­
cades in the state. Monson is a slate mining center and 
the site of a slate museum and the Moosehead Manufac­
turing Company, one of the larger hardwood furniture 
factories in the United States.
Big Squaw Mountain, near Greenville Junction, is eas­
ily climbed and affords a magnificent view of the entire 
area. Squaw Mt. Ski Area is located here, one of Maine's 
largest winter recreation centers. East and West Outlet, 
Rockwood, and Seboomook, all on the western shore of 
Moosehead, are well-known vacation areas.
Lily Bay is almost a lake in itself, separated from 
Moosehead Lake by Sugar Island. Lily Bay State Park, lo­
cated here, offers swimming, boating, and camping. It 
also is a fishing center and many record salmon and trout 
are taken each year. Spencer Narrows, farther up the east 
shore from Lily Bay, is at the entrance to Spencer Bay, at 
the head of which is Spencer Mountain and nearby 
Spencer Pond, always favorite fishing waters and an area 
full of game. Kokadjo, on beautiful Kokadjo Lake, is the 
[center of a fly-fishing area embracing twenty-three ponds 
*and numerous streams. Further on is Ripogenus Dam, 
ninety-two feet high at the head of West Branch Gorge. 
At the foot of Chesuncook Lake, the dam is a starting spot
for the vast northern area of Piscataquis County, with its 
trackless forests and lakes such as Chamberlain, 
Sourdnahunk, Telos, Webster, Umbazoosksus, Al- 
lagash, Churchill, Chemquasabamticook, and hundreds 
of others, both large and small.
Dover-Foxcroft, shire town of the county, is the largest 
in population and is a business and industrial town, with 
clothing and wood-products companies, modern stores, 
schools, hotels, library, and shaded residential streets. 
Of interest in the area is Brown's Mill Energy Lab, a 
blacksmith museum, and one of the state's few remain­
ing covered bridges — Low's Bridge built in 1857 over the 
Piscataquis River to connect nearby Sangerville and Guil­
ford.
Just north of Dover-Foxcroft via Route 153 is the Peaks- 
Kenny State Park offering fishing, swimming, picnick­
ing, and camping at a cove on the ten-mile long Sebec 
Lake, one of the original homes of landlocked salmon in 
Maine. Here salmon, bass, and perch fishing are excel­
lent. Lake Onawa is a gem among Maine lakes, nestled 
at the foot of Boarstone Mountain further north. The vil­
lages of Willimantic, Sebec Lake, Bowerbank, Sebec, and 
Greeley's Landing are popular centers around Sebec 
Lake.
Milo, in whose town limits the outlet of Sebec Lake and 
Pleasant River join the Piscataquis, is an industrial, lum­
bering, and farming community. Here are farms with 
high production records. The soil is of a calcareous com­
position, supporting fine produce, excellent feed for 
dairy herds, and fast-growing timber. The only spool mill
MILLINOCKET LAKE CAMPS CAMPGROUND AND
BIG MOOSE INN
Old fashioned home cooking, at­
mosphere right out of the past at 
the North Maine Woods Inn. 
Lodging, dining and “A mug of 
brew around the fireplace. ” Ca­
tering to your own special party 
or weekend snow-sleigh group. 
An experience in North Maine 









•  SCREENED-IN LEAN-TO’S
•  HOT SHOWERS
•  BOAT & MOTOR RENTAL
•  MEALS AVAILABLE
LOCATED AT THE FOOT OF MT. KATAHDIN 
SURROUNDED BY LAKES 
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING COTTAGES 
WHITE WATER RAFT TRIPS •  SEA PLANE TOURS
FREDRICKA BOYNTON, prop.
Box 98 Millinocket, Maine 04462 Tel. 723-8391







MODERN HOUSEKEEPING CABINS * BOATS * MOTORS 
TACKLE * BAIT
For Further Information Call: ANNIE & KELLY
P.O. BOX 295
T e l :  2 0 7 /5 3 4 *7 7 4 1  ROCKWOOD. MAINE 04478
OPEN ALL YEAR
Wilsons on Moosehead Lake
Moosehead, Maine Zip Code 04442
Everything for the family vacation on the shore of Moosehead Lake 
at the head-waters of the Kennebec River. Completely equipped 
housekeeping cottages accommodating from 1 to 10. Screened 
porches. Spectacular 20 mile view of lake and mountains.
Our facilities include: swimming beach, free launching and docking 
for our guests, fishing, picnic areas, lawn sports. Wildlife and bird 
photographers paradise.




Phil Clifford and Jane Fowler 
Tel. Greenville (207) 695-2549
C H A L E T  M O O S E H E A D
We invite you to .relax in our new “Chalet” styled motel efficiencies. Picture win­
dows in each two-room unit overlooking beautiful Moosehead Lake. Spacious 
lawns and shade trees. Fishing-swimming or enjoy a walk in the Maine woods. 
Boat-motor rental. Canoes and  P edal Boats free  for use while guests at the Chalet 
Moosehead. Golfing and tennis nearby. Open Year Round.
Write: Chalet Moosehead — Box315-M [ y ^ j
Greenville Jet., Maine 04442 §35
Tel. 207-695-2950 h a d  ColorT.V.
KIDNEY POND LODGE & CAMPS
Beneath Mt. Katahdin
M a in e ’s F inest A m erican  Plan Lodge fo r Native T rout 
F ly F ish ing— B ird  W atch ing— M ounta in C lim b ing  
C anoe ing— E xce lle n t C u is ine— C abins— Showers
Ruth & Charles Norris Box 300 Millinocket, Me. 04462
BUCKHORN CAMPS m il l in o c k e t , MAINE
Invest in hospitality and facilities, 
Housekeeping or American Plan. 
Hike Katahdin; hunt, snowmobile, 
it all, in Maine's Wilderness Area. Children 
from 5 to 85 return. Join our way of life. Detailed 
oicture brochure.
Buckhom Camps, Millinocket, Maine 04462
Phone 207-723-5658 or 794-8824
not size of ads. 
Fish - Swim - 
We really have
Wildwood Lakeside Cabins
Lakeside Log Cabins (complete furnishings)
Clean*Comfortable*Modern-Boating*Canoeing-Swimming*Fishing 
Town Convenience-Golf (nearby)*Gateway to Quebec, P.Q. 
Housekeeping Units (1 or 2 bedrooms) (Overnight accommodations welcome) 
Hosts
Bill & Denise Fitzgerald Forest St. BigwOOd Lake
(207) 668-3351 Jackman, Maine 04945
of the American Thread Company is located here. Car­
loads of spools are developed from the vast white birch 
stands in this area, which is gaining popularity as a fish­
ing and hunting center.
North from Milo the road goes to Brownville and 
Brownville Junction where a gravel road leads six miles 
to Katahdin Iron Works. Here a blast furnace and char­
coal kiln have been restored. This road opens up a hereto­
fore hard-to-get-to hunting and fishing country of wide 
renown, including the Big Houston Lake area, the 
Katahdin Iron Works, now preserved by the state as a his­
toric site, was once a mine and smelting mill which at one 
time worked a bog of iron ore, a variety of hematite, 
found in the area at the foot of Ore Mountain. Deposits 
of pigments and copper and asbestos also have been 
found here. Some lumbering operations are now carried 
on there.
Nearby, reached only by trail, is the Grand Canyon of 
the East, at what is known as Gulf Hagas on the West 
Branch of Pleasant River. Here the stream is deeply en­
trenched in a slate canyon. Waterfalls, sheer walls, fan­
tastic shapes, and unusual rock formations make a scene 
of unsurpassed beauty. Trout fishing in the various wat­
ers is excellent.
Baxter State Park is a 201,018-acre wildlife sanctuary of­
fering opportunities for mountain climbing and for the] 
study of geology, wild plant and animal life, and the vast 
wilderness of Maine. Mountain trails, camp sites, and 
shelters harmonize with the unspoiled surroundings.
Mount Katahdin, in Baxter State Park, is the northern 
terminus of the Appalachian Trail, which cuts across the 
northern sections of Piscataquis, Somerset, Franklin, and 
Oxford counties. It is one of the highest peaks east of the 
Rockies and dominates a vast expanse of territory whose 
lakes and streams are famous among fishermen and 
whose forest depths outside the park area are among the 
best hunting grounds in the state.
Order the best Maine books by Maine 
publishers from the Maine Publicity 
Bureau. Ask for a catalog now. Great 
Christmas gifts!
Sea Plane Tours - Hiking - Canoe Trips - Water Skiing - Swimming
f  ROCKW OOD COTTAGES I“ On the shore o f MOOSEHEAD LAKE”  J f  5 Join us any season of the year for a vacation in ,
. Maine’s mountain wilderness. Our eight shorefront D 
5 cottages are com pletely equipped for com fortable g 
§ lodging. For your convenience we have boat & canoe 
0 rentals, gas, bait, tackle, licenses, docking & warm 
North Woods hospita lity.
OPEN YEAR ROUND 
DENNY & PATTY RUSSO 
3 Box 176M.P.B. Rockwood, ME04478207-534-7725 «
Whitewater Rafting - Skiing - Snowmobiling - X-Country Skiing
| i f  ,
■o A £ &
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for more information, please write:
The Moosehead Vacation 
and Sportsmen’s Association 
PO Box I
Rockwood, Maine 04478
WE SET THE STANDARD.
We set the standard for 
Down East Hospitality & Fine Dining. 
We’re right on The Harbor in 
Bar Harbor. Call or write:
BAR HARBOR MOTOR INN
Mount Desert Island, Bar Harbor 
Maine 0 4 6 0 9  (2 0 7 ) 288-3351
